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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents conceptual and mathematical formulations of mechanistic-based models
which take into account the initial state-of-the-art knowledge on models and parameters and are linked
to the existing numerical tools. The conceptual, mathematical and numerical models are proposed for
the following reference systems: 1) HLW disposal cell in granite; 2) HLW disposal cell in clay; 3) ILW
disposal cell in granite; and 4) ILW disposal cell in clay.
HLW disposal cell in granite
The reactive transport model of the geochemical evolution of a HLW disposal cell in granite involves the
following interfaces: bentonite/granite host rock, bentonite/carbon-steel and carbon-steel
canister/vitrified waste. A reference case and several sensitivity cases are proposed. The reference
case starts when the 75 cm thick FEBEX bentonite buffer is saturated. Partial desaturation is not
considered to be a relevant scenario for the bentonite in the HLW disposal cell in granite. Hydrogen
generation due to corrosion is not expected to produce a partial desaturation of the bentonite barrier.
The model is non-isothermal and accounts for the thermal transient of decreasing temperatures until the
thermal pulse dissipates. The excavation damaged zone is disregarded in the base case. Its relevance
will be evaluated in a sensitivity case by considering that the permeability, porosity and effective diffusion
of the EDZ are larger than those of the intact Spanish Reference granitic rock. Anaerobic corrosion of
the canister will be uniform, consume water and generate H2. The main geochemical processes in the
transient phase include: 1) The precipitation of iron corrosion products at the canister/bentonite
interface, 2) The destabilization of montmorillonite, 3) The replacement of bentonite minerals by Fe-rich
smectites and non-swelling Fe-rich phyllosilicates; and 4) The cementation of bentonite due to the
precipitation of iron corrosion products and SiO 2 coming from montmorillonite transformation. Canister
corrosion will lead to an increase in the concentration of dissolved Fe2+ and a decrease of Eh. The
precipitation of the corrosion products at the canister will decrease the porosity of the bentonite and lead
to pore clogging near the canister.
The model of the reference and sensitivity cases of the HLW disposal cell in granite will consider three
successive periods. The first one (period I) will cover the oxic transient stage. Period II will start when
the bentonite barrier is fully saturated and the anoxic conditions are prevailing. Canister corrosion, the
interactions of corrosion products and the bentonite and the interactions of bentonite and granite will be
considered in this period. Finally, period III will start after canister failure and will consider glass alteration
and the interactions of glass with corrosion products and uncorroded iron. It is important to point out that
only periods II and III will be considered in the model. This approach is consistent with that used for the
HLW disposal cell in clay. A simple glass dissolution model derived from ACED Task 3 will be used for
the numerical model at the scale of the disposal cell and consider the French reference SON-68 vitrified
waste. The interactions of the glass and corrosion products will start in period III after canister failure.
The following sensitivity cases are proposed: 1) The Belgian reference glass SM539; 2) An early
breached canister with corrosion products and remaining uncorroded metallic iron; 3) MX-80 bentonite
buffer 35 cm thick; 4) EDZ and a fracture zone in the granitic rock; 5) A change in the chloride
concentration of the SRG porewater; and 6) The Czech Reference Crystalline rock. All the simulation
runs, including the base and the sensitivity cases, will consider non-isothermal conditions. Partial
desaturation of the bentonite barrier will not be considered. Models will be performed with the reactive
transport codes CORE2D V5 and INVERSE-FADES-CORE V2, which rely on the thermodynamic
database ThermoChimie v10.a.
HLW disposal cell in clay
The contribution of Subtask 4.1 to the high level waste (HLW) disposal cell in a clay sedimentary
formation is based on the Belgium, Dutch and French national concepts. The first two programs rely
upon supercontainers containing the vitrified waste and their steel overpack encased in prefabricated
cylindrical concrete buffer materials. The concrete is made of OPC/CEM I cement and limestone
aggregates. The pH has to be kept at high values during the thermal phase, and much longer beyond,
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in order to keep the carbon steel overpack passivated, to limit corrosion and radionuclide release. In the
French concept, the annular gap between a carbon steel sleeve (liner) and the host rock is filled with a
bentonite/cement grout that imposes a corrosion-limiting environmental condition during the thermal
phase only. The alkalinity of the grout is moderate (pH ~ 11) and should have been neutralized readily
afterwards to prevent the dissolution of the nuclear glass under alkaline pH and radionuclide release.
The nuclear glass is inserted in a carbon steel overpack. It has been decided to start from a generic
configuration of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock as a base case and to perform variants that
will fulfil more explicitly features of the Belgian/Dutch concept or features of the French concept.
Eventually, a partly water desaturated degree can be modelled as an optional case with diffusion of gas
(H2, CO2) in the system leading to cement carbonation.
Subtask 4.1 tackles with the full design of the cell over very long duration (10 5 years). The base case
includes the nuclear glass (40 cm in diameter), the low alloy steel overpack (5 cm thick), the OPC-based
concrete buffer (5, 30, 75 and 100 cm thick), the Callovo-Oxfordian claystone (several meter thick in the
calculations). A bentonite/cement grout buffer (with a low pH cement) is an alternative composition for
the 5 cm thickness. The first period for the narrative evolution and conceptual model deals with the
chemical alterations before the breaching of the steel overpack (considering a thermal transient stage
over 1000 y, then 25 °C). The first objective is to assess the coupled lifetime of the cement-based buffer
and steel overpack as a function of the cement buffer thickness and composition. Enhanced diffusion
properties are also investigated due to a transversal network of interconnected cracks within the
degraded cement buffer. Glass alteration is only considered in the second period after the breaching of
the canister with corrosion products and remaining uncorroded metallic iron. Different types of the
corrosion products will be tested. The cement buffer is in an advanced state of chemical degradation
which composition and pH will have been modelled in the first period. Eventually, a partly water
desaturated degree can be modelled as an optional case with diffusion of gas (H2, CO2) in the system.
The main mathematical features of the reactive transport model are presented in a second section. The
geochemical, mineralogical and diffusion parameters of all the materials (CEM I concrete, grout, argillite)
have been compiled. Kinetic rates for carbon steel corrosion have been selected from alkaline to neutral
pH values. The vitrified waste is represented by the ISG (international simple glass) model with a kinetic
dissolution rate law resulting from the combination of an initial forward dissolution rate and long-term
residual dissolution rate.
The modelling of Subtask 4.1 will be performed with the reactive transport codes HYTEC and iCP
(interface COMSOL-PHREEQC). Those codes are interfaced with the ThermoChimie database,
relevant for clayey and cement phases as well as iron corrosion products, and dataset for modelling the
sorption processes of the host rock and corrosion products. The reactive transport models developed in
Subtask 4.1 are able to couple different types of chemical processes for the entire multi barrier systems
of the HLW disposal cell in clay host rock. The cement/clay interactions will have an effect on the integrity
of the buffer but as well on the corrosion of steel overpack, e.g. by implementing a kinetic rate constant
of corrosion which is pH-dependent. The cement durability cannot be separated from the evolution of
the porosity and transport properties at the materials around the cement/clay interface. Carbonation
may be enhanced due to the diffusion of gaseous CO 2 from the host rock, gaseous diffusion progressing
faster than aqueous diffusion. The dissolution of glass is explicitly coupled with the barriers and hostrock influences through the reactive transport of dissolved silica and by the precipitation of iron silicate
phases.
ILW disposal cell in clay
The contribution of Subtask 4.1 to the ILW disposal cell in a clay sedimentary formation is based on the
concepts and design defined for building up a repository in indurated clay rocks (i.e. Switzerland and
France). However, the defined multibarrier system (i.e waste matrix, containers, backfill material) is also
common for other concepts where plastic clays are considered (i.e. Belgium and the Netherlands).
Specifically, the studied disposal concept is based on a multi-barrier system including the waste matrix
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(in the primary coli or drum), the disposal container, the mortar backfill in the emplacement tunnel and
the clay host rock (Callovo Oxfordian). Reinforced of the tunnels walls with a shotcrete is also part of
the concept. It is assumed that the disposal cell contains a number of stacked waste containers (with
organic or metallic waste). In addition, a backfilling material between the waste containers is considered
and in the case of the organic waste, 6 different waste packages are also inside the containers. The
dimensions of the multibarrier system are 11 x 13 m without including the host rock and the EDZ.
Hydration models for the four different CEM I cementitious materials (i.e. functional concrete walls of
the containers, backfill mortar between the waste containers, vault backill mortar and shotcrete liner)
have been performed to determine the initial hydrated cement phases in the reactive transport model.
All the materials have been conceptualized as homogeneous porous media. Diffusion is the main
transport mechanism and no temperature effects has been considered. Aqueous complexation
reactions, mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions, cation exchange and surface complexation
reactions are part of the model. When considering changes of porosity due to precipitation/dissolution
of minerals, standard molar volumes are used. All this information is contained in the same chemical
thermodynamic database, CEMDATA v18.1. Additional thermodynamic data for some clay minerals not
found in CEMDATA is retrieved and adapted to match the same master species of CEMDATA from the
latest version of the ThermoChimie database. Simulations will be for 100 000 years and will be
performed with the T-H-M-C code OpenGeoSys v.6.
ILW disposal cell in granite
The contribution of Subtask 4.1 to the ILW disposal cell in a crystalline rock is based on the concepts
and design available in Finland, Sweden, UK and Lithuania. The same multibarrier system considered
for the ILW disposal cell in clay is used here except the host rock. In this case the Spanish granitic rock
is considered and not EDZ is present. Advective flow from the host rock is considered and no
temperature effects has been considered. Aqueous complexation reactions, mineral
dissolution/precipitation reactions, cation exchange and surface complexation reactions are part of the
model. When considering changes of porosity due to precipitation/dissolution of minerals, standard
molar volumes are used. All this information is contained in the same chemical thermodynamic
database, CEMDATA v18.1. Simulations will be for 100 000 years and will be performed with the T-HM-C code OpenGeoSys v.6.
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1. Introduction
Most radioactive disposal strategies rely on a multiple barrier system, consisting of both natural and
engineered materials, to prevent or delay the contact of groundwater with the waste and radionuclide
release to the environment. Reactive transport models (RTM) can simulate the transport and chemical
reactions of multiple solutes (and gases) and their chemical interactions within the multi-barrier system
over various temporal and spatial scales (Bildstein et al., 2019). Reactive transport models have become
an invaluable component in assessing the potential performance of a repository, which requires
understanding how the barriers evolve in space and time (De Windt and Spycher, 2019; Idiart et al.,
2020).

1.1.

Aims and scope

Task 4 of the ACED Work Package aims at simulating the interactions of the waste packages with each
other and with the immediate surrounding near field environment and the host rock within the framework
of the ILW and HLW disposal concepts at the scale of a disposal cell.
The main objectives of this task include: 1) The integration of the available knowledge on critical
processes and features from Tasks 1, 2 and 3 into conceptual, mathematical and numerical models to
simulate the chemical evolution of representative ILW and HLW disposal concepts at the disposal cell
scale; 2) The application of model abstraction techniques to describe the key features of the chemical
evolution with more robust and manageable models; and 3) The identification of the interactive
processes, parameters and features affecting the chemical evolution at the disposal cell scale.
Task 4 addresses the following key questions: 1) Upscaling the experimental degradation processes to
the scale of a disposal cell; 2) The interactions among the chemical deterioration processes; and 3) The
integration of all the knowledge gained within the ACED WP into a robust and manageable numerical
model, which reflects the current state-of-the-art (SOTA).
Task 4 is divided into the following subtasks:
1) Subtask 4.1: Conceptual and mathematical formulation for a mechanistic based model (reactive
transport model) to simulate the chemical evolution at the disposal cell scale.
2) Subtask 4.2: Model abstraction methodologies.
3) Subtask 4.3: Application of the model for a wide range of conditions and parameter values.
This deliverable D2.16, which is one of the two deliverables of the ACED Subtask 4.1, compiles the
conceptual and mathematical formulations of mechanistic-based models which take into account the
initial SOTA knowledge on models and parameters and are linked to the existing numerical tools. The
conceptual, mathematical and numerical models are proposed for the following reference systems: 1)
HLW disposal cell in granite; 2) HLW disposal cell in clay; 3) ILW disposal cell in granite; and 4) ILW
disposal cell in clay.
It is important to point out that Subtask 4.1 tackles with the full design of the cell, not only at the waste
package scale, as well as the effect of optional disposal cell concepts on the long-term (100.000 years)
durability of the materials.
The resulting complexity of the models of Subtask 4.1 and the associated numerical limitations will serve
as triggers for new developments in the ACED Subtask 4.2: Model abstraction methodologies. The
results of the reactive transport models developed in Subtask 4.1 will be used for building abstracted
models and look-up tables in Subtask 4.2. The complex model will subsequently be redefined based on
the current capabilities of the existing numerical tools. Then, the implementation into these tools, using
the highest level of complexity as possible at that point in time, and interpretation of the results follows.
In a second step, an update of the model is foreseen based on the knowledge gained in Tasks 2 and 3
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of ACED and other EURAD WPs and the numerical methods/tools in the DONUT WP. This two-step
approach guarantees an early start of Tasks 4.2 and 4.3.

1.2.

Structure of the report

This deliverable is divided in 7 chapters. Chapter 2 presents the conceptual, mathematical and
numerical models and the computer codes for the HLW disposal cell in granite. This chapter was
prepared by ENRESA (UDC) with contributions from UFZ (Vanessa Montoya) and SURAO (Antonín
Vokál) to the Narrative Evolution (Section 2.2.1). Chapter 3 deals with the conceptual, mathematical and
numerical models and the corresponding computer code for the HLW disposal cell in clay. It was
prepared by IRSN (MINES Paris Tech) with contributions from COVRA, SCK and ANDRA. Chapters 4
and 5 present the conceptual, mathematical and numerical models, and the numerical tools of the ILW
disposal cells in clay and granite, respectively. These two chapters were prepared by FZJ (UFZ) with
contributions from COVRA and SCK to Chapter 4 and from VTT and LEI to Chapter 5. The integration,
communalities and differences from HLW and ILW reference concepts is presented in Chapter 6.
Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 share the same structure. Each chapter starts with the description of the disposal
cell concept. Then, the conceptual and the mathematical models are described. Next, the values of the
key chemical, thermal, hydrodynamic and mechanical parameters are presented. Then, the expected
outcomes of each chapter and a brief description of the reactive transport codes to be used for modelling
are presented. Finally, each chapter ends with a short summary and conclusions.
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2. Conceptual, mathematical and numerical models
numerical tools for the HLW disposal cell in granite
2.1.

and

Description of the disposal cell concept

The materials and dimensions of the waste form, the overpack, the engineered barrier and the host rock
selected for the HLW disposal cell in granite were defined by De Windt et al. (2020). The selected
materials are the same in ACED Tasks 3 and 4. The generic configuration of the HLW disposal cell
concept in granitic host rock includes (mostly adapted from De Windt et al., 2020):
1) The vitrified waste (40 cm in diameter) which is explicitly considered in the reactive transport
model and is coupled with the rest of the engineered barrier components.
2) The overpack (5 cm thick) which is a carbon-steel canister considered as Fe(0).
3) The bentonite-base buffer (75 cm thick) which is composed of water-saturated FEBEX bentonite
with a dry density of 1600 kg/m3.
4) The Spanish Reference Granitic host rock (several meters thick in the calculations).
The layout of the representative HLW disposal cell concept in a granitic host rock is shown in Figure
2.1. The HLW disposal cell concept in granite is based on the Spanish spent fuel reference concept in
granite, known as ENRESA 2000 (ENRESA, 2001). The main differences are the type of waste (vitrified
waste vs. spent fuel) and the dimensions of the carbon-steel canister (45 cm in diameter for vitrified
waste and 90 cm for spent fuel). In ENRESA (2001) the carbon steel canisters are placed in long
horizontal disposal drifts. Canisters are surrounded by high-density bentonite. Access is accomplished
by means of "main drifts" which run perpendicular to the disposal drifts. The main drifts meet at a central
area, which includes the required underground infrastructure. Communications between the surface and
the central underground area are accomplished by 3 access shafts and a ramp. Figure 2.2 shows a
scheme of the underground infrastructure in the spent-fuel repository concept in granite.

Figure 2.1. Layout of the representative HLW disposal cell concept in a granitic host rock which
includes: vitrified waste (40 cm diameter), steel canister (5 cm thick), FEBEX bentonite (75 cm
thickness) and Spanish Reference Granite.
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Figure 2.2. Underground installations of a radioactive waste repository in granite according to the
spent-fuel Spanish Reference Concept (ENRESA, 2001).

The canister measures 4.54 m in length and 0.90 m in diameter on the Spanish spent fuel reference
concept in granite (ENRESA, 2001). The thickness of the wall of the spent-fuel canister in the Spanish
concept is 0.10 m at the cylindrical shield and 0.12 m at the ends, and is capable of withstanding the
pressures to which it is subjected under disposal conditions. After being unloaded from the reactor, the
fuel elements are temporarily stored for their thermal power to decay to a level at which they may be
disposed. It should be pointed out that the thickness of the overpack in the Spanish concept is larger
than that adopted for the ACED disposal cell in granite, which is equal to 5 cm to take it to the thickness
of the ocerpack in the ACED disposal cell concept in clay.
Canisters are disposed in cylindrical disposal cells, constructed with blocks of precompacted bentonite
of 1.700 kg/m3 dry density to achieve a final dry density of 1.600 kg/m3. The blocks are initially
unsaturated with a gravimetric water content of 14%. The disposal drifts of 500 m in length and 2.4 m in
diameter (Figure 2.3) are located at a depth of 500 m in the granitic host formation. Canisters are
separated 2 m apart from each other. Galleries are separated 35 m to prevent exceeding a temperature
of 100 ºC in the bentonite. The detailed dimensions of a disposal cell are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3. Longitudinal section of a disposal drift in the spent fuel Spanish repository concept in
granite (ENRESA, 2001).

4.54 m
Bentonite
2.40 m

0.90 m

5.94 m
Canister

Figure 2.4. Dimensions of a disposal cell in the spent fuel Spanish repository concept in granite
(ENRESA, 2001).

Disposal drifts are sealed with a 6 m long seal made of bentonite blocks and closed with a concrete plug
at its entry. After completion of all the disposal drifts, main drifts, ramp, shafts and other remaining rock
cavities will be backfilled with a mixture of bentonite and natural sand or an appropriate crushed material.
The backfilling material will consist of 10 % bentonite (increasing up to 20 % at the top of the drifts) and
suitably graded sand.
The granitic formation is selected to have a low fracture density, tectonic stability, low seismicity and
appropriate geochemical conditions (see Section 2.2.1.1).
It is important to point out that the reference HLW disposal cell concept in granite is a generic concept
which is not specific of any country, but aims at being representative for several national concepts. In
fact, the Spanish HLW disposal cell concept in granite does not include vitrified waste. For simplification
purposes, it was decided to select for the disposal cell in granite the same type of glass (French
Reference SON-68 glass) as that of the HLW disposal cell in clay (see Chapter 3). One of the sensitivity
cases accounts for the Belgian reference glass SM539.
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2.2.

Conceptual model
Narrative evolution

The HLW disposal cell in granite involves the following interfaces: bentonite/granite host rock,
bentonite/carbon-steel and carbon-steel canister/vitrified waste. This section presents the conceptual
description of the geochemical evolution of these three interfaces. The content of this section has been
prepared based on EURAD Deliverables 2.4 (Neeft et al., 2019) and 2.5 (Deissmann et al., 2020). The
term canister is used here to refer to the carbon-steel container to shorten the notation. The reference
base case is described first. Later, several sensitivity cases are proposed for the reactive transport
model of the geochemical evolution of the HLW disposal cell in granite. The model of the reference and
sensitivity cases of the HLW disposal cell in granite will consider three successive periods. The first one
(period I) will cover the oxic transient stage. Period II starts when the bentonite barrier is fully saturated
and the anoxic conditions are prevailing. Canister corrosion, the interactions of corrosion products and
the bentonite and the interactions of bentonite and granite will be considered in this period. Finally,
period III will start after canister failure and will consider glass alteration and the interactions of glass
with corrosion products and uncorroded iron. It is important to point out that only periods II and III will
be considered in the model. These three periods are consistent with those adopted for the HLW disposal
cell in clay (Figure 3.4). The treatment of the chemical evolution for other national programmes in
crystalline rocks such as those of Sweden and Finland has been compiled in Deliverable D2.4 of ACED
WP (Neeft et al., 2019).
2.2.1.1. Bentonite/granite host rock interface
Dry bentonite blocks are emplaced in a HLW disposal cell in granite. The initial porosity of the FEBEX
bentonite is 0.4 and the saturation degree is about 58% (Samper et al., 2016). The granitic chemical
pore water composition in the Spanish Reference case is of Na+/HCO3- type. Cl− and Na+ are the
dominant ions in the bentonite porewater (Samper et al., 2016). Dissolved sulphate in the bentonite
comes from the oxidation of trace amounts of pyrite and gypsum dissolution. The initial concentrations
of most solutes in the bentonite (except for dissolved HCO3- and SiO2) are larger than the concentrations
in the granitic porewater.
The temperature at the bentonite/granite interface just after the repository closure during the thermal
transient period could range from 50 to 65 ºC. The hydration of the bentonite barrier will have progressed
and the saturation degree near the canister will have increased (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5. Schematic diagram of the thermal and hydrodynamic conditions in the initial heating and
hydration stage of the repository.

The initial suction gradient in the bentonite/granite is very large. The granitic groundwater flow is mostly
through rock fractures and the excavation damaged zone (EDZ) which may have formed around the
galleries. The contribution of the granitic rock matrix is expected to be much smaller. Solute advection
from the granite into the bentonite is the most relevant transport process during the period of bentonite
barrier saturation. The flow of granitic groundwater into the bentonite will lead to the saturation of the
bentonite. Bentonite hydration is expected to be homogenous due to the gaps between the bentonite
blocks and the gaps between the bentonite barrier and the gallery wall.
The flow of granitic groundwater leads to a decrease of the concentrations of dissolved species in the
bentonite. Dilution of the chemical concentration of bentonite porewater and mineral dissolution in
bentonite are the two main processes produced by bentonite saturation with granitic water. Water flow
decreases quickly once the outer crown of the bentonite barrier becomes near saturated. Later,
bentonite hydration continues at a smaller rate and the advective solute flux becomes less relevant
compared to the diffusive solute flux.
The concentration of dissolved Cl− near the canister during the initial transient heating and hydration
stage of the bentonite barrier will increase due to the evaporation of the bentonite porewater and
decrease at the granite/bentonite interface due to the hydration of the barrier with granite groundwater,
and also to a net movement of the dissolved Cl− with the incoming water towards the internal part of the
barrier. The concentrations of other dissolved species such as Na +, K+ and SO42- will also increase near
the canister due to water evaporation and decrease near the bentonite/granite interface. Mineral
dissolution/precipitation and cation exchange reactions will affect the dissolved concentrations of the
reactive species. Dissolved Na+ and K+ will exchange with Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the exchange sites (Samper
et al., 2018). The pH in the bentonite porewater is mostly buffered by surface protonation reactions on
the edges of the bentonite particles. The time evolution of the pH will also be affected by the thermal
gradient and calcite dissolution/precipitation.
The transient hydration stage is estimated to last from 20 to 50 years. Once the bentonite barrier has
reached nearly full saturation, most of the dissolved species in the bentonite solutes will diffuse
backwards from the bentonite into the granite (Buil et al., 2010) under non isothermal conditions.
The thermal gradients across the bentonite barrier may last from 3000 to 5000 years. The concentration
of dissolved SiO2 in the bentonite porewater will keep decreasing due to the precipitation inducing by
the decrease in temperature. The pH will increase in this stage due to the combined effect of the
temperature decrease and calcite dissolution. The redox potential will decrease due to the decrease in
temperature and magnetite precipitation.
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The temperature in the repository after the thermal transient stage will become uniform and
approximately equal to the ambient rock temperature of 32ºC (ENRESA, 2001). Calcite will keep
dissolving in the bentonite except at the canister/bentonite interface where calcite will precipitate due to
the increase in pH induced by canister corrosion. Far from this interface, the concentration of dissolved
Ca2+ will decrease due to solute diffusion from the bentonite into the granite. The dissolution/precipitation
of quartz and gypsum will be small. The concentrations of dissolved Na+, K+, Mg2+, Cl− and SO42- in the
bentonite porewater will decrease, reaching steady state values after tens of thousands of years. The
concentration of dissolved HCO3- will increase due to calcite dissolution and HCO 3- diffusion from the
granite into bentonite. The concentration of dissolved iron will decrease due to magnetite precipitation
and diffusion from the bentonite into the granite.
The granitic rock will be treated as an equivalent porous medium with a uniform distribution of hydraulic
conductivity and porosity. Cation exchange and surface complexation reactions will not be considered
in the granite. The mineralogical composition of the granite and the chemical composition of the granitic
pore water are presented in Section 2.3. The excavation damaged zone (EDZ) will be disregarded in
the base case. The relevance of a highly-conductive fracture zone normal to the gallery and the EDZ
will be analyzed in a sensitivity case by considering an increased permeability, porosity and effective
diffusion coefficient in the fracture zone and the EDZ with respect to the intact granitic rock. Small-scale
fractures will be taken into account by adopting the equivalent porous medium model. Several
hypotheses will be considered for the hydraulic head gradient and groundwater flow in the granite
(parallel and perpendicular to the axis of the galleries). The changes in the permeability and transport
parameters of the granitic rock due to mineral dissolution/precipitation will be considered in the manner
indicated in Section 2.2.5.
2.2.1.2. Canister/bentonite interface
The geochemical evolution near the canister/bentonite interface is controlled by the changing
environmental variables such as the bentonite degree of saturation, the temperature, the redox potential,
the pH and the concentrations of dissolved species. These variables change with time during the
disposal cell life from the initial post-closure stage until the system reaches anoxic conditions. Similarly,
the processes occurring at the canister/bentonite interface evolve with time in response to the temporal
changes in the environmental conditions of the repository. The following three phases can be
distinguished: (1) Initial post-closure phase, (2) Transient phase; and (3) Saturated and anoxic phase.
The temperature at the canister surface in the initial post-closure phase in a HLW disposal cell in granite
will be about 100 ºC. A thermally-induced drying at the canister-bentonite interface will occur. Oxidizing
conditions will prevail with presence of oxygen. General corrosion is expected to occur with low corrosion
rates. The most likely corrosion products under these oxidizing and unsaturated conditions include
hematite, goethite and lepidocrocite (Gdowski and Bullen, 1988; Gdowski and Estill, 1996; Yandrisevits
et al., 2017). No significant changes in the properties of the canister and the bentonite are expected.
The temperature at the canister/bentonite interface during the transient heating and hydration stage
decreases from 100 ºC to 30ºC after 3000 years. Aerobic conditions will evolve gradually to anaerobic
conditions depending on the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the bentonite, the corrosion rate, the
dissolution of redox-sensitive mineral phases present in the bentonite and microbial activity. The
corrosion rate will increase due to the high temperature and high humidity. Generalized corrosion will
be the dominant corrosion mechanism in this phase. Localized corrosion can occur as long as oxygen
is not consumed. The main geochemical processes in the transient phase include: 1) The precipitation
of iron corrosion products at the canister/bentonite interface, 2) The destabilization of montmorillonite,
3) The replacement of bentonite minerals by Fe-rich smectites or non-swelling Fe-rich phyllosilicates;
and 4) The cementation of bentonite due to the precipitation of iron corrosion products and SiO 2 coming
from montmorillonite transformation. Microbial canister corrosion is not considered in the model because
microbial processes are beyond the scope of the ACED WP. Moreover, the oxidant and reducing
species produced by the water radiolysis in the bentonite could influence the canister corrosion.
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However, alpha radiolysis can be disregarded for vitrified waste given the large thickness of the
container and the limited travel path of alpha particles in water (40 µm).
The temperature at the canister will have dropped significantly in the saturated and anoxic phase.
Oxygen will be fully consumed and reducing conditions will prevail. Anaerobic corrosion of the canister
will be uniform and consume water and generate H 2. As pointed by Ortiz et al. (2002), it is likely that
H2(g) will migrate through the bentonite by cyclic opening and closure of discrete preferential pathways.
The base case will account for the diffusion of dissolved H2(aq) while H2(g) migration will be neglected.
H2(g) migration could be dealt with in a sensitivity run.
The corrosion rate in this phase will be low. The final corrosion products depend on the concentrations
of dissolved carbonate, Cl− and sulphide and the redox potential. The possible products of the anaerobic
steel corrosion include magnetite, iron carbonates and iron sulphides. The reduction of the bentonite
structural Fe(III) could also occur, leading to the transformation of bentonite into Fe-rich non-swelling
phyllosilicates such as berthierine, cronstedtite or chlorite. Sorption sites on the bentonite can be filled
by ferrous ions, which can compete with radionuclides, while the high-surface area of the Fe(II)/Fe(III)
corrosion products will provide additional sorption sites for radionuclides. After canister failure, the
bentonite porewater will get in contact with the inner part of the canister.
Canister corrosion will lead to an increase in the concentration of dissolved Fe 2+ and a decrease of Eh.
The precipitation of the corrosion products at the canister could decrease the porosity of the bentonite
and could lead to pore clogging near the canister (Samper et al., 2016). It is important to point out that
the smectite dissolution could be relevant for the long-term geochemical evolution of the bentonite
(Cama et al., 2000; Rozalén et al., 2008). Smectite dissolution will decrease the CEC and sorption
capacity of the bentonite, lead to the precipitation of secondary mineral phases such as analcime and
could increase the porosity of the bentonite (Fernández et al., 2009, Savage et al., 2011, Wilson et al.,
2015).
The porosity changes in the bentonite due to mineral alteration processes as canister corrosion or
smectite dissolution and the associated change of transport parameters are important processes which
influence the geochemical evolution in the bentonite barrier. If porosity increases substantially,
preferential migration pathways could develop, accelerating solute transport. On the other hand, a
significant porosity decrease may inhibit solute transport. Therefore, the porosity feedback effect (PFE)
could be especially relevant in the long-term geochemical evolution of a HLW disposal cell in granite.
The thickness of the zone affected by pore clogging is expected to be smaller when the porosity
feedback effect is accounted for (Águila et al., 2020).
2.2.1.3. Vitrified waste/canister interface
The interactions of the vitrified waste and the canister in a HLW disposal cell in granite are expected to
be similar to those of a HLW disposal cell in clay. The alteration and dissolution of the vitrified waste in
contact with water is controlled by several inter-related processes at the glass surface such as water
diffusion, ion exchange between hydrogenated species and alkalis weakly bound to glass formers (also
known as interdiffusion), hydrolysis of Si-O-M bonds (M = Si, Al, Zr, Fe, Zn, etc.), condensation of more
or less detached species from the glass surface, and precipitation of crystalline phases from amorphous
phases and soluble species. The alteration is also influenced by the canister and the formation of the
corrosion products.
These mechanisms may contribute to or control the apparent dissolution rate depending on the glass
composition and the chemical and physical conditions near the glass surface (Gin et al., 2013). As a
result of these processes, the glass components and the radionuclides may: 1) Stay at the glass surface
and form an amorphous, porous, hydrated material known as the gel layer; 2) Precipitate into stable
crystalline phases (generally located at the surface of the gel); and 3) Remain as aqueous species.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the different stages of the alteration and dissolution of HLW borosilicate glasses
as a function of time under repository conditions (Gin et al., 2013). Glass dissolution starts with glass
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hydration and interdiffusion, which induces ion exchange between hydronium ions and alkali in the
glassy matrix (De Echave et al., 2018). This process creates a hydrated glass layer that dissolves by
hydrolysis of the silicate network. The dissolution rate of glass is maximum under these diluted
conditions. This is the so-called initial stage regime. Then, the hydrolysis rate decreases due to silicon
saturation and the formation of a passivating gel. Finally, secondary phases precipitate at the surface
of the gel and the glass alteration rate decreases considerably, reaching the residual-rate regime. This
last regime may be dominant over time, but it has been observed that in some special cases (pH > 10.5
at T = 90 ºC or at T >> 90 ºC), a resumption of glass alteration can be triggered by the precipitation of
some secondary phases such as zeolites and calcium silicate hydrates.

Figure 2.6. Stages of nuclear glass corrosion and related potential rate-limiting mechanisms (Gin et
al., 2013).

The duration and the glass alteration rate of each stage depends on glass composition and the chemical
conditions (temperature, pH, water composition) near the surface of the glass. Under repository
conditions, water is the main factor causing glass degradation and radionuclide release.
The alteration and dissolution of the glass by water starts after the canister failure due mainly to
corrosion processes and the lithostatic pressure. The corrosion products of the metallic container
surround the glass and influence its alteration (Figure 2.7). Understanding the glass/canister interactions
and their consequences on the long-term behavior of the glass requires knowing the main processes
involved in the alteration of the glass. The materials surrounding the glass influence glass alteration by
(Deissman et al., 2020): (1) Modifying the composition and properties of the solution which interacts
with the glass (pH, redox potential, ionic strength and the concentrations of dissolved species); (2) Acting
as a medium for the nucleation and growth of secondary mineral phases; (3) Restricting the transport of
the dissolved species involved in glass alteration; and (4) Stabilizing (in the case of calcium) or
destabilizing (in the case of magnesium) the hydrated glass layer.
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Figure 2.7. Diagram showing a glass package and the surrounding environment after container failure
(modified from Deissmann et al., 2020).

The interactions of the silicon released by glass dissolution with the metallic iron and the corrosion
products contribute to reach higher alteration rates with time, which are maintained over longer periods
of time than in the absence of iron or corrosion products. However, this impact is only perceptible at a
local scale, and is significantly attenuated as the distance from the glass to the iron source increases.
The depletion of the concentrations of silicon and other elements in a lesser extent such as Al and Ca
due to the interactions between silicon and corrosion products contribute to the detriment of the
formation of the protective or passivating gel at the glass surface.
The possible mechanisms of glass alteration include (Rébiscoul et al., 2015): (1) Silicon sorption at the
surface sites of the corrosion products and silica precipitation at the iron source; (2) The precipitation of
iron silicates and phyllosicates such as greenalite, berthierine, cronstedtite, hectorite, saponite,
nontronite and montmorillonite); (3) The modification of the structure and protective properties of the
gel; and (4) The increase in pH associated with the iron corrosion reaction.
The first two mechanisms (silicon sorption/precipitation and iron silicate precipitation) have similar
consequences. They both lead to the consumption of cross-linking elements by corrosion products,
mainly silicon, but also to a lesser extent, aluminum and calcium. Silicon depletion may start as soon as
glass alteration starts or may be delayed when the glass and the iron are not close enough. Silicon
depletion leads to (Lemmens, 2001): (1) The increase of glass dissolution, and (2) The formation of a
gel with less silicon content, which is, therefore, less protective. Both of these effects work to the
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detriment of the formation of a protective layer, delaying the saturation of the aqueous solution needed
for its formation. In the first case, the effect works by making the initial phase alteration rate, r 0, last
longer, and, in the second case, by slowing down the rate drop (Figure 2.6). However, these two possible
mechanisms of glass alteration (silicon sorption/precipitation and iron silicate precipitation) occur at
different time scales. The impact of sorption is maintained for a very short period of time relative to the
time scales considered for geological disposal while the precipitation of iron silicates may be less
extensive in the short term, but potentially significant in the long term.
The third glass alteration mechanism occurs when the gel that forms at the glass surface is highly
enriched in iron due to the precipitation of nano-crystalline phases within the gel. This Fe retention in
the gel could modify the structure and protective properties of the gel.
The last mechanism of glass alteration is related to the increase in pH associated with the anoxic
corrosion of iron in an aqueous system. The increase in pH favors the glass alteration and the formation
of magnesium silicates.
Since the canister corrosion occurs from outside to inside, it can be expected that: (1) Most of the iron
will react with the bentonite before canister failure, (2) There will be a small amount of uncorroded iron
available to react with the glass after canister failure; and (3) The remaining iron corrosion products and
iron-rich phyllosilicates will probably be less reactive towards the glass than the uncorroded iron.
The available comprehensive mechanistic glass models such as GRAAL or GLASSOL will be used in
the numerical analyses of ACED Task 3. The results of such analyses will provide simpler glass
dissolution models for the numerical models at the scale of the disposal cell of ACED Task 4. The vitrified
waste will be considered as an equivalent porous medium accessible only to water. The ISG
(international simple glass) model will be used for glass alteration. The kinetic glass dissolution includes
an initial dissolution rate and a long-term residual rate.
2.2.1.4. Sensitivity cases
Sensitivity cases were selected based on the following criteria:
1) A priori expert evaluation of potentially relevant processes and features for the long-term
geochemical evolution of the repository. Examples of these processes and features include:
the consideration of an early breached canister, the consideration of the EDZ and a fracture
zone in the host rock
2) The variants needed to account for the differences in the components, geometry and
properties of the different materials in different national concepts. Examples of these
variants include: vitrified waste (SM539 glass instead of SON-68 glass), the type of
bentonite (FEBEX and MX80) bentonite and the host rock (Spanish granite and Check
reference crystalline rock)
The proposed sensitivity cases for the reactive transport model of the geochemical evolution in a HLW
disposal cell in granite are listed in Table 2.1.
Sensitivity Case 1 will consider the vitrified waste from the Belgian reference SM539 in period III. The
vitrified waste will be considered as an equivalent porous medium accessible only to water. Similar to
the Base Case with the French reference SON-68 vitrified waste, a simple glass dissolution model such
as GRAAL or GLASSOL derived from ACED Task 3 will be used to simulate the Belgian reference
SM539 alteration in the numerical models at the scale of the disposal cell of ACED Task 4. Sensitivity
Case 2 will address the scenario of an early canister failure with corrosion products and remaining
uncorroded metallic iron. The corroded layers will be treated as fully-saturated equivalent porous
medium. The corrosion products will be derived from model results.
Compacted MX-80 bentonite (instead of FEBEX bentonite) with a thickness of 35 cm will be considered
in the Sensitivity Case 3 (Figure 2.8). The Sensitivity Case 4 will consider a highly-conductive fracture
zone normal to the gallery and an excavation damaged zone (EDZ) in period II (Figure 2.8). The
Sensitivity Case 5 will consider in periods II and III a granitic porewater with a chloride concentration
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greater than the value used in the base case. The Sensitivity Case 6 will consider the conditions of the
Reference Czech crystalline rock (Figure 2.8).
Other possible sensitivity cases include: 1) Detailed glass alteration models; and 2) H 2(g) migration.

Table 2.1. Base case and sensitivity cases proposed for the reactive transport model of the HLW
disposal cell in granite. The sensitivity cases are variants of the base case. The specific feature of
each sensitivity case is highlighted with boldface. Non-isothermal conditions are assumed in all the
cases. Partial desaturation is disregarded.
Case

Period
II

Base
III
II
Sensitivity
1

III
II

Sensitivity
2

Sensitivity
3

Sensitivity
4

Sensitivity
5

Sensitivity
6

III
II
III

Steel canister
Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm
Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products
Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm
Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products
An early breached
canister with corrosion
products and remaining
uncorroded metallic
iron
Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm
Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products

II

Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm

III

Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products

II
III
II
III

Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm
Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products
Chemical form: Fe(0)
Thickness = 5 cm
Porous, partly filled with
corrosion products

Bentonite buffer

Host rock

Nuclear Glass

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

Spanish
Reference Granite
(SRG)

No

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

SON-68 (French
reference)
No

SRG

SM539
(Belgian
reference)
SON-68

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

SRG

MX80 bentonite
Thickness = 35
cm

SRG

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

SRG with a
highly fractured
zone. EDZ is
considered

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

SRG with a
change in the Clporewater
concentration

Water-saturated
FEBEX bentonite
Thickness =75 cm

Czech Reference
Crystalline Rock

SON-68
No
SON-68
No
SON-68
No
SON-68
No
SON-68
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FEBEX Bentonite

Figure 2.8. Geometric configurations of the sensitivity cases considered for a HLW disposal cell in granite. Sensitivity case 3 considers MX bentonite (35 cm
thick). Sensitivity case 4 considers an excavation damaged zone (EDZ) of 1 m thickness. Sensitivity case 6 considers the Czech reference crystalline rock.
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Hydrodynamic processes
Although the bentonite blocks are initially unsaturated, the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal
cell in granite assumes that the bentonite is initially water-saturated because the bentonite barrier will
become fully saturated in less than 50 years (Zheng and Samper, 2008).
The model accounts for molecular diffusion. The hydraulic conductivity of the bentonite is extremely low
(6·10-14 m/s). Therefore, advection is negligible and solute diffusion is the main solute transport
mechanism. All the water is assumed to be accessible to solutes.
Solute transport through the granite is simulated with a prescribed water flux parallel to the axis of the
gallery at the bentonite/granite interface. Other assumptions will be considered in the sensitivity cases.
As pointed by Ortiz et al. (2002), it is assumed in the model that H2(g) will migrate through a cyclic
opening and closure of discrete preferential pathways. Therefore, partial desaturation of the bentonite
barrier due to the formation of gas phase is considered to be negligible and will be disregarded in the
HLW disposal cell in granite. The model will consider the diffusion of dissolved, H2(aq).

Thermal processes
The thermal transient stage and the cooling of the vitrified waste will be considered in the reactive
transport model of the HLW disposal cell in granite. Figure 2.9 shows the time evolution of the
temperature at the canister-bentonite and the bentonite-granite interfaces computed by E. Neeft with
the thermal parameters the dry and saturated FEBEX bentonite for a HLW disposal cell in granite (Neeft,
2020). These calculations are based on the requirement that the temperature in the bentonite buffer
does not exceed 100C and correspond to the following geometric configuration: 1) Vitrified waste (0.42
m of diameter), 2) Stainless steel (5 mm thick), 3) Air gap (13 mm thick), 4) Carbon-steel overpack (7.5
cm), 5) Bentonite buffer (75 cm); and 6) Granitic rock (100 m long).
110
canister/bentonite interface_HLW 100 y storage
100
bentonite/granite interface_HLW 100 y storage
90

canister/bentonite interface_HLW 170 y

80

bentonite/granite interface_HLW 170 y

Temperature (ºC)

70
60

50
40
30
20
10
0
1,E+00

1,E+01

1,E+02

1,E+03

1,E+04

Time (years)

Figure 2.9. Calculated time evolution of the temperature in a HLW disposal cell in granite after 100
years of storage (wet bentonite) and 170 years of storage (dry bentonite) at the canister-bentonite and
the bentonite-granite interfaces (Neeft, 2020; personal communication).
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The thermal properties for the bentonite buffer and the granitic host rock used in the calculations were
taken from the Spanish Reference Granite (Neeft et al., 2019). The time evolution of the temperatures
at the canister-bentonite and the bentonite-granite interfaces was calculated by assuming a storage time
during which the fuel elements are kept releasing heat and radioactivity to acceptable levels. The
considered storage times range from 100 to 170 years (Neeft, 2020).
A calculated temperature of 32C, which is almost the undisturbed granitic host rock temperature, is
achieved after about 3000 years at the interface between carbon steel and wet bentonite (after 100
years of storage). The heat emission of the waste dries the bentonite. This drying reduces the thermal
conductivity of bentonite and increases the period in time to achieve 32C. This calculated temperature
is reached at the interface between carbon steel and dry bentonite (after 170 years of storage) in less
than 5000 years.
All the runs (base and sensitivity cases) in the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal cell in
granite will be non-isothermal.

Chemical processes
The conceptual geochemical model of the HLW disposal cell in granite includes the following processes:
1) Carbon-steel canister corrosion, 2) Vitrified waste dissolution, 3) Aqueous complexation; 4)
Acid/base; 5) Redox; 6) Mineral dissolution/precipitation; 7) Cation exchange of Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Na+
and K+; and 8) Surface complexation of H+ on three types of sorption sites (strong sites: SsOH, weak 1
sites: Sw1OH and weak 2 sites: Sw2OH). While aqueous complexation, acid/base, redox and
dissolution/precipitation reactions take place in all the materials considered in the HLW disposal cell,
cation exchange and surface complexation reactions occur only in the bentonite barrier.
The geochemical system is defined in terms of primary species (H2O, H+, O2(aq), Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+,
Fe2+, Al3+, Cl-, SO42-, HCO3-, SiO2(aq), SsOH, Sw1OH, Sw2OH). The secondary aqueous species will be
identified from speciation runs performed with EQ3/6 (Wolery, 1992). Minerals will be assumed at
chemical equilibrium or kinetically-controlled. The Gaines-Thomas convention will be used for cation
exchange reactions (Appelo and Postma, 1993). The secondary surface complexation species will be
(SsOH2+, SsO-, Sw1OH2+, Sw1O-, Sw2OH2+, Sw2O-). Surface complexation reactions will be modelled with
the non-electrostatic triple-site sorption model of Bradbury and Baeyens (1997) and (2005).
All the reactions are assumed at chemical equilibrium, except for the dissolution/precipitation of some
minerals which are kinetically controlled. The following kinetic rate law will be used for carbon-steel
corrosion, smectite dissolution, and the precipitation of magnetite, analcime, and Fe-phyllosilicates
(cronstedtite):
𝑟𝑚 =

−𝐸𝑎
𝑠𝑚 𝑘𝑚 𝑒 𝑅𝑇

𝑁𝑇
𝑝

η

(∏ 𝑎𝑖 𝑚𝑖 ) |(Ω𝜃𝑚 − 1) |

[ 2.1 ]

𝑖=1

where rm is the dissolution/precipitation rate (mol/m2/s), k m is the kinetic rate constant (mol/m2/s) at
25ºC, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant (J/K·mol), T is the temperature (K), Ωm is the
saturation index which is equal to the ratio of the ion activity product to the equilibrium constant
𝑁𝑇 𝑝𝑚𝑖
(dimensionless), ϴ and η are empirical parameters, ⌊·⌋ is the absolute value operator, and ∏𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖 is
a catalytic term which accounts for the activities ai of the aqueous species and pmi is the exponent for
the i-th aqueous species in the m-th mineral phase dissolution reaction. Variable sm is taken equal to -1
for precipitation and 1 for dissolution to ensure that the dissolution/precipitation rate is always positive
for dissolution and negative for precipitation for any values of the parameters ϴ and η.
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The dissolution/precipitation rate in mol/m2/s, rm, is multiplied by the mineral specific surface area, σ, to
get the dissolution/precipitation rate in mol/m3/s, Rm. The specific surface area σ is defined as the
surface area of the mineral per unit fluid volume.

Porosity feedback effect
The changes in porosity caused by mineral dissolution/precipitation and the associated changes in flow,
transport and chemical parameters of porous and fractured media are relevant for the geochemical timeevolution of natural and engineered underground systems. The realistic representation of natural
systems requires modeling tools accounting for porosity changes.
Águila et al. (2020) investigated the relevance of the dynamic update of the flow, transport and chemical
parameters in reactive transport models with mineral dissolution/precipitation. CORE 2DV5 was
developed to take into account the porosity feedback effect (PFE) due to mineral dissolution/precipitation
under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. Now, CORE2DV5 considers porosity changes and
updates flow, transport and chemical parameters. The porosity, 𝜙, is updated each time step from the
computed values of the mineral volume fractions, 𝑓𝑚 , according to:
𝑁𝑝

𝜙 = 1 − ∑ 𝑓𝑚

[ 2.2 ]

𝑚=1

The changes in the permeability of the granite are calculated from the Kozeny-Carman equation
(Carman, 1937). This is one of the most widely accepted permeability-porosity relationships which
relates the properties of the porous medium to the flow resistance in pore channels. The KozenyCarman equation provides an expression to relate the permeability, 𝑘, to the porosity through:
𝑘 = 𝑘0

(1 − 𝜙0 )2 𝜙 3
( )
(1 − 𝜙)2 𝜙0

[ 2.3 ]

The pore diffusion coefficients are updated by using the Archie’s law (Archie, 1942) which describes the
ratio between the effective diffusion of a solute in a porous medium, De, and its diffusion coefficient in
pure water, D0 which depends on the tortuosity of the medium (t) and the constrictivity (d). This ratio is
often described in terms of the geometric factor:
𝐷𝑒 𝛿
= = 𝜙𝑚
𝐷0 𝜏

[ 2.4 ]

The specific surface of the minerals in saturated porous media (expressed as the surface of mineral per
unit volume of water) is updated each time step according to:
𝑡
𝐴𝑡+1
𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚

𝜙𝑡
𝜙𝑡+1

[ 2.5 ]

The change in the mineral specific surface will be taken into account for kinetic mineral
dissolution/precipitation and for updating the CEC and the density of surface complexation sites.
Equations [ 2.3 ], [ 2.4 ] and [ 2.5 ] are commonly implemented in reactive transport codes in a
continuum approach to update flow and transport parameters from porosity changes provoked by
mineral dissolution/precipitation (Steefel et al., 2015; Hommel et al., 2018; Poonoosamy et al., 2018).
Although these empirical relationships may not be representative of the pore scale processes (Seigneur
et al., 2019), they have proven useful to provide a quantitative interpretation of observational data under
dynamic conditions.
Águila et al. (2020) concluded that the PFE is especially relevant in long-term problems with mineral
dissolution/precipitation leading to strong porosity changes. The PFE was analyzed with a nonisothermal geochemically-reactive transport model of the long-term (4·104 years) interactions of
compacted bentonite with corrosion products and concrete in a spent fuel radioactive waste repository
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in clay. The model predicts pore clogging in the concrete and at the concrete-clay interface. The
thickness of the zone affected by pore clogging computed with the PFE is smaller than that computed
without the PFE.

2.3.

Mathematical model
Equations

This section presents the mathematical formulation of solute and heat transport and the geochemical
reactions considered in the reactive transport of the HLW disposal cell in granite.
2.3.1.1. Transport of conservative solutes
Dissolved species in saturated media are subject to various physical and chemical transport and
accumulation processes. The main transport processes are: (1) advection, (2) molecular diffusion and
(3) hydrodynamic dispersion. Each of these processes produces a solute mass flux F (mass of solutes
crossing a unit surface area of medium per unit time).
Advection refers to solute migration associated to water flow. Solutes move with water. If water flows at
a specific discharge q (volumetric water flux), the advective mass flux FA is given by:
FA = qc

[ 2.6 ]

where c is the solute concentration, usually expressed as solute mass (gram or mol in reactive solute
transport) per unit fluid volume. Solutes migrate at an average velocity v given by:

v=

q



[ 2.7 ]

where  is the volumetric water content which is equal to the porosity  for saturated media. The
advective mass flux can also be obtained as:

FA = vc

[ 2.8 ]

Molecular diffusion is a transport mechanism related to the continuous Brownian motion of solute and
fluid molecules. For pure water, molecular diffusion produces a mixing effect which obeys Fick’s Law.
This law states that solute flux due to diffusion FD is proportional to the concentration gradient c:

FD = − D0c

[ 2.9 ]

where D0 is the molecular diffusion coefficient in water. Solutes in a porous medium can only diffuse
along fluid pores following tortuous paths. The effective molecular diffusion coefficient in a porous
medium, De, is smaller than that for pure water (see Eq. [ 2.4 ]).
The diffusive flux in porous media is given by:
𝐹𝐷 = −𝐷𝑒 ∇𝑐

[ 2.10 ]

In addition to molecular diffusion there is a mixing phenomenon known as hydrodynamic dispersion
which also produces a solute flux, FH.
The equation governing solute transport through porous media is derived from the principle of mass
conservation. This principle states that for any reference elementary volume of medium, the net flux plus
sink/source terms must be equal to the time rate of change of the solute mass contained in the reference
volume. Solute mass per unit volume of medium is equal to c. The net mass flux is given by minus the
divergence of the total flux vector. Therefore, mass conservation leads to the following equation:
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−  (FA + FD + FH ) =

( c)
t

[ 2.11 ]

where ·( ) is the divergence operator which when applied to a vector F of components (Fx, Fy, Fz) is
equal to:

  ( F) =

Fx Fy Fz
+
+
x
y
z

[ 2.12 ]

Substitution of mass fluxes FA (Eq. [ 2.6 ]), FD (Eq. [ 2.9 ]) and FH into the continuity Eq. [ 2.11 ] leads
to:

  (Dc) − c  q − c  q =

(c)
t

[ 2.13 ]

Possible solute sinks and sources are added to the left-hand-side of the equation. For a fluid source of
water flux w (per unit volume of medium) having a concentration c* and a solute sink/source term R
(solute mass added per unit time and unit fluid volume) the transport equation becomes:

(

)

  ( Dc) − q  c + w c − c + R = 

c
t

[ 2.14 ]

2.3.1.2. Heat transport
Heat transport in porous media is governed by: (1) Conduction in the solid matrix, (2) Transport by the
fluid phase (advection), (3) Conduction in the fluid phase; and (4) Heat exchange between the two
phases depending on their temperature difference. The first phenomenon would produce a heat
equation relative to the mean temperature Ts of the solid. The second and third would resemble the
dispersion equation for the fluid with the fluid temperature T playing the role of the concentration. The
fourth would be related to the exchange mechanisms between the solid and the liquid phase. However,
in practice, except for a few cases, it can be safely assumed that the temperature of the solid and that
of the fluid become identical almost at once, and that there is only one temperature T in the porous
medium. All the theory on solute transport can then be applied to heat transfer in porous media.
A single temperature is calculated for the porous medium. Heat transport processes include advection
in a manner similar to that of the solutes and dispersion. Pure conduction in the two phases, solid plus
liquid, takes the place of molecular diffusion, while the heterogeneity of the real velocity gives rise to an
anisotropic “fictitious thermal conductivity”, equivalent to the mechanical dispersion, which experience
shows to be a linear function of the modulus of the velocity vector (De Marsily, 1986).
The principle of heat conservation (analogous to the solute mass balance) for a saturated porous media
is the following:

  (T − w c w qT) = w c w

T
T
T
+ (1 − )scs s = mc m
t
t
t

[ 2.15 ]

where  is the thermal conductivity tensor, T is temperature,  is porosity, ρw is the mass of water per
unit volume, cw is the specific heat of the water, ρs and cs are the mass per unit volume and specific heat
of the solid at a temperature Ts = T, and ρm and cm are the mass per unit volume and specific heat of
the entire porous medium (water plus solid) so that:

mc m = w c w + (1 − )sc s

[ 2.16 ]
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The tensor of thermal conductivity  combines the isotropic conductivity 0 of the porous medium (water
plus solid) in the absence of flow and a term for the macrodispersivity linked to the heterogeneity of the
velocity, which is a linear function of this velocity.
2.3.1.3. Chemical reactions
A chemical system is made up of a set of atomic constituents or elements. A chemical species is defined
as any chemical entity distinguishable from the rest due to its elemental composition and by the phase
at which it is present. Not all species are needed to describe fully the chemical system. The subset of
species which is strictly necessary is made up of what are known as components. These components
can be chosen arbitrarily among all species. Although the N E atomic constituents could serve as a set
of components, they are never used as such because the constituents themselves are rarely present in
aqueous phases. For this reason, it is more convenient to select as components a subset of N C chemical
species. These species are also known as the primary species.
CORE2D v5 allows the user to define a set of aqueous species in the database as a primary species.
The code checks that this set of species are initially independent and are able to form together with the
sorbed primary species the rest of species (such as secondary species or aqueous complexes, minerals,
gases and surface complexes) as a linear combination of primary species:

j = 1.... N s

Nc

Qsj =   ji Q iP
i=1

[ 2.17 ]

where Qjs and QiP are the chemical formulae of the j-th secondary species and the i-th primary species
respectively; ij is the stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th primary species in the dissociation reaction of
the j-th species and Ns is the total number of secondary species.
In CORE2D v5 all the reactions are assumed at chemical equilibrium, except for the mineral
dissolution/precipitation which can also be kinetically-controlled. At a given pressure and temperature,
the Gibbs free energy of the system reaches a minimum, and the system cannot spontaneously carry
out any chemical work. The derivation from this principle of equilibrium leads to the well-known MassAction law expression:

K j( p , T ) = e

−

G o
RT

NT

 a −j 1  a i ji


[ 2.18 ]

i =1

where Kj is the equilibrium constant which depends on the pressure and temperature of the system, ai
and aj are the thermodynamic activities of the i-th and j-th species, respectively, NC is the total number
of primary species and ij is the stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th primary species in the dissociation
reaction of the j-th species. As a convention the stoichiometric coefficients are positive for species on
the right hand side of the reaction, and negative for those on the left hand side. The reactions are always
written as the dissociation of a mole of secondary species.
2.3.1.4. Aqueous complexation reactions
The continuous motion of dissolved ions together with their large number per unit volume cause
numerous collisions making possible the formation of ion pairs and/or dissolved complexes which
usually have an ephemeral live (on the order of 10-10 s). Since these reactions are almost instantaneous,
they can be effectively considered as equilibrium reactions. The equilibrium constant relates the average
number of ions pairs or complexes which are being formed. Applying the Mass-Action Law to the
dissociation of the j-th secondary species, one has:
Nc

 ji
K j = a -1
j  ai

[ 2.19 ]

i =1
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where ai and aj are the thermodynamic activities of the species j and i, respectively, and

 ji

is the

stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th primary species in the j-th secondary species. This equation allows
one expressing the concentration of secondary species or aqueous complexes x j in terms of primary
species concentrations ci:

xj =

-1
K -1
j j

where xj and ci are molal concentrations and

Nc

 ciji  iji

[ 2.20 ]

i =1

j

and

i

are thermodynamic activity coefficients.

For non-concentrated solutions (less than 1 mol/kg) the value of the activity coefficient of the i-th
aqueous species can be calculated according to the extended Debye-Hückel equation:

Az12 (I )2
1

log  i = −

1 + Bai (I )2
1

+ bI

[ 2.21 ]

where I is the ionic strength of the solution; z i and ai are the electric charge and the ionic radius in
solution of the i-th aqueous species, respectively; A and B are constants which depend on temperature
and dielectric constant of water, and b is a constant of a given species determined from fitting
experimental data. The values of A, B and b at different temperatures are tabulated in Helgeson and
Kirkham (1974). The value of the ionic strength is calculated as:

I=

1 NT 2
 ci zi
2 i =1

[ 2.22 ]

The activity of water can be calculated according to Garrels and Christ (1965) as:
NT

a H 2 O = 1 − 0.018  c i

[ 2.23 ]

i=2

where summation index i includes all the species in solution except water. The expressions of log i and
aH2O are only valid for diluted solutions (I ≤ 0.1 M).
Accordingly, the total dissolved concentration of a given component C k can be written in an explicit form
as a function of the concentration of the N C primary species:
Nx

Nx

Nc

j =1

j =1

i =1

-1
 ji  ji
C k = c k +   jk x j = c k +   jk K -1
j  j  c ji 

[ 2.24 ]

where Nx is the number of secondary species. Notice the difference between the concentration of
primary species ck and the total concentration Ck. As shown before, the chemical composition of an
aqueous system containing NE species can be expressed in terms of the concentrations of N C
components (primary species). This is of great relevance for reactive solute transport modeling because
instead of NE transport equations only NC equations have to be solved. The concentration of the N x
secondary species can be explicitly computed from the concentrations of primary species. This results
in a significant reduction of computing time.
2.3.1.5. Acid-base reactions
These reactions include those involving the transfer of protons H +. Proton concentration in the solution
is obtained by defining a new variable measuring the proton excess or total proton concentration, C H,
which is defined as:
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Nx

C H = c H + +   jH x j

[ 2.25 ]

j =1

where cH+ is the concentration of free protons and jH are the stoichiometric coefficients of protons in the
acid-base reactions of formation of secondary aqueous species. The total concentration, C H, represents
the net proton balance or “proton excess” of all acid-base reactions taking place in the solution. Contrary
to the total concentrations of all other components, CH in some cases may take on negative values.
2.3.1.6. Redox reactions
The transfer of electrons between two different atoms changes their chemical valence. This transfer is
known as an oxidation-reduction reaction. The redox potential of a chemical system can be described
by means of redox pairs such as O2/H2O, SO42-/H2S, Fe3+/Fe2+, etc. Usually, the redox potential is
governed by the most abundant redox pair. Even though this approach seems to be the most adequate,
it is rarely used due to the difficulty of obtaining the analytical concentrations of the two species of a
redox pair.
Among the different alternative approaches to describe redox reactions the external approach considers
hypothetical electron activity as an aqueous component or a master species. Contrary to the protons,
which exist in reality as dissolved species, the electron concentration is a hypothetical variable. The
definition of this virtual concentration is useful because it allows to complete the redox half-reactions
and treat them as the rest of the chemical reactions in the aqueous phase. Each half redox reaction is
completed by adding electrons as transferable species. The activity coefficient of this hypothetical
species is assumed to be equal to one. It is possible then to define the total electron concentration C e
as:
Nx

C e = c e +   je x j

[ 2.26 ]

j =1

where ce is the “free electron concentration” and je is the stoichiometric coefficient of the electron in jth half-redox reaction.
Similar to acid-base reactions, the total concentration C e represents the net electron balance or “electron
excess” for all redox reactions. Thus, Ce may take on positive or negative values. In this way, redox
reactions can be treated in the same way as the rest of equations. Once the “free electron
concentration”, ce, is known, the calculation of other redox indicators, such as the counter-part species
of a redox pair, the concentration of dissolved oxygen (O 2(aq)), or the fugacity of oxygen gas (O 2(g)),
can be easily calculated by considering them as secondary species.
2.3.1.7. Cation exchange
Cation exchange takes place when free cations in solution exchange with interlayer cations. This
process can be described as an equilibrium reaction between an exchangeable cation and an exchange
site. The equilibrium constant is usually known as the exchange coefficient because its value depends
on the ionic strength of the solution. A general expression for cation exchange reactions according to
the Gaines-Thomas convention is (Appelo and Postma, 1993):

(

)

(

)

1
1
1
1
Si +
X j − Sj 
X  i − Si + S j
i
j
i
j
where

[ 2.27 ]

 i and  j are the stoichiometric coefficients (equal to their charges) of dissolved and interlayer

cations, respectively;

Si

and

Sj

denote dissolved cationic species and

(X 

i

− Si

)

(

and X  − S j
j
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represent exchange sites or exchange interlayer cations. The equilibrium equation for cation exchange
is obtained from the Mass Action Law:

K*ij

where

=

1/  i

aj

1/  j

 a1i /  i

wi

wj

1/  j

[ 2.28 ]

K *ij is the exchange coefficient or selectivity, aj is the activity of the j-th dissolved species and w i

is the activity of the i-th exchanged species. Activities of dissolved cations are related to concentrations
according to the Debye-Hückel theory. Activities of interlayer cations are approximated by their
equivalent fractions of the number of exchange sites. Thus, the activity of the interlayer cation

wi is

 i , and is calculated as:

assumed to be equal to its equivalent fraction

wi  i =

wi
Nw

[ 2.29 ]

 wi

i =1

where

wi

is the concentration of the i-th interlayer cation and NW is the total number of the interlayer

cations. The sum of concentrations of surface sites or interlayer cations is the so-called cation exchange
capacity (CEC). Substituting Equation [ 2.29 ] into Equation [ 2.28 ] yields the general equation for
cation exchange:

( )

 i i  c j  j

1

j

 j j  (c i  i )

1

i

1

K*ij

=

where the activity of each dissolved species

1



[ 2.30 ]

a i has been expressed as the product of its concentration

ci time its activity coefficients  i .From this equation, the equivalent fraction of the j-th interlayer cation
can be expressed as:

j =

− j

K*ij
c j j 

i 

 ci  i 

( )

 j / i

j = 1,2,, N w

[ 2.31 ]

From the definition of equivalent fraction, one has:
Nw

j = 1

[ 2.32 ]

j=1

Substituting Equation [ 2.31 ] into Equation [ 2.32 ] results in:

(

Nw

j =1

−j

K*ij
c j j 

)

i 

 ci  i 

 j / i

=1

which for given dissolved concentrations c j can be solved for the single unknown

[ 2.33 ]

 i . This equation is

quadratic when cation exchange involves only homovalent and divalent cations. However, when cation
exchange involves also trivalent cations a cubic equation is obtained. Once the equivalent fraction

i

is

known the rest of exchange fractions can be calculated from Equation [ 2.31 ]. The concentration of the
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i-th exchanged cation

w j (in moles per liter of fluid) can be obtained from the i-th equivalent fraction

according to Equation [ 2.29 ] through:

w j =  j CEC s z j

(1 −  )
100

[ 2.34 ]

where CEC is the cation exchange capacity (usually measured as the number of milli equivalents of
cations per 100 gram of solid),

 is the porosity, s

is the density of the solids (Kg of solids per dm3

of solids) and zj is the cation charge.
2.3.1.8. Mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions
Under equilibrium conditions, mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions can be described by the Mass
Action Law which states that:
Nc

X m  m K m =  ci mi 
p

p
 mi

i =1

[ 2.35 ]

where Xm is the molar fraction of the m-th solid phase, m is its thermodynamic activity coefficient (Xm
and m are taken equal to 1 for pure phases), c i and i are the concentration and activity coefficient of
p
the i-th dissolved primary species,  mi
is the stoichiometric coefficient in the m-th solid phase, and Km
is the corresponding equilibrium constant. The equilibrium condition provides a relationship among the
concentrations of the involved aqueous species. The mass transfer needed to achieve this condition is
not specified. In fact, the equation does not include the concentration of the m-th solid phase, and
therefore the amount of dissolved/precipitated mineral cannot be computed explicitly. This is an
important feature of this type of reactions that is not shared neither by homogeneous reactions nor by
the rest of heterogeneous reactions.

2.3.1.9. Sorption
Many minerals such as metal oxides, hydroxides, and layered silicates exhibit electrically charged
surfaces in the presence of natural waters. These surfaces contain ionizable functional groups as the
silanol groups in hydrated silica (Si-OH), being responsible for chemical reactions at the surface.
The sorption of solutes at the solid surfaces can be described by a set of chemical reactions taking place
between aqueous species and specific surface sites (surface complexation). These surface reactions
include proton exchange, cation and anion binding via ligand exchange at surface hydroxyl sites
(represented here as XOH to avoid confusion with other chemical species). The sorption of a metal, M,
can be represented as:
XOH + M z+ = XOM ( z-1) + + H +

[ 2.36 ]

At equilibrium, the sorption reactions can be described by the Mass Action Law equation:

K int r

 XOM
=

( z − 1) +

a

 XOH  a M

H+

[ 2.37 ]

z+

where Kintr is the intrinsic equilibrium constant related to the chemical reaction, usually referred to as the
intrinsic constant (Dzombak and Morel, 1990), a is the thermodynamic activity of aqueous species and
the terms in brackets represent the concentrations of surface complexes (as moles per kg of water). It
should be noticed that the electrostatic terms are disregarded in this formulation of surface complexation
reactions.
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Sorption can also be modelled with the Kd model, which assumes that the concentrations of sorbed, s,
and dissolved species, c, are related through the distribution coefficient Kd, according to:
s = Kd c

[ 2.38 ]

In this case, sorption can be included directly into the transport equation by introducing the retardation
coefficient, Re.
2.3.1.10. Carbon steel corrosion
The available oxygen in the HLW disposal cell in granite will be consumed soon after its closure, and
anaerobic conditions will prevail in the long term. The canister will be treated as a porous material made
of 100% metallic iron, Fe(s), which corrodes according to:
⎯⎯
→ Fe 2+ + 2OH − + H 2 ( g )
Fe( s ) + 2 H 2O 

[ 2.39 ]

By rewriting this reaction in terms of the primary species used in the numerical model, one obtains:

⎯⎯
→ Fe2+ + H 2O
Fe( s) + 2 H + + 0.5O2 (aq) 

[ 2.40 ]

The carbon-steel corrosion is kinetically controlled. It should be noticed that η = 0 for constant canister
corrosion. The corrosion rate, rc, in μm/year is calculated as:

rc =

rm M w


[ 2.41 ]

where ρ is the density of the carbon steel (7860 kg/m3), Mw is its molecular weight (55.85 g/mol) and rm
is the Fe(s) dissolution/precipitation rate (mol/m2/year).
Besides constant carbon-steel corrosion rate other time-varying corrosion rates depending on ambient
conditions (T, pH, Eh) will be considered. The dependence of the corrosion rate on temperature was
analysed by Samper et al. (2016). They considered that carbon-steel canister dissolves according to
the kinetic law of Equation [ 2.1 ] with an activation energy equal to 11 KJ/mol (Feron et al., 2008). A
constant corrosion rate of 2 μm/year was used for the reference run. The results of the sensitivity run
which accounts for the thermal field and the influence of temperature on corrosion showed that the
corrosion rate increases from 2 to 4.75 μm/y and then decreases smoothly. Canister corrosion in the
sensitivity run was faster than in the reference run. They also concluded that: (1) The computed
concentration of dissolved Fe2+ and the pH in the sensitivity run increase initially faster than those of the
reference run, (2) The precipitation of corrosion products occurs before, and their migration into the
bentonite in the sensitivity run is lower than in the reference run; and (3) The porosity of the bentonite
near the canister decreases faster than those computed in the reference run.
Samper et al. (2016) mentioned that there is no well-established geochemical model which considers
the effect of the ambient chemical conditions (pH, Eh, Fe, …) on the corrosion rate in reactive transport
models. They analysed the dependence of the corrosion rate on pH, Eh and the concentration of Fe 2+
by performing an isothermal sensitivity run similar to the reference run, but accounting for a variable
corrosion rate, rm, which depends on pH, Eh and the concentration of dissolved iron. Model results show
that canister corrosion slows down at t = 10 3 years and the canister is fully corroded at t = 8·105 years.
This reduction of the corrosion rate leads to important changes in the patterns of the concentration of
dissolved Fe2+, pH, Eh, sorption and mineral dissolution/precipitation at t = 10 3 years. They also
concluded that: (1) Magnetite and siderite precipitation in the sensitivity run is significantly smaller than
that of the reference run, (2) The thickness of the zone where these minerals precipitate is significantly
larger than that of the reference run, although the cumulative amount of mineral precipitation near the
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canister is smaller; and (3) The reduction of the porosity due to mineral dissolution/precipitation affects
a thickness of bentonite of about 45 cm.
The following hypotheses and conceptual models will be considered for modeling canister corrosion: 1)
The canister is a porous material where corrosion takes place and corrosion products precipitate; 2) The
corrosion front penetrates into the canister as the corrosion progresses until the canister is entirely
corroded as reported by Lu (2009); and 3) The anaerobic component of the conceptual geochemical
model of steel corrosion and Fe diffusion mechanisms of Hadi et al. (2019). These authors proposed a
conceptual model of Fe diffusion at the steel-bentonite interface where diffusion of Fe2+ occurs only
when anaerobic corrosion starts occurring once O 2 is depleted at the surface of the steel and sufficient
water saturation conditions are met. Diffusion then proceeds in two stages. During the first stage, Fe 2+
diffusion inside the bentonite competes with O2 diffusion toward the interface and Fe is accumulated as
Fe3+ oxi-hydroxides (mainly goethite) near the interface. Fe2+ diffuses into the bentonite once O2 is
depleted in the bentonite.

List of parameters
This section includes the list of the key hydrodynamic, thermal and geochemical parameters. The
hydrodynamic and transport parameters of the bentonite and granite include porosity, intrinsic
permeability and effective diffusion coefficients. The thermal parameters include specific heat and the
thermal conductivity of the solids.
The reactive transport model requires the following geochemical parameters:
1) The mineralogical composition of the bentonite and the granite.
2) The cation exchange reactions, CEC, cation selectivity coefficients and concentrations of
exchanged cations of the bentonite.
3) The types and concentrations of sorption sites and their protolysis constants of the bentonite.
4) The equilibrium constants for aqueous complexes.
5) The solubility constants for mineral phases in the bentonite and the granite.
6) The kinetic parameters (rate constants, specific surfaces, catalytics terms, …) of the kinetically
controlled mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions.
7) Canister corrosion rate and its dependence on pH.
Parameter values used in the reference calculation are listed in Section 2.4.

Initial and boundary conditions
This section includes the initial and the boundary conditions of the water flow and the solute and heat
transport. The chemical composition of the initial and boundary porewaters are also included.
2.3.3.1. Solute transport
The solution of the transient solute transport equation requires knowing:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Transport parameters which include: the porosity and the diffusion coefficient.
Sinks and sources: w, C* and R.
Initial conditions: C0(x,y) at t = t0.
Boundary conditions.

The initial condition c0 is either prescribed or may correspond to the solution of a steady-state transport
problem such as:

(

)

  (Dc0 ) − qc0 + w 0 c0 − c0 + R 0 = 0

[ 2.42 ]

The following boundary conditions will be used:
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1) Dirichlet condition, according to which the concentration along the boundary 1 is given by:

c 1 = ~c

[ 2.43 ]

~
where c is a prescribed concentration, which may vary in space and time.
2) Neumann condition, according to which the diffusive flux normal to the boundary 2 is prescribed
and equal to F’D:

−Dc  n 2 = FD'

[ 2.44 ]

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary.
3) Cauchy mixed condition, according to which the total solute flux normal to the boundary 3 is
prescribed and equal to F0:

( −Dc + qc)  n 

3

= F0

[ 2.45 ]

In outflow boundaries F0 will be taken equal to the advective flux cq·n.
2.3.3.2. Heat transport
A Dirichlet condition (prescribed temperature) will be used for the inner and the outer boundaries.

2.4.

Parameter values

This section presents the values of the key chemical, thermal and hydrodynamic parameters considered
in the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal cell in granite.

Flow and transport parameters
The FEBEX bentonite is considered saturated with a thickness of 75 cm. The hydraulic conductivity of
the bentonite is extremely low, with a value of 6·10-14 m/s (Samper et al., 2016). Therefore, solute
advection is negligible and diffusion is the main solute transport mechanism. All the water is assumed
to be accessible to solutes.
The bentonite porosity, ф, is equal to 0.407. The effective diffusion coefficient, De, of the bentonite is
equal to 4.07·10-11 m2/s (Samper et al., 2016). The solid density of the bentonite is 2700 kg/m3. The
specific heat capacity and the saturated thermal conductivity of the bentonite are equal to 846.4 J/kgºC
and 1.15 W/mºC, respectively (Samper et al., 2016).
The porosity of the SRG granite is equal to 0.005 (Samper et al., 2008). Its hydraulic conductivity is
equal to 8.72·10-12 m/s (Samper et al., 2008). The effective diffusion coefficient, De, of the granite is
equal to 5.02·10-14 m2/s (Samper et al., 2008). The thermal and hydrodynamic parameters of the
bentonite and granite considered in the reactive transport model of a HLW disposal cell in granite are
listed in Table 2.2 (Samper et al., 2016, 2018).
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Table 2.2. Thermal and hydrodynamic parameters of the bentonite and granite (Zheng and Samper
2008; Zheng et al., 2011, based on ENRESA 2006, Samper et al., 2016, 2018).

Parameter

Bentonite

Granite

Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)

6 10-14

8.72·10-12

Liquid viscosity (kg/m s)
Solid density (kg/m3)
Solid specific heat (J/kg ºC)
Solid thermal conductivity (W/m ºC)

7·10−5 (T − 44)

−1.562

2700
846.4
1.23

661.2·10−3 (T − 44)

−1.562

2700e (−2·10

−6

(T −12 ))

1029
1.5

Chemical parameters
The chemical composition of the initial bentonite porewater (Samper et al., 2016) is listed in Table 2.3.
The main mineral component of the bentonite is the smectite. The initial accessory mineral volume
fractions considered in the bentonite are: calcite (1%), quartz (1%) and gypsum (0.08%). The cation
exchange capacity (CEC) of the bentonite is 102 meq/100 g (Fernandez et al., 2004). Cation selectivity
coefficients for exchanged Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and Fe+ were derived from Samper et al. (2008) and
Tournassat (2003). Surface complexation reactions in the bentonite are modelled with the triple sorption
site model of Bradbury and Baeyens (1997, 2005). The total concentration of sorption sites is 0.322
mol/L. The first type of sorption sites corresponds with the strong sites which have a large binding affinity
but a small concentration (0.0079 mol/L). The other two types are the weak #1 and #2 sites which have
binding constants weaker than those of the strong sites although their concentrations (0.16 mol/L) are
larger than those of the strong sites.
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Table 2.4 shows the protolysis constants for surface complexation reactions for a triple-site sorption
model and the selectivity constants for cation exchange reactions in the FEBEX bentonite.

Table 2.3. Chemical composition of the initial FEBEX bentonite porewater (Samper et al., 2016).
Species
(mol/L)
pH
Eh (V)

FEBEX bentonite
porewater
6.46
-0.078

Ca2+

3.32·10-2

Mg2+

3.67·10-2

Na+

1.88·10-1

K+

1.55·10-3

Fe2+

1.43·10-4

Al3+

1.0·10-8

Cl-

2.75·10-1

HCO3-

7.59·10-3

SO42-

2.05·10-2

SiO2 (aq)

9.67·10-5
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Table 2.4. Protolysis constants for surface complexation reactions for a triple-site sorption model
(Bradbury and Bayens, 2005); and the selectivity constants for cation exchange reactions in the
FEBEX bentonite (ENRESA, 2006).
Cation exchange

KNa-cation

Na+ + X-K  K+ + X-Na

0.138

Na+ + 0.5 X2-Ca  0.5 Ca2+ + X-Na

0.2924

Na+ + 0.5 X2-Mg  0.5 Mg2+ + X-Na

0.2881

Na+ + 0.5 X2-Fe  0.5 Fe2+ + X-Na

0.5

Surface complexation
  SSOH + H+

SSOH2+

S
+
 S OH2

SSO-

S S O

SSOFe+



SSOFe+   SSOH + Fe2+ - H+

SSOFeOH



SSOFeOH

SSOFe(OH)2-

S
 S OFe(OH)2

Sw1OH2+

W1
+
 S OH2

Sw1O-



SW1O-

+



W2
+
 S OH2

Sw1OFe+
SW2O-

+












SW2OH

H+ 

+



+

-

0.6
2H+

Fe2+

-

+ H2O

3H+

+ 2H2O

10.0
20.0
-4.5

H+

7.9

SW1OH

SW1OH






+

Fe2+

SSOH

SW1OH


7.9

SSOH



H+ 

Sw2OH2+



-4.5

+ H+   S SOH

Sw1OFe+
Sw2O-

Log K25

+

+

Fe2+

-

3.3

H+

-6.0

H+

+10.5

SW2OH

The chemical composition of the granite boundary water (Samper et al., 2016) is listed in Table 2.5. A
simple set of minerals will be initially considered in the granite. The initial mineral volume fractions will
be the following: calcite (5%) and chalcedony (20%). Besides this mineral assemblage other accessory
mineral phases could be considered in the granite. Additional data will be derived from the data collected
in several uranium mines in Spain by Gómez et al. (2006). They reported geological, hydrogeological
and hydrochemical studies of two uranium mines in fractured media in Spain: El Berrocal site (Toledo)
and Los Ratones Mine (Caceres).

Table 2.5. Chemical composition of the granite boundary water (Samper et al., 2016).
Species
(mol/L)

Granite boundary
water

pH

7.825

Eh (V)

-0.188

Ca2+

1.522·10-4

Mg2+

1.604·10-4

Na+

4.350·10-3

K+

5.371·10-5

Fe2+

1.791·10-8

Al3+

1.85·10-8

Cl-

3.949·10-4

HCO3-

5.049·10-3

SO42-

1.561·10-5

SiO2 (aq)

3.761·10-4
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Parameters for the sensitivity cases
This section presents the parameters required for the proposed sensitivity cases of the reactive transport
model of the geochemical evolution in a HLW disposal cell in granite. These cases are listed in Table
2.1.
Sensitivity Case 1 will consider the vitrified waste from the Belgian reference SM539. The vitrified waste
will be considered as an equivalent porous medium accessible only to water. Similar to the base case
with the French reference SON-68 vitrified waste, a simple glass dissolution model such as GRAAL or
GLASSOL derived from ACED Task 3 will be used to simulate the Belgian reference SM539 alteration
in the numerical models at the scale of the disposal cell of ACED Task 4. The chemical parameters for
the vitrified waste will be provided by ACED Task 3.
Sensitivity Case 2 will address the scenario of a breached canister with corrosion products and
remaining uncorroded metallic iron. The corroded layers will be treated as fully-saturated equivalent
porous medium. The corrosion products will be derived from model results.
Compacted MX-80 bentonite (instead of FEBEX betonite) with a thickness of 35 cm will be considered
in the Sensitivity Case 3. The compacted MX-80 bentonite mainly consists of a low charge
montmorillonite with Na+ and Ca2+ as interlayer cations. The porosity of the MX-80 bentonite is equal to
0.39 for an initial dry density of 1.6 g/cm3. The porewater composition of compacted MX-80 bentonite
will be taken from Bradbury and Baeyens (2003) who provided a geochemical model for the chemical
composition as a function of dry density and by taking into account montmorillonite swelling, the semipermeable membrane effects, different types of water (interlayer, double layer and free water), the highly
effective buffering characteristics of exchangeable cations and the amphoteric edge sites. The former
buffer the cation concentrations and the latter fix the pH in the porewater of a resaturated bentonite at a
value of 8. Bradbury and Baeyens (2003) assumed that the free water is the accessible porosity for
chloride. This assumption will be considered in the Sensitivity Case 3. The chemical composition of the
MX-80 bentonite porewater at pH = 8 and for a dry density of 1600 kg/m3 is listed in Table 2.6 .The
calculated porewater is a NaCl/Na2SO4 type water with a relatively high ionic strength (I = 0.327 M).
Montmorillonite is the main mineral component of the MX-80 bentonite. Its content ranges from 65 to
75%. The initial accessory mineral volume fractions of the MX-80 bentonite include (Pusch, 2001):
Quartz (10-14%), feldspars (5-9%), mica and chlorite (2-4%), carbonates and chlorite (3-5%). The cation
exchange capacity (CEC) of the MX-80 bentonite is 78.7 meq/100 g (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2002).
Cation selectivity coefficients for exchanged Ca2+, Mg2+ and K+ have been taken from Bradbury and
Baeyens (2002). The cation occupancies and the selectivity coefficients for cation exchange reactions
in the MX-80 bentonite are listed in Table 2.7. Surface complexation reactions in the MX-80 bentonite
are modelled with the triple sorption site model of Bradbury and Baeyens (1997, 2005). The total
concentrations of sorption sites and the protolysis constants for the surface complexation reactions are
similar to those adopted for the Base Case in the FEBEX bentonite (
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Table 2.6. Calculated chemical composition of the MX-80 bentonite porewater at pH = 8 and at initial
dry density of 1600 kg/m3 (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2003).
Species
(mol/L)

MX-80 bentonite
porewater

pH

6.46

Eh (V)

-0.078

Ca2+

1.01·10-2

Mg2+

7.69·10-3

Na+

2.61·10-1

K+

1.32·10-3

Cl-

1.08·10-1

HCO3-

7.80·10-4

SO42-

9.45·10-2

Table 2.7. Cation occupancies and selectivity coefficients for cation exchange reactions in the MX-80
bentonite (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2002; 2003).
Exchangeable cations

Cation occupancies (meq/kg)

Na+

K NA/K 668  40

K+

13  2

Ca2+

66  3

Mg2+

40  3

Cation exchange reactions
Na-montmorillonite +

K+

2 Na-montmorillonite +

Mg+2

2 Na-montmorillonite +

Ca+2

 K-montmorillonite +

Selectivity coefficients
4.0  1.6

Na+

 Mg-montmorillonite + 2

Na+

2.2  1.1

 Ca-montmorillonite + 2

Na+

2.6  1.2

The Sensitivity Case 4 will consider a highly-conductive fracture zone normal to the gallery and an
excavation damaged zone (EDZ). The permeability and porosity of the facture zone will be taken from
data published by Martínez-Landa et al. (2016) from the Mina Ratones site in Southwestern Spain. The
thickness of the EDZ will be taken from 1 to 1.5 m based on the results of Kwon et al. (2009). The
porosity will be assumed equal to twice the porosity of the intact rock. The permeability and the effective
diffusion of the EDZ will be calculated from those of the intact rock by using the Kozeny-Karman equation
for permeability and Archies law for the effective diffusion.
The Sensitivity Case 5 will consider a SRG porewater with a chloride concentration greater than the
value used in the base case. A plausible range of chloride concentrations will be selected based on data
from Gómez et al. (2006).
The Sensitivity Case 6 will consider the conditions of the Czech Reference Crystalline rock. The required
parameters (rock porewater chemical composition, mineral composition, hydraulic conductivity and
porosity) will be derived from Červinka et al. (2018). They presented the results of a study focused on
the geochemical evolution of a DGR in the potential Kraví hora (Bukov Underground Research Facility,
URF Bukov) site. The Czech Reference Crystalline rock has a porosity of 0.05 and a hydraulic
conductivity of 5.0·10-9 m/s. (Červinka et al., 2018). The chemical composition of two types of synthetic
rock porewaters, SGW2 and SGW3, is listed in Table 2.8 (Červinka et al., 2018). The SGW2 chemical
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composition was derived from the average physico-chemical parameters and average chemical
composition of real groundwater at the URF Bukov about 600 m below the surface. Its composition
corresponds to the groundwater in deeper circulation in the fracture environment of the crystalline rocks
of the Bohemian Massif, type Ca-HCO3. The SGW3 chemical composition was derived from the physicochemical parameters and chemical analysis of groundwater at the Rožná mine from the 22-24 level
about 1000 m below the surface. The groundwater composition represents a very slow circulation of
deep groundwater in the fracture environment of the crystalline rocks of the Bohemian Massif, type NaHCO3.
Červinka et al. (2018) estimated the mineral composition in the following three rock types: 1) Compact
fine-grained amphibolite with biotite; 2) Migratised amphibolic gneiss with biotite; and 3) Stromatitic
biotite migmatite with amphibole. Amphibole, plagioclase, quartz and biotite are the main minerals. The
accessory minerals include pyrite, pyrhotine, chalcopyrite, zircon, monazite, apatite and titanite and
secondary minerals include apatite, titanite, sericite, chlorite, K-feldspar and calcite. Other parameters
of the Czech Reference Crystalline rock will be derived from the EURAD Deliverable 2.4 (Neeft et al.,
2019).

Table 2.8. Chemical composition of the SGW2 and SGW3 Czech crystalline rock porewaters
(Červinka et al., 2018).
Species
(mol/L)

SGW2

SGW3

8.2

9.4

Eh (V)

0.237

0.237

T (ºC)

25

25

Ca2+

8.64·10-4

3.24·10-5

Mg2+

3.42·10-4

4.12·10-6

Na+

8.65·10-4

3.81·10-3

K+

5.37·10-5

1.79·10-5

Fe2+

1.79·10-6

1.79·10-6

Al3+

3.71·10-6

3.71·10-6

Cl-

9.31·10-5

5.28·10-4

pH

HCO3-

2.77·10-3

2.68·10-3

2-

2.19·10-4

1.09·10-4

SiO2 (aq)

5.20·10-4

4.18·10-4

SO4

2.5.

Expected outcomes

The proposed outcomes of the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal cell in granite will be
focused on the time evolution at selected locations and interfaces and the spatial distribution at selected
times of:
1) The computed pH and redox.
2) The computed concentrations of the dissolved chemical species, including Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl,
HCO3-, SO4-2, Si, Fe and Al.
3) The computed concentrations of mineral phases such as Fe(s), ISG, calcite, gypsum, quartz,
magnetite, siderite, goethite, greenalite, cronstedtite, montmorillonite, nontronite and saponite.
4) The computed volume fractions of the mineral phases such as Fe(s), ISG, calcite, gypsum,
quartz, magnetite, siderite, goethite, greenalite, cronstedtite, montmorillonite, nontronite and
saponite.
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5) The computed concentrations of exchanged cations (Na, K, Ca, Mg, Fe) and and surface
complexes.
6) The computed changes in porosity.
7) The lifetime or durability of the bentonite buffer and the carbon steel overpack (time at which
the overpack will fail).
The list of expected outcomes provided in this deliverable for the HLW disposal cell in granite will be
updated at later stages of the project.
The results of the detailed reactive transport models developed in Subtask 4.1 will be used for
constructing abstracted models in Subtask 4.2

2.6.

Computer codes

This section presents a short description of the two reactive transport codes to be used for modelling
the HLW disposal cell in granite. These codes are: CORE2D V5 (Fernández, 2017) and INVERSEFADES-CORE V2 (Mon, 2017).
CORE2D V5 (Fernández, 2017) is a code for transient saturated and unsaturated water flow, heat
transport and multicomponent reactive solute transport under both local chemical equilibrium and kinetic
conditions in heterogeneous and anisotropic media. The flow and transport equations are solved with
Galerkin finite elements and an Euler scheme for time discretization. The solute transport equation
accounts for advection, molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion. The chemical formulation is
based on the ion association theory and uses an extended version of the Debye-Hückel equation (Bdot) for the activity coefficients of aqueous species. The following chemical reactions are considered:
aqueous complexation, acid-base, redox, mineral dissolution/precipitation, cation exchange, surface
complexation and gas dissolution/ex-solution. CORE2D V5 relies on the thermodynamic database
ThermoChimie v10.a (Giffaut et al, 2014). The code also allows the use of other thermodynamic
databases. CORE2D V5 is based on the sequential iteration approach to solve for chemical reactive
solute transport. Iterations are repeated until some prescribed convergence criteria are attained
(Samper et al., 2009). The Gaines-Thomas convention is used for cation exchange. Surface
complexation is modelled by using three types of protonation/deprotonation sites, SS-OH, SW1-OH and
SW2-OH, as proposed by Bradbury and Baeyens (1997). CORE2D V5 takes into account the changes in
porosity due to mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions and their feedback effect on the flow and
transport parameters under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions (Fernández, 2017). This version
also was updated to use available public-domain post-processing tools.
INVERSE-FADES-CORE V2 (Mon, 2017) is a finite element code for modelling non-isothermal
multiphase flow, heat transport and multicomponent reactive solute transport under both chemical
equilibrium and kinetic conditions in deformable media. The code takes into account the mass balance
of water, air, solid and enthalpy; the transport of solids and the mechanical equilibrium. The solute
transport equation accounts for advection, molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion. INVERSEFADES-CORE V2 solves both forward and inverse multiphase flow and multicomponent reactive
transport problems in 1-, 2- and 3-D axisymmetric porous and fractured media. The state variables of
the forward model include the liquid and the gas pressures and temperature, which are solved with a
Newton-Raphson method. INVERSE-FADES-CORE V2 also relies on the thermodynamic database
ThermoChimie v10.a (Giffaut et al, 2014). The inverse problem is solved by minimizing a generalized
least-squares criterion with a Gauss-Newton-Levenberg-Marquardt method (Dai and Samper, 2004).
The forward routines of INVERSE-FADES-CORE have been widely verified with analytical solutions and
other reactive transport codes. Mon (2017) implemented reactive gas transport in INVERSE-FADESCORE V2 by including additional mass balance equations for the reactive gaseous species in the
gaseous phase. INVERSE-FADES-CORE V2 has been benchmarked with other codes for
benchmarking problems such as: 1) The chemical interactions of the concrete liner with the compacted
bentonite of the engineered barrier and the clay host rock; and 2) The carbonation of concrete in
unsaturated conditions during the operational period of a repository.
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2.7.

Summary

The conceptual, mathematical and numerical models of the HLW disposal cell in granite have been
presented. The reactive transport model of the geochemical evolution of a HLW disposal cell in granite
involves the following interfaces: bentonite/granite host rock, bentonite/carbon-steel and carbon-steel
canister/vitrified waste. A reference case and several sensitivity cases have been proposed. The
reference case starts when the 75 cm thick FEBEX bentonite buffer is saturated. Partial desaturation is
not considered to be a relevant scenario for the bentonite in the HLW disposal cell in granite. Hydrogen
generation due to corrosion is not expected to produce a partial desaturation of the bentonite barrier.
The model is non-isothermal and accounts for the thermal transient decrease of temperature until the
thermal pulse will dissipate. The excavation damaged zone is disregarded in the base case. Its
relevance will be evaluated in a sensitivity case by considering that the permeability, porosity and
effective diffusion of the EDZ are larger than those of the intact Spanish Reference granitic rock.
Anaerobic corrosion of the canister will be uniform and consume water and generate H2. The main
geochemical processes in the transient phase include: 1) The precipitation of iron corrosion products at
the canister/bentonite interface, 2) The destabilization of montmorillonite, 3) The replacement of
bentonite minerals by Fe-rich smectites and non-swelling Fe-rich phyllosilicates; and 4) The cementation
of bentonite due to the precipitation of iron corrosion products and SiO 2 coming from montmorillonite
transformation. Canister corrosion will lead to an increase in the concentration of dissolved Fe2+ and a
decrease of Eh. The precipitation of the corrosion products at the canister will decrease the porosity of
the bentonite and lead to pore clogging near the canister.
The model of the reference case (Base Case) and the sensitivity cases of the HLW disposal cell in
granite will consider three successive periods. The first one (period I) will cover the oxic transient stage.
Period II starts when the bentonite barrier is fully saturated and the anoxic conditions are prevailing.
Canister corrosion, the interactions of corrosion products and the bentonite and the interactions of
bentonite and granite will be considered in this period. Finally, period III will start after canister failure
and will consider glass alteration and the interactions of glass with corrosion products and uncorroded
iron. It is important to point out that only periods II and III will be considered in the model. This approach
is consistent with that used for the HLW disposal cell in clay (Figure 3.4). A simple glass dissolution
model derived from Task 3 will be used for the numerical model at the scale of the disposal cell and
consider the French reference SON-68 vitrified waste. The interactions of the glass and the corrosion
products will start in period III after canister failure. The following sensitivity cases are proposed: 1) The
Belgian reference glass SM539; 2) An early breached canister with corrosion products and remaining
uncorroded metallic iron; 3) A MX-80 bentonite buffer 35 cm thick; 4) EDZ and fracture zones in the
granitic rock; 5) A change in the chloride concentration of the SGR porewater; and 6) The Czech
Reference Crystalline rock. A more detailed explanation of the sensitivity cases is shown in Table 2.1.
All the runs (base and sensitivity cases) are non-isothermal. The model disregards the partial
desaturation of the bentonite barrier.
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3. Conceptual, mathematical and numerical models,
numerical tools of the HLW disposal cell in clay

and

3.1. Description of the disposal cell concept
The generic configuration of the HLW cell
The disposal cells for vitrified high-level waste (HLW) treat the chemical evolution from the waste form
until the host rock. The present contribution focuses on the characteristics of disposal cells embedded
in an argillaceous sedimentary formation based on the Belgium, Dutch and French national programs
as schematically shown in Figure 3.1 (Andra, 2016a; Weetjens et al., 2012; Neeft et al., 2019).
The first two programs share the same concept of the so-called supercontainer as well as rather poorly
indurated clay formations (for more details on the HLW disposal cells in these programs, see chapters
4 and 9 in Neeft et al., 2019). The supercontainer diameter is about 2 m, and consists of a carbon steel
overpack containing the HLW, which is itself inserted in prefabricated cylindrical concrete buffer material.
The concrete is made from ordinary Portland Cement (OPC or CEM I type) and limestone aggregates.
The pH has to be kept at high values during the thermal phase, and much longer beyond, in order to
keep the carbon steel overpack passivated, limit corrosion and ultimately radionuclide release. The
French concept (Andra, 2016a, see also chapter 8 in Neeft et al., 2019) significantly differs from the
supercontainer concept by considering a 25 mm thick liner (sleeve) made of low-carbon steel in an
indurated clay formation. The annular gap between the liner and the host rock is filled with a
bentonite/cement grout that imposes corrosion-limiting environmental condition during the thermal
phase only. The injection of the cement-bentonite grout is considered to counter the acidic pH transient
(pH ~ 4.5) resulting from the host rock oxidation which may lead to high corrosion rates. The grout also
passivates metallic surfaces and prevent any possible diffusion of O2 from the gallery to the steel during
the operation phase. The alkalinity of the grout should have been neutralized readily afterwards to
prevent the dissolution of the vitrified waste (also simply named nuclear glass) under high pH values. A
common point between the two types of concepts is that the steel overpack encapsulates the waste
canisters that contain the vitrified waste (Andra, 2016a; Deissmann et al., 2016).
The rather large discrepancies in the supercontainer and sleeve/liner concepts do not facilitate the
development of a common definition of a representative HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock. Therefore,
it has been decided to start from a generic configuration of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock as
a base case and to perform variants that will fulfil more explicitly one feature of the Belgian/Dutch
concept or one feature of the French concept but in an integrated manner.
Figure 3.1 shows the initial state of the generic configuration of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock:
•
•
•

•

The vitrified waste/nuclear glass (40 cm in diameter) is explicitly considered in reactive transport
modelling (not as boundary conditions) for coupling with the barriers and host-rock evolutions.
The overpack (5 cm thick) consists of low alloy carbon-steel.
The cement-base buffer (30 cm thick in Figure 3.1, and then from 5 cm to 100 cm thick, see
Section 3.1.2) is composed of Portland cement and calcareous aggregate without any
reinforcement by steel structures.
The clay host rock (several meter thick in the calculations) is the French Callovo-Oxfordian
claystone.

Several elements of the usual concepts for HLW are not taken into account:
•
•

The stainless-steel envelope (0.5 cm thick) is not included due to the strong uncertainty on the
(pitting) corrosion mechanism and its small thickness.
The carbon steel liner in which the waste packages are inserted is not simulated, the focus
being put on the steel overpack protecting the nuclear glass from dissolution.
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•
•

The technological gap is not simulated explicitly in Subtask 4.1 but as filled by corrosion
products in the period II of alteration defined in Section 3.2.
The configuration does not consider any explicit EDZ within the argillaceous host rock, i.e. a full
self-healing of the fissures in the EDZ is assumed in the base case scenario.

Figure 3.1. Cross-section of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock for the Belgian/Dutch
supercontainer concept (top, Craeye et al. 2009; Neeft et al., 2019) and the French sleeve/liner
concept (bottom, Andra, 2016a; Neeft et al., 2019).
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Variation on the cement buffer size or composition
The generic concept of Figure 3.2 roughly corresponds to an intermediate state between the two
European concepts developed for vitrified waste disposals in an argillaceous formation. As shown in
Figure 3.3, a variant will extend the cement buffer thickness up to 75 cm (Belgian/Dutch concept based
on the supercontainer design) and 100 cm (maximum of the sensitivity analysis). Inversely, reducing the
buffer thickness to 5 cm leads to a configuration similar to the French concept with a liner protected
against corrosion by the cementitious buffer. The objective is to provide Subtasks 4.2 and 4.3 with a set
of reference cases to study questions such as the effect of the cement-buffer thickness on the duration
of the steel overpack.
Two chemical compositions of the cement-base buffer are considered for the smallest thickness (Figure
3.3): either a bentonite/cement grout buffer (low-pH cement) more relevant for the French concept, or
an ordinary Portland cement (OPC/CEM I) for the sake of comparison.

Figure 3.2. Initial geometry of the generic configuration of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock.
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Reduction of the buffer size leads to the
simplified French concept

Generic configuration

Extension of the buffer size leads to the (simplified) Belgian/Dutch
concept

Cement-based buffer thickness
Figure 3.3. Variants in terms of buffer thickness of generic HLW disposal cell towards the French liner concept or the Belgian/Dutch super container concept;
another variant of the liner concept considers a low-pH cement/bentonite grout instead of the CEM I based buffer.
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3.2.

Conceptual model and narrative evolution
Chemical alterations before the breaching of the steel overpack

Subtask 4.1 addresses a very long duration (up to 105 years). Figure 3.4 schematically represents the
successive periods that occur during the lifetime of the repository (e.g. Weetjens et al., 2012; Andra,
2016b). Period II is the first reference case investigated in the present modelling. The initial state does
not consider any effect of the oxic transient period I. That is to say the starting point considers pristine
materials only. This preliminary step concerns the subsystem steel/cement/clay. The nuclear glass is
not explicitly included yet since it is expected that no significant corrosion of steel and, therefore, of glass
takes place as long as the high-pH buffer is there.
The decrease in temperature in the cell from 80°C to 25°C is relatively fast compared to the direct
disposal of spent fuel. The thermal stage of a vitrified waste depends on the waste type and the cooling
period before disposal. The temperature at the steel overpack decreases to 40 °C in less than 200 years
for most nuclear glasses and in 1000 years for the warmest wastes (Neeft et al., 2019). Afterwards, the
temperature continues to decrease to the natural background temperature but more slowly. A simplified
thermal transient stage will be considered over 1000 years, to reach then a stationary temperature of
25 °C in period II. The transient stage will be based on the temperature decrease at the steel/cement
interface from 65 °C to 25 °C calculated for the supercontainer concept after a storage period of 130
years for CSD-v (Figure 12.5 of Neeft et al., 2019). The temperature gradient across the cement liner
and the COx clay will be calculated by HYTEC and iCP using the thermal parameters of the Table of
12-2 in consistency with the result of the Figure 12-5, both from Neeft et al. (2019). Temperature may
affect the mineralogy of the concrete. For instance, ettringite will be destabilized around 55 °C and will
reprecipitate once temperature will decrease possibly leading to an internal mechanical stress.
The objective of the modelling of the base case of the period II (case II – A, see Table 3.1) is to mainly
assess the coupled lifetimes of the cement-based buffer and of the steel overpack, as a function of the
cement buffer thickness or composition. That is to say that a main objective of the calculations for period
II before the perforation of the overpack is to define the near field at the time of the overpack perforation,
with regards to the mineralogy, geochemistry, porosity, diffusion coefficients, etc. of the different
components.
Assuming fully water-saturated conditions, the chemical interactions between the clay environment and
Portland cement will progressively alter the buffer (De Windt et al., 2004; Neeft et al., 2019; Deissmann
et al., 2021): from a hyperalkaline fresh state (pH > 13), to a depletion in portlandite (pH  12), and the
subsequent decalcification of the calcium silica hydrate phases C-S-H (10.5 < pH < 12), up to eventually
to very low Ca/Si ratio or even alumino-silicagel. Carbonation is permanently active, especially at the
interface due to the partial pressure of carbon dioxide higher in the clay rock formation. It may ultimately
lead to pH  10. Additional amounts of ettringite may precipitate at the expense of monocarboaluminate,
for instance, in case of diffusion of sulphates from the clay host rock. Magnesium silicate hydrates (MS-H) will form at the interface between low-pH cement and clay rocks (e.g., Dauzères et al., 2016). The
chemical interaction between the concrete and the clay rock will lead to the dissolution of the primary
phases of cement and rock, and the subsequent precipitation of new mineral phases mainly close to the
interface. Further, the mineral alteration will be weaker but the hydrochemistry and cation exchange
properties of the rock will be impacted by the attenuated alkaline plume. For example, fast exchange of
Ca2+ with K+ from the cementitious material could lead to a decrease of swelling pressure into the clay
materials (more relevant for bentonite than clayey rocks).
The degradation progresses as degradation fronts from the cement/clay interface towards the steel
overpack. At high pH, the steel is passivated by the deposition of a thin layer of magnetite corresponding
to very small corrosion rates. Such beneficial alkaline conditions have been calculated to last for several
tens of thousands of years in the Belgian concept. It is generally assumed that the passivation of the
steel becomes inactive when the alkaline pH decreases below 10.5. The modelling of steel corrosion
will be a function of pH (but not of temperature as detailed below). Steel is modelled during this period
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as a non-porous media. In most of the present modelled cases, the computed hydrogen generation by
corrosion has no effect on the water saturation degree. The cement/iron interaction should not lead to
any significant consumption of iron by CEM I but it may be different in the case of the bentonite/cement
grout. Those two points will be further investigated in Task 2.
The ageing of cement, cement/clay interactions, or less likely expansive corrosion products of steel,
may generate a few transversal cracks or a transversal network of interconnected cracks within the
cement buffer (e.g. Craeye et al., 2009; Perko et al., 2015; Seetharam and Jacques, 2015), as
schematically shown in Figure 3.6. In that case diffusive mass transfers are enhanced and may
accelerate the degradation of the buffer (case II-B).

Figure 3.4. Successive periods considered in reactive transport modelling (RTM) and evolution of
temperature in the disposal cell; the effect of hydrogen production on water saturation is not taken into
account in most cases. Only, periods II and III are considered in the present reactive transport
modelling. The safety function of the cement buffer with respect to the steel overpack breaching
significantly differs between the Belgian/Dutch and the French disposal concepts (see Section 3.1.1).
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Table 3.1. Base case and optional scenarios of the reactive transport modelling of the chemical
evolution of the HLW cell.
Period (see
Figure 3.4)

Buffer
thickness

Temperature

Water
saturation

Concrete type

Steel
canister

Nuclear
glass

5, 30, 75,
100 cm

Transient
stage over
1000 y, then
25 °C

100 %

CEM I +
calcareous
aggregates,
non damaged

Non
porous

No

100 cm

25 °C

100 %

Chemically
altered CEM I +
calcareous
aggregates,
fractured

Porous,
partly
filled with
corrosion
products

Yes

30, 100
cm

Transient
stage over
1000 y, from
65°C to
25°C

100 %

CEM I +
calcareous
aggregates,
fractured

Non
porous

No

II - C

5 cm

Transient
stage over
1000 y, from
65°C to
25°C

100 %

Cement/bentonite
grout

Non
porous

No

II - D

100 cm

Transient
stage over
1000 y, from
65°C to
25°C

Partially
desaturated
(70 – 80 %)
for cement
and a
fraction of
the rock

Chemically
altered CEM I +
calcareous
aggregates,
fractured

Non
porous

No

Base cases
II - A

III - A

Options
II - B

The effect of the cement thickness cannot be separated from the evolution of the porosity and transport
properties of the materials around the cement/clay interface. It is foreseen to start with a base case
where the porosity will not be a critical parameter. Porosity evolution with time (period II) can be
considered in the sensitivity analyses. The possible clogging of the pores in the clayey host rock (e.g.
by calcite precipitation) close to the interface with cement has to be considered simultaneously to the
evolution of cement buffer in Task 4 as an optional case. The decreasing porosity would slow down very
much the further alteration of the cement and could keep the pH high for a long time, thus prolonging
the overpack lifetime. On the contrary, porosity opening in the altered cement will speed up the chemical
interactions and, eventually the corrosion of the carbon steel overpack.
In parallel to case II – B, the calculations in case II - C replace the CEM-I buffer by a bentonite/cement
grout buffer (of lower pH). This configuration is the closest to the French concept in terms of thickness
and material composition.
Glass alteration is only considered in the case III after the breaching of the canister. The cement buffer
is then in advanced state of chemical degradation which composition and pH will have been modelled
in the period II case. It is worth noting that an early breaching of the overpack (due to design defect or
mechanical stress, not chemical corrosion) is not investigated in the present narrative scenario. An early
breaching (e.g. < 5000 y) would allow the migration of a strong alkaline plume from the unaltered
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concrete buffer. This would be a more penalizing case since glass leaching is enhanced under high pH
conditions (Fournier et al., 2019). Eventually, it is worth noting that the fully water saturation assumption
is conservative to some extent since the corrosion mechanisms of glass are slowed down under partially
water saturated conditions.
In all cases, diffusion is the only transport processes. Advection is never considered.

Chemical alterations after the breaching of the steel overpack
The simulations of the periods II and III can be decoupled or joined into a single full reactive transport
model depending of the numerical capabilities of the code.
The period III as depicted in Figure 3.4 considers a breached canister with corrosion products and
remaining uncorroded metallic iron over the spatial extension originally covered by the technological
gap and the non-corroded overpack (as shown in Figure 3.5). The corroded layers can be considered
as equivalent porous media, under fully water-saturated conditions. The corrosion products will be
chosen by the modellers (e.g. magnetite, Fe(II)-carbonate as chukanovite/siderite, Fe(II)-silicate as
cronstedtite, greenalite…). The exact nature of the corrosion products will be up-dated thanks to the
detailed calculations of Subtask 3.2.

Figure 3.5. Altered evolution of the HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock due to the chemical
interactions between the materials.

The beginning of period III will be defined by the present ACED results on the durability of the overpack
calculated in period II by assuming a mechanical breaching when the non-corroded thickness is 1.5 cm
(maybe 1 cm). The calculated duration will be compared to the durations defined independently from
ACED in performance assessment scenarios of WMO or TSO depending on the thickness of the
overpack and its corrosion rate (e.g. 4000 years for the French disposal concept and a general corrosion
process). The arbitrary mechanical rupture of the overpack leading to a high-pH plume in contact with
glass is not studied in Subtask 4.1 but in Subtask 3.2.
Temperature is fixed to 25°C in period III. The nature and spatial extension of the alteration of the cement
and clay host rock at the time of the mechanical rupture come from the calculations of period II. The
diffusive properties of the cement-based buffer correspond to a fractured/cracked state as in case II-B.
It is likely that the hydrogen gas generated by steel corrosion (Figure 3.4) will not be fully evacuated to
the host rock in the French concept. The “drying” effect of hydrogen is not assessed in Subtask 4.1.
However, a constant water saturation degree between 70 – 80 % in the materials is assumed in case
III-B. It decreases the effective diffusion coefficient and the corrosion rates of steel but may alter the
cement buffer by carbonation. The feasibility of a simplified multiphase reactive transport modelling will
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be evaluated in this optional case with diffusion of CO 2 gas, and maybe H2 gas, in the system (numerical
feasibility, available resources). CO2(g) diffusion accounts for cement carbonation (Seigneur et al.,
2020) and its effect on the durability of the alkaline pH buffering capacity of the concrete buffer.
The fractured vitrified waste is modelled as an equivalent porous medium with a cracking factor to set
the reactive surface. The dissolution of the virified waste (i.e. nuclear glass) in water can be modelled
by a rate law with a simple activity term on the dissolved silica aSi given in Figure 3.6. This rate law is
developed in the dataset section. It is somehow an ‘abstracted’ model that can be calibrated (e.g. in a
lookup table) with more complex models as the GRAAL model (Frugier et al., 2008) in Task 3. The
dissolution of glass is then explicitly coupled with the barriers and host-rock influences through the
control of the dissolved silica by the modelling of sorption onto the corrosion products on the one hand,
and by the modelling of the precipitation of secondary silicate phases containing Fe2+ (e.g. greenalite),
Mg2+ (e.g. Mg-phyllosilicate) or Ca2+ (e.g. C-S-H of low Ca/Si ratio) on the other hand. It is worth noting
that silica sorption on magnetite has almost no effect on glass durability for duration relevant of HLW
disposals (De Windt et al., 2006). The best selection of these phases could be results from Task 3. The
remaining iron corrosion products and iron-rich phyllosilicates will probably be less reactive towards the
glass than the uncorroded iron. One assumes that a small amount of uncorroded iron is still available to
react with the glass after canister failure.

Figure 3.6. Simplified rate law taking into account the coupling of glass dissolution with the chemical
evolution of silica concentration, pH and temperature used in the reactive transport modelling. The rate
law will be adjusted with respect to the results of Task 3 and is detailed in the Section 3.3.2.

To conclude, the conceptual model described in this section is able to couple different types of chemical
processes for the entire multibarrier systems of the HLW disposal cell in clay host rock. It goes a step
further than the previous modelling of subsystems such as cement/clay interface within the CEBAMA
project (Duro et al., 2020). Four key parameters are used for the sensitivity analysis of the chemical
evolution of the HLW cell, in particular to assess the durability of the steel overpack, which is tightly
linked to the lifetime of the cement buffer, and the dissolution rate of the nuclear glass. These parameters
are the thickness of the cement-based buffer, the type of cement or grout, the breaching/fracturing of
the materials, and the degree of water saturation (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7. The four key parameters used for the sensitivity analysis of the reactive transport modelling
of the HLW cell, in particular for the durability of steel overpack and dissolution of the nuclear glass.

3.3.

Mathematical model

This section gives an overview of the mathematical laws for the chemical and physical processes
required to simulate the evolution as described in the narrative conceptual model.

Equations
3.3.1.1. Chemical processes: thermodynamic equilibrium
The chemical equilibrium state of complex aqueous systems, including minerals, organics, colloids and
gases for processes as aqueous speciation, precipitation/dissolution of solid phases, and sorption
(surface complexation with electrostatic correction, ion exchange). The aqueous chemistry includes
acid/base reactions, oxidation and reduction (redox) processes and aqueous complexation by inorganic
ligands.
The thermodynamic equilibrium state of the chemical system is calculated according to the usual mass
action equation:
nA A + nB B ↔ nC C + nD D
Ki (T) =

(C)nC (D)nD
−∆ 𝐺 0
=
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(
)
(A)nA (B)nB
𝑅𝑇

[ 3.1 ]

[ 3.2 ]

where ni is the stoichiometric coefficient, (A) is the activity of the species A, K is the thermodynamic
equilibrium constant, G0 is the change in Gibbs free energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant and
T is the absolute temperature [K].
The activity is calculated as the product of the concentration and the activity coefficient. Several
mathematical relations have been developed for aqueous solutions of increasing ionic strengths I. At
low to moderate ionic strength (I  0.5 mol/kg), the empirical formula of the truncated Davies model
derived from the Debye-Huckel model of activity corrections of dissolved ions is generally used. The Bdot model and specific ion theory (SIT) are used to calculate activity corrections at higher ionic strengths.
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3.3.1.2. Chemical processes: kinetics
The explicit modelling of kinetic control is required in key reaction such as iron corrosion or the
dissolution of clay minerals. The rate of dissolution or precipitation of a mineral M i can be modelled by
the following rate law:
𝑚

𝑑[𝑀𝑖 ]
𝑄𝑖
= ki Av,i ∏ (E)pi ∏ (𝐸𝑖 𝐸)pi (( −1 ) -1)
𝑑𝑡
𝐾𝑖
𝑖

𝑛

[ 3.3 ]

𝑖

The variation of the mineral concentration is proportional to the intrinsic kinetic constant of the reaction,
ki [mol m-2 s-1] and to the mineral surface area per unit volume, Av [m2/L]. The term ((

𝑄𝑖

𝐾𝑖−1

𝑛

𝑚

) -1) is

dependent on the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium and related to the concept of the saturation
index (Qi stands for the ion activity product, the HYTEC code considers Ki that is the thermodynamic
formation constant that is the inverse of the solubility product Ks). Precipitation (supersaturation state)
takes place if Q > Ks, otherwise dissolution (undersaturation state). The term m and n are empirical
exponents. The product term Πi describes the dependence of the reaction rate with respect to the
chemistry of solution. The species act as catalysts if the exponent is positive, or as inhibitors if the
exponent is negative. The term (Ei) is the activity (or concentration) of a dissolved species (e.g. the
hydroxyl ion OH-) and pi is a power-constant, mechanistically-based or fitted to experimental data.
A summation of several kinetic laws analogous to Eq. 3-3 is frequent for the same mineral, typically to
take into account specific pH-dependencies for acidic, neutral or alkaline conditions, as well as redoxdependency with specific laws under oxic and reducing conditions.
The accelerating effect of temperature on abiotic kinetics can be formulated as an Arrhenius law,
according to the following equation:
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑘𝑖 (𝑇2 ) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑘𝑖 (𝑇1 ) −

𝐸𝐴 1
1
( − )
2.3𝑅 𝑇2
𝑇1

[ 3.4 ]

where Ea is the activation energy [kJ/mol] and T the temperature [K].
3.3.1.3. Chemical processes: ion exchange and surface complexation
Cation exchange by a solid exchanger (montmorillonite, zeolite, etc.) is a key process in clayey
materials. Ions in the interlayer space or channels of the crystal structure can be exchanged for other
ions from the solution keeping electroneutrality. For instance, Na + substitution by Ca2+ cations present
in solution writes as
2 ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑎 + 𝐶𝑎2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑎 + 2 𝑁𝑎+

[ 3.5 ]

where the upper bar stands for a cation bound to the solid. The distribution of the cations between the
solution and the exchanger may be given by a relation derived from the law of mass action and the
Gaines-Thomas (GT) formalism:
̅̅̅̅) =
̅̅̅̅ /𝐶𝑎
𝐾𝐺𝑇 (𝑁𝑎

+ 2
𝑓̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑎 (𝑁𝑎 )
2
2+
𝑓𝑁𝑎
̅̅̅̅ (𝐶𝑎 )

[ 3.6 ]

assuming that the activity of the exchangeable cations can be modelled by an equivalent fraction
𝑓̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑎 =

̅̅̅̅]
̅̅̅̅]
[𝐶𝑎
[𝐶𝑎
=
̅
∑𝑖 [𝐶𝑖 ]
𝐶𝐸𝐶

[ 3.7 ]
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where the bracket stands for the exchangeable cation concentration, usually given as meq/100g of
exchanger, and CEC (cation exchange capacity) is the sum of all the exchangeable cation
concentrations.
Surface complexation is a second type of sorption mechanisms. The (ad)sorption processes of elements
from the solution occur at the surface of a given solid (magnetite, montmorillonite…). That is to say true
complexation reaction at interface between the solution and hydroxyl sites S-OH present at the solid
surface, such as for instance
𝑆 − 𝑂𝐻 + 𝑀2+ → 𝑆 − 𝑂𝑀 + + 𝐻 +

[ 3.8 ]

as well as acid–base reactions, for instance
𝑆 − 𝑂𝐻 → 𝑆 − 𝑂− + 𝐻 +

[ 3.9 ]

The latter, for example, can be modelled as a mass action law,
𝐾 =

(𝑆 − 𝑂𝐻)
(𝑆 − 𝑂 − ) (𝐻 + )

[ 3.10 ]

considering an additional electrostatic term through the double layer model or not.
3.3.1.4. Reactive diffusion under water saturated conditions
The general formulation of the multicomponent reactive transport equation under water saturated
conditions considering only diffusion is
∂ωCi
∂ωC̅i
= ∇. (De ∇Ci ) −
∂t
∂t

[ 3.11 ]

where 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶̅𝑖 are respectively the mobile and immobile concentrations of an element i per unit volume
of solution [mol/L], 𝜔 is the porosity of the material. The term −

𝜕𝜔 𝐶̅𝑖
𝜕𝑡

is the source/sink term that is driven

by chemical reactions, whereas the other terms represent transport processes. The term 𝐷𝑒 [m2/s] is the
effective diffusion coefficient (𝐷𝑒 = 𝜔𝐷𝑝 where 𝐷𝑝 is the pore diffusion coefficient).
The diffusion coefficient can evolve when mineral precipitation or dissolution changes the local porosity.
Actually, the porosity is subjected to change in time and space due to geochemical processes such as
dissolution or precipitation (opening and clogging of the pore space). The change in porosity can be
calculated from the evolution of the mineral concentrations in the system, knowing their molal volume
or density. The empirical Archie’s Law is easy to implement in reactive transport models and applicable
to a wide range of materials:
ω − ωc m
De = De (ω0 ) (
)
ω0 − ωc

[ 3.12 ]

where ω0 is the initial porosity, ωc is a critical porosity threshold under which diffusion stops and m is an
empirical Archie’s coefficient.
3.3.1.5. Reactive diffusion of gases under partially water saturated conditions
A simplified two-phase dynamics of mass transfer under unsaturated water conditions can be simulated
assuming a reactive transport model in the water phase linked to diffusion in the gas phase (De Windt
et al., 2014; Sin et al., 2019).
The reactive transport equation for the aqueous phase writes as:
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∂(θw Ci )
∂θw C̅i
w
= ∇. (Dw
e (θ ) ∇Ci ) −
∂t
∂t

[ 3.13 ]

where 𝜃 𝑤 is the volumetric content of the water phase, the righthand side partial derivative is the
source/sink term and the diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝑒𝑤 is itself a function of the water content according to the
relation
w
Dw
e (θ ) =

𝜃𝑤 w
D
= S w Dw
e,sat
𝜃𝑇 e,sat

[ 3.14 ]

where 𝜃𝑇 is the total porosity of the porous media (identical to  at water fully saturated conditions), 𝑆 𝑤
𝑤
is the water saturation degree and 𝐷𝑒,𝑠𝑎𝑡
is the effective diffusion coefficients [m 2/s] at water fully
saturated conditions. Millington-Quirk relation can also be applied.
The reactive transport equation for the gaseous phase writes as
𝜕(𝜃 𝑔 𝐶𝑗 )
𝑔
𝑔
= 𝛻. (𝐷𝑒 (𝜃 𝑔 ) 𝛻𝐶𝑗 ) + 𝑄𝑗
𝜕𝑡

[ 3.15 ]

where 𝜃 𝑔 is the volumetric content of the gas phase, Cj is the concentration of a gas species j regarding
𝑔
the gas phase volume [mol/L], 𝐷𝑒 is the effective diffusion coefficient in the gas phase common to all
𝑔
gas molecules [m2/s] and 𝑄𝑗 is linked to the variation of the partial pressure of the gas species j [mol/L/s]
driven by the dissolution of the gas in the aqueous phase according to the Henry’s Law.
3.3.1.1. Heat conductivity
Heat conduction will dominate over the convective transfer of heat in the disposal cell of HLW in clay
due to the very low permeability of the near-field materials. The transient thermal stage can then be
calculated as

 T 
 C p  =(T )
 t 

[ 3.16 ]

where  is the specific mass of the media, Cp is the specific heat capacity of the media,  is the thermal
conductivity of the media and T is the temperature in K.

List of parameters
A set of hydrodynamic and geochemical parameters is required for the vitrified waste, the carbon steel
overpack, the concrete buffer (or cement/bentonite grout) and the clay host rock.
The hydrodynamic and transport parameters include porosity and effective diffusion coefficients (for the
water and gas phase).
The reactive transport model requires the following geochemical parameters:
1) The thermodynamic database that contains acid/base reaction, complexation, redox, formation
constants of minerals, solubility of gases (Henry’s Law), etc. for different temperatures.
2) The cation exchange reactions, CEC, cation selectivity coefficients (clay rock only).
3) The types and concentrations of sorption sites and their surface complexation constants (in the
present study for clay rock only).
4) The kinetic parameters (rate constants, specific surfaces, catalytic terms, etc.) of the kinetically
controlled mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions.
5) The carbon steel corrosion rate and its dependence on pH, as well as the glass dissolution rate
and its dependence on pH and temperature.
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Initial and boundary conditions
Fully water saturated conditions (i.e. 100 %, excepted in case III-B with 70 – 80 %) and isothermal
conditions are considered as initial physical conditions.
The reactive transport model requires the following geochemical parameters as initial conditions:
1) The initial mineralogy of the concrete and clay rock, the chemical composition for the steel and
nuclear glass.
2) The initial pore water chemistry of the concrete and clay rock.
3) The initial contents of exchangeable cations of the clay minerals.
The entire set of physical and geochemical initial parameters are provided in the following section by
type of material.
The only boundary condition is the constant concentration type imposed at the outer boundary of the
modelled host rock section. The boundary conditions will be fixed sufficiently far away from the interface
with the concrete buffer in order to not produce any artefacts.

3.4.

Parameter values
Clay host rock

The clay host rock in the representative disposal cell is the French host rock, i.e. the Callovo-Oxfordian
(COx) claystone. However, a sensitivity analysis could be done on both bicarbonate concentration
(effect on cement carbonation) and chloride concentration (effect on steel corrosion) in comparison with
other clay host rocks such as the Boom Clay. All properties given in this section will be used in the
reactive transport model (RTM). For the sake of consistency with the literature, the properties are taken
from the RTM benchmark (Marty et al., 2015) and the RTM of in situ experiments (Debure et al., 2019)
related to the COx claystone. These two RTM studies selected the Thermoddem database.
The claystone mineralogy is summarized in Table 3.2. Calcite is the predominant carbonate minerals
and quartz the predominant silicate. The clayey part is abundant. It is composed of illite and interstratified
illite/smectite, but also chlorite. The divalent Ca2+ and Mg2+ are the main cations of the exchangeable
cation population of the host rock. Table 3.3 gives the intrinsic sorption parameters of the clay host rock,
i.e. the selectivity constants of cation exchange and the surface complexation properties.
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Table 3.2. Mineralogy, specific surface area and cation exchange population for the initial state of
reference of the clay host rock (Marty et al., 2015).
Volume
Molar
fraction(1) volume(1)
[%]
[cm3/mol]

Exchangeable
cation

As
[m2/g]

Carbonate

% equivalent
Calcite

23

37

0.7

Na

19

Dolomite

4

64

0.1

K

4

Siderite(2)

1

29

3

Mg

31

Ca

46

Clay-like phase
Chlorite(Cca-2)

2

222

0.003

CEC

Illite(IMt-2)

33

139

30

in meq/100g

Montmorillonite(HcCa)

8

133

8.5

of rock

Pyrite(2)

1

24

0.05

Quartz(alpha)

25

23

0.01 – 0.05

17.4

Others

(1) Thermoddem database. (2) Only for subset RTM where redox modelling is required.

Table 3.3. Selectivity constants of cationic exchange (Gaines-Thomas formalism, Marty et al., 2015)
and surface complexation constants (non-electrostatic model, Marques et al., 2012) of the clay host
rock.
Reaction

Log Kex
(25°C)

Cation exchange (whole exchanger)
̅̅̅̅̅
Na + K+ → ̅̅̅̅
K + Na+

1.2

2 ̅̅̅̅̅
Na + Ca2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅
Ca + 2 Na+

0.7

̅̅̅̅̅ + Mg2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅̅
2 Na
Mg + 2 Na+
2 ̅̅̅̅̅
Na + Fe2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅
Fe + 2 Na+

0.7
0.8(1)

Surface complexation (2)
S1-OH + H+ → S1-OH2+

4.5

S1-OH → S1-O- + H+

-7.9

S2-OH + H+ → S2-OH2+

4.5

S2-OH → S2-O- + H+

-7.9

Site density S1-OH

1 mol/m2

S2-OH

0.05 mol/m2

(1) LogK (Fe) = logK (Ca) + 0.1 (Idiart & lavina, 2019); (2) Optional
for pH buffering, for illite and montmorillonite only.

The hydrochemistry of the pristine COx claystone is detailed in Table 3.4. The water is moderately
mineralized. Sodium is the dominant cation, chloride and sulfate are the dominant anions. The partial
pressure of CO2 is about 10-2 atm. It can be an important factor when estimating the carbonation of
cement. By comparison, the Boom Clay pore water (De Craen et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010) is less
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concentrated, with a chloride concentration 60 times lower than in COx. The partial pressure of CO2 is
also lower in the Boom clay, about 10-2.6 atm.

Table 3.4. Porewater chemistry of the clay host rock at 25°C (Marty et al., 2015).
Aqueous
species

Total concentration
(mol/L)

pH

7.0

K+

5·10-4

Na+

4.0·10-2

Mg2+

5.1·10-3

Ca2+

7.6·10-3

Fe2+

7·10-5

H4SiO4

2·10-4

HCO3-

3.8·10-3

Cl-

4.1·10-2

SO42-

1.1·10-2

The dissolution and precipitation of the minerals constitutive of the clay host rock have to be modelled
under kinetics controlled (De Windt et al., 2008; Marty et al., 2015), according to Equation [ 3.3 ], for
instance with the parameter sets given in Supplementary Information. As mentioned above, constant
concentration boundary conditions (hydrochemistry and mineralogy) are imposed at the limit of the COx
host rock.
The porosity  of the clay host rock is 18 %. A single effective diffusion coefficient D e of 310-11 m2/s will
be considered for the initial state of the host rock (D e =  Dp where Dp is the pore diffusion coefficient).
For the cases with (constant) partial desaturation, the van Genuchten parameters are provided in
Supplementary Information.

CEM I-based concrete (buffer)
The supercontainer concept serves as a reference for the reactive transport modelling of the
cementitious buffer. The concrete consists of a fully hydrated CEM I/42.5N HSR LA and limestone
aggregates (70 % in volume). The cement content is of 350 g per dm 3 with a water on cement weight
ratio (w/c) of 0.47 (Liu et al., 2014). Calcareous aggregates are used instead of the usual siliceous
aggregates to prevent any long-term alkali reaction between the alkaline pore water and the siliceous
aggregates.
The thermodynamic modelling of the CEM I cement is based on the normative phase composition of
Lothenbach et al. (2008), detailed in Table 3.5. Table 3.6 gives the reference composition calculated for
the concrete (GEMS calculation by Kosakowski, 2020). The calculations will be performed with the
CEMDATA18.1 database (Lothenbach et al., 2019) using the CSHQ solid solution model for the C-S-H
(Kulik, 2011). The composition of the hydrated cement is typical of a CEM I cement, with Calcium Silica
Hydrate C-S-H of 1.6 Ca/Si ratio, portlandite and ettringite as the main phases. The results are similar
to model simulations of Liu et al. (2014) using an older CEMDATA database.
Table 3.7 indicates that the initial pore water of the concrete is a K-Na-OH fluid with a pH of 13.35. The
actual composition of the mineralogy and hydrochemistry will be slightly different if the modelling is
based on the Thermoddem database.
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Table 3.5. Normative phase composition of the CEM I (Lothenbach et al., 2008).
Phases

g/100g

Alite

58

Belite

10

Aluminate

7.6

Ferrite

7.5

CaO (free)

0.6

CaCO3

4.8

CaSO4

3.6

K2SO4

1.6

Na2SO4

0.1

K2O

0.1

Na2O

0.05

MgO

1.4

SO3

0.16

Inert(1)

4.49

(1) Because the normative phase composition
does not add up to 100%, some unknown
inert material is added with a density equal to
quartz.

Table 3.6. Porosity and mineralogical composition of the reference for the CEM I-based concrete at
25°C as calculated with CEMDATA18.1 (Lothenbach et al., 2019) and the CSHQ solid solution model
for the C-S-H phases (Kulik, 2011).
Volume fraction
[%]
Aggregates
Calcite

70

Calcite

0.33

CSHQ

9.45

Ettringite

3.16

Hydrotalcite

0.67

Monocarboaluminate

2.03

C3FS0.84H4.32 (hydrogarnet)

0.80

Portlandite

4.57

Inert material

0.59

Capillary porosity

8.37

Gel porosity

3.17

Total porosity

11.54

Hydrated cement

Porosity
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Table 3.7. Porewater chemistry of reference for the CEM I-based concrete at 25°C as calculated with
CEMDATA18.1 (Lothenbach et al., 2019) and the CSHQ solid solution model for the C-S-H phases
(Kulik, 2011).
Aqueous
species
pH

Total concentration
(molality, mol/kgH2O)
13.43

K

3.910-1

Na

7.610-3

Mg

1.410-9

Ca

9.910-4

Fe

1.210-7

Al

7.810-5

Si

7.210-5

CO32-

1.910-4

Cl-

5.010-7

SO42-

4.610-3

The total porosity of the concrete is 11.54 % with a capillary porosity of 8.37 % and a gel porosity of
3.17 %, as shown in Table 3.6. Low effective diffusion coefficients De ( 10-12 m2/s) are usually assigned
to undamaged cement-based concretes and mortars (e.g. McCarter et al., 2000). The ageing of the
material under disposal conditions will probably induce networks of cracks and will enhance diffusive
transfer (e.g. Craeye et al., 2009; Seetharam and Jacques, 2015). The De value for the initial state of
concrete is about 10-11 m2/s (as Govaerts and Weetjens, 2010), whereas the De values will be set in the
order of 10-10 m2/s for the fissured state of the concrete.
The dissolution/precipitation of the concrete phases will be modelled at thermodynamic equilibrium, as
commonly assumed due to the high reactive surface of the cement phases (e.g. Marty et al., 2015).
However, in the scenario of carbonation by CO2 gas under partially water desaturated conditions (Case
III-B), chemical kinetics on portlandite (and C-S-H) dissolution should be introduced in the modelling, or
alternatively a diffusion-controlled model with precipitation of a calcite layer around portlandite particles
(Liu et al., 2014).

Bentonite/cement grout
The actual composition of the bentonite/cement grout that referes to the French disposal concept is not
fixed yet, but the nature of the components has been fixed (Michau and Bourbon, 2016). Table 3.8
summarizes the recipe of the bentonite/cement grout before hydration, which is used in Subtask 2.2 of
ACED in the BACUCE experiment. The water on cement ratio is much higher than for classical cements,
w/c = 2 instead of w/c around 0.5. This bulk composition includes an OPC clinker, blast-furnace slag
and gypsum additive (i.e. CEM III cement) on the one hand and addition of silica fume and bentonite on
the other hand. They will become partly hydrated once in contact with water. Depending on the
experimental results that will be obtained in Subtask 2.2, the bentonite will be considered in the model
as a pozzolan during hydration or be directly introduced as a mineral with the cation exchange properties
like montmorillonite as presented in Table 3.9 (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2002).
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Table 3.8. Recipe of the bentonite/cement grout in Subtask 2.2 of ACED (BACUCE experiment).
Composition
[kg]

Mineral
CEM III Rombas (35% clinker +
65% blast-furnace slag)

0.600

Silica fume

0.600

Bentonite

0.160

Hydrotalcite

0.04

Water

2.400

Table 3.9. Cation exchange selectivity constants (Gaines-Thomas formalism, Bradbury and Baeyens,
2002) for the montmorillonite phase in the bentonite/cement grout.
Reaction

LogKex
(25°C)

Cation exchange (whole exchanger)
̅̅̅̅̅
Na + K+ → ̅̅̅̅
K + Na+

0.6

2 ̅̅̅̅̅
Na + Ca2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅
Ca + 2 Na+

0.4

̅̅̅̅̅ + Mg2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅̅
2 Na
Mg + 2 Na+

0.3

̅̅̅̅̅ + Fe2+ → ̅̅̅̅̅
2 Na
Fe + 2 Na+

0.5(1)

(1) LogK (Fe) = logK (Ca) + 0.1 (Idiart & lavina, 2019).

The acquisition of the chemical composition of the grout porewater and the modelling are still in progress
in Subtask 2.2. The literature indicates that the hydration of slag and silica fume is relatively slow at
20°C (Lothenbach et al., 2012 & 2014). However, a simple thermodynamic equilibrium modelling with
HYTEC assuming a complete hydration has been done in a first approximation to have a first estimate
of the mineralogy (Table 3.10). At 20°C the porewater has a pH about 11 and a moderate ionic strength
(510-2 mol/kg). This will be improved while starting the reactive transport calculations of Subtask4.1.
The modelling of the evolution of the mineralogy and the porewater chemistry with temperature up to
80°C is also in progress in Subtask 2.2.

Table 3.10. First estimate of the mineralogy for the bentonite/cement grout at 20°C obtained by
modelling (Subtask 2.2).
Mineral

Content
[wt.%]

C-S-H & C-A-S-H 0.8

60

Ettringite

5

Hydrotalcite

4

Quartz

22

(Montmorillonite

9)
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The porosity and effective diffusion properties of the grout used in Subtask 2.2 have not be measured
yet. One can estimate a porosity about 70 – 80 % and an effective diffusion coefficient De in the range
of 10-10 m2/s in a first step.

Low carbon steel
The carbon-steel overpack is chemically considered as Fe(0). Metallic iron is never in equilibrium with
water and its reactivity is controlled by kinetics. Only the generalized uniform corrosion is considered in
this study. Under the present anoxic condition, the kinetic law of Eq. 3-3 can be strongly simplified by
only considering the reactive surface area of the overpack and the intrinsic rate constant:
𝑑[𝐹𝑒(𝑠)]
= −𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑥 𝐴𝑣
𝑑𝑡

[ 3.17 ]

The corrosion rate constant k in Equation [ 3.17 ] is usually expressed in mol/m2/s units in geochemical
codes but in µm/y in the experimental literature on corrosion. The corrosion rates of low carbon steel
under high pH found in the CEM I chemical and anoxic environment are very low (about 0.1 µm/y) due
to passivation by the formation of compact magnetite layers at the surface of iron (Yu et al., 2012;
Kursten et al., 2015; Swanton et al., 2015; Smart et al., 2017). The passivation of the steel may become
inactive when the alkaline pH decreases below 10 and the corrosion rate increase by a factor 50 (about
5 µm/y). However, the corrosion rates under moderately alkaline pH (10.5 – 11.5) are not well
characterized yet. Only a few studies are available in the literature: first, Bodén and Pettersson (2011);
García Calvo et al. (2013) on low-pH cements, and more recently Agullo et al. (2015, 2017) on
cement/bentonite grouts. In the case of the low pH mortar, García Calvo et al. (2013) measured an
increase in corrosion rate by one order of magnitude when the pore fluid pH dropped from 13 to below
11.8. According to Deissmann et al. (2020), the threshold value is within a wider pH range, i.e. 9 < pH
< 11.5. The effect of pH on corrosion can also be assessed by modelling the stability of magnetite versus
the change in the local chemical environment around the carbon steel. In the case of the
cement/bentonite grout, Agullo and coauthors used Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) to
monitor at the same time the curing process of cement – bentonite mixture and the iron corrosion rate
in this mixture. The corrosion rate increased to a few μm/y before gradually dropping to much lower
values (Agullo et al., 2017). Eventually, the passivation of iron seemed to occur since the corrosion rate
has decreased continuously below to 0.1 μm/y (Agullo et al., 2017), and even to about 1 nm/y under
anaerobic conditions (Agullo et al., 2015).
The corrosion rates of
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Figure 3.8a at pH neutral and high pH correspond to the upper limit of the data range found in the
literature for aerobic and anaerobic (Deissmann et al., 2020). The anaerobic corrosion rates under
moderately alkaline pH (10.5 – 11.5) will be updated by the results of Subtask 2.2 on corrosion in contact
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with the chemical of environment of low-pH cement. Meanwhile, it is proposed to use a sigmoidal
relationship between the anaerobic corrosion rate and the pH with an inflection point at the threshold
pH 10.5 (or pH 11 optionally), as depicted in
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Figure 3.8b.

(a)

(b)

Relative rate
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Figure 3.8.(a) Long-term generalized corrosion rates of carbon steel under anaerobic conditions
selected for the reactive transport modelling at 25°C at neutral and high pH values (aerobic rates
given for comparison). (b) Relationships that could be used to simulate the evolution from hyper
alkaline pH values to more neutral values during the alteration of the cement-based buffer (relative
rate = 1 corresponds to the anaerobic corrosion rate at neural pH).
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Under the anoxic/anaerobic conditions assumed in the present modelling HLW disposal cell in clay host
rock, the most stable corrosion product of metallic iron is magnetite (Fe3O4) at high alkaline pH, but iron
carbonates such as siderite (FeCO3) or chukanovite (Fe2(OH)2CO3) are also likely at slightly alkaline pH
values (Odorowski et al., 2017; Saheb et al., 2014). The reactive transport model takes into account
magnetite and carbonate iron phases in the base case. Fe(II)-silicates (e.g. greenalite Fe3(Si2O5)(OH)4
or cronstedtite) are also considered in a sensitivity analysis, in particular in the presence of a silica
source such as dissolution of nuclear glass. Iron sulphides (e.g. mackinawite) form when corrosion is
driven by bacteria activity, but this microbial process is not considered in the present study. The
occurrence of these corrosion products will be assessed in more details in Task 3 of ACED.
For the sake of simplicity, the precipitation of the corrosion products will be modelled under
thermodynamic equilibrium in a first approach due to the significant uncertainties in the parameters such
as surface area and kinetic rate constants (Bildstein et al., 2019). But a kinetic control will also be taken
into account if it helps to better simulate the corrosion products found in the experimental literature and
Tasks 2 and 3 of ACED.
The sorption of silica onto magnetite (Marmier and Fromage, 2000) will be also modelled according to
the surface complexation data provided in Table 3.11.

Table 3.11. Constants of surface complexation of silica on magnetite (non-electrostatic model,
Marmier and Fromage, 2000).
Reaction

Log Kex
(25°C)

S-OH + H+ → S-OH2+

3.5

S-OH → S-O- + H+

-9.6

S-OH + H4SiO4 → S-H3SiO4 + H2O

4.1

Site density S-OH

3.2 mol/m2

It is not obvious to attribute an effective diffusion coefficient De to the corroded and breached overpack.
A De value of 10-10 m2/s is considered in the present calculations, though a less conservative value of
10-11 m2/s (closer to the diffusion within the corrosion product layer) may also be selected for sensitivity
analysis. The porosity can be arbitrarily set to 30 %.

Vitrified waste
Modelling the dissolution of the nuclear glass constituting the vitrified waste is probably the most critical
aspect for modelling the chemical evolution in a HLW disposal cell in a clay host rock. The GRAAL
model (Frugier et al., 2008 and 2018) coupled the primary glass alteration rate, controlled by a protective
layer’s thickness, and the dissolution rate of protective layer in interaction with the environment. The
GRAAL model has been implemented under a format compatible with reactive transport models
(specifically in HYTEC) and has been applied for modelling glass dissolution in various chemical
environments (e.g. Debure et al., 2013). Nevertheless, this model seems rather complex for an analysis
at the disposal cell scale on the one hand, and the effect of dissolved Fe(II) (from the corrosion products)
and kinetic dissolution parameters for temperatures around 40 – 50°C have not been published yet, on
the other hand.
Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the modelling relies on a previous operational HYTEC modelling
calibrated for the dissolution of the R7T7 glass (De Windt et al., 2006). The implementation of the
GRAAL model can still be investigated as an alternative in Task 4 if the simplified approach introduced
below does not work. Importantly, Task 3 and/or Subtask 4.2 may also provide for the recalibration of
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the kinetic dissolution model or for a look-up table dependent upon parameters such as pH, dissolved
silica, dissolved Fe(II) and/or temperature, using the GRALL mode or other mechanistic models.
The SON68 is the reference glass in the HLW disposal cells. However, the simpler synthetic glasses
consisting of 3 oxides (CJ1) and 6 oxides (CJ4 = ISG, for international simple glass) will probably be
used instead in Subtask 4.1 for the sake of simplicity like in Debure et al. (2012). The stoichiometry of
these synthetic glasses is based on the French SON68 inactive reference glass composition (Table
3.12).

Table 3.12. Chemical composition of simple synthetic glasses (CJ1 and ISF) and the French reference
glass SON68 (Debure et al., 2012).
[wt.%]

SiO2

Na2O

B2O3

Al2O3

CaO

ZrO2

CJ1

65.6

14.2

20.2

ISG

56.2

12.2

17.3

6.0

5.0

3.3

SON68

45.5

9.9

14.0

4.9

4.0

2.7

Others

19.0

The dissolution this simplified glass is controlled by two kinetic processes according to the conceptual
model of Gin et al. (2013) as represented in Figure 3.9. The global rate is the combination of an initial
forward dissolution rate r0 and long-term residual dissolution rate rr
𝑑[𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠]
= 𝑟0 (𝑇, 𝑝𝐻, 𝑆𝑖 … ) + 𝑟𝑟 (𝑇)
𝑑𝑡

[ 3.18 ]
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Figure 3.9. Stages of nuclear glass dissolution and related potential rate-limiting mechanisms (Gin et
al., 2013).

Assuming congruent dissolution of the glass matrix, the kinetic process can be further described by the
combination of a first-order initial dissolution rate k0,pH, combined to a dependency with the bulk solution
chemistry (pH, dissolved silica activity), and long-term residual dissolution rate kr which is chemistry
independent:
𝑑[𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠]
𝐶𝑆𝑖
= − 𝑘0,𝑝𝐻 (𝐻 + )−0.4 𝐴𝑣 (1 − ∗ ) − 𝑘𝑟 𝐴𝑣
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑆𝑖

[ 3.19 ]

This first-order rate law has already been used by De Windt et al. (2006) for modelling the dissolution
of the R7T7 glass in a HLW disposal cell in clay host rock. Originally, it only gives a rough estimation of
the rate in a narrow range of pH (7.0 – 9.5) and a temperature of 90°C but can now be up-dated for
parameters at 50°C.
The activity term (𝐻 + )−0.4 of Equation [ 3.19 ] stands for the effect of pH, and 𝐶𝑆𝑖∗ is a saturation threshold
for which the first-order dissolution stops. The reactive surface Av depends on the degree of cracking of
the vitrified waste. The rate drops when the silica concentrations approach saturation, following the wellknown formalism proposed by Aagaard and Helgeson. Silica diffusion and sorption within the gel layer
are not explicitly taken into account in the model and, consequently, there is no incongruent leaching of
silica and boron/alkalis from the glass.
The dissolution rate terms are both temperature-dependent. Table 3.13 gives a set of parameters for
Eq. 3-19 that are assumed to be operational in a crude approximation for a temperature at 50 °C and a
pH range of 7 – 9.5(10). These parameters at 50°C can be used even if the temperature is lower in
period III. This assumption will overestimate the degradation of the glass since the kinetics of glass
dissolution decrease with temperature. The forward rate constant and residual dissolution rate of Table
3.14 were obtained for the SON68 glass in pure water and COx water. The most critical parameter is
the silica threshold at saturation 𝐶𝑆𝑖∗ . It will require a sensitivity analysis or specific inputs from Task 3.
Water intrusion and glass dissolution are allowed within the whole glass zone, due to the initial cracking
of the glass block before disposal, and not at the glass/canister boundaries only. The effective diffusion
coefficient De assumed for silica and any other dissolved elements inside the (fractured) glass zone is
about 10-10 m2/s. The porosity is arbitrarily set to 30%.
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Equation [ 3.19 ] is only applicable up to pH 9.5 (if not 10). It still remains to extend this type of equation
to pH up to 11 that may correspond to the calculated altered state of the corroded steel and cement
buffer. Ferrand et al. (2015) measured the short-term and long-term dissolution rate of the ISG glass
(not the SON68 glass) in Old Cement Water (OCW, with pH ~11.7 controlled by the solubility of C-S-H
phases). Their data are reported in Table 3.15 for comparison.

Table 3.13. Kinetic parameters related to the simplified HYTEC modelling of the dissolution of the
glass at 50 °C and pH from 7.0 to 9.5 (– 10); see De Windt et al., 2006 and references therein; the
parameters have been slightly adapted to be consistent with the parameters of Table 3.14.
k0,pH [g m-2 d-1]

310-5

kr [g m-2 d-1]

10-4

𝐶𝑆𝑖∗ [mol L-1]

(2.510-3) (3)

Total surface S
(glass block of 400
kg)

e.g. k0,pH (H+)-0.4 = 210-2 g m-2 d-1at pH = 7

S = 20 m2 for a cracking ratio(1) of 10 ==> As =
510-5 m2 g-1 (2)

(1) Ratio of the total surface on the surface of the unfractured glass block. (2) The specific surface can
become a sensitivity analysis parameter if required. (3) Value from 90 °C, to be adapted as Task 3 and
Subtask 4.1 will progress.

Table 3.14. Experimental data on the kinetics of SON68 glass dissolution in deionized and synthetic
COx water: forward dissolution rate r0 and residual dissolution rate rr.
Deionized
water

COx water

T [°C]

30 °C

50 °C

30 °C

50 °C

r0 [g m-2 d-1]

210-3 (1)

210-2 (1)

110-2 (1)

910-2 (1)

rr [g m-2 d-1]

-

110-4 (2)

(310-4) (3)

(210-4) (4)

(1)

Jollivet et al. (2012); (2) Fleury et al., (2014); (3) Debure et al. (2019), in situ value; (4) De
Echave et al. (2018), value at 70°C, not 50°C.

Table 3.15. Experimental data on the kinetics of ISG glass dissolution in Old Cement Water (pH 11.7)
at 30 °C: short-term and long-term dissolution rates.
OCW
T [°C]

30 °C

Short-term rate [g m-2 d-1]

210-3 (1)

Long-term rate, similar to rr [g m-2 d-1]

110-5 (1)

(1)

3.5.

Ferrand et al. (2015).

Expected outcomes

Regarding the key parameters, the proposed outcomes of the reactive transport model of the HLW
disposal cell in a clay formation are similar to the ones considered for the granite formation. They will
be focused on the time evolution of computed key parameters at selected locations and the spatial
distribution at the different materials and interfaces of computed key parameters such as:
1) pH, redox potential Eh, and concentrations of the dissolved chemical species.
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2) Exchangeable cations and surface complexes.
3) Concentrations and volume fractions of the primary and precipitated mineral phases.
4) Changes in porosity and diffusion coefficients.
Those detailed results will also be interpreted in terms of lifetime or durability of the concrete buffer and
steel overpack (e.g. the time at which the overpack will be breached), etc.
The list of expected outcomes provided in this deliverable could be updated at later stages of the ACED
project.
The results of the present reactive transport model developed in Subtask 4.1 will be used for building
abstracted models and look-up tables for Subtask 4.2 according to the approaches followed by Jacques
et al. (2011) and Huang et al. (2018) for the long-term performance of cement-based materials.

3.6.

Computer codes
The reactive transport code HYTEC

The modelling of the HLW disposal cell in clay host rock of Subtask 4.1 is performed with the reactive
transport modelling code HYTEC (van der Lee et al., 2003).
The code forms part of a module-oriented structure which facilitates maintenance and improves coding
flexibility in object-oriented C++ and parallel computing with MPI. The full set of non-linear equations of
thermodynamic equilibrium is numerically solved according to the basis component approach and its
matrix-algebra, using an improved Newton-Raphson scheme. The transport module is based on the
representative elementary volume (REV) approach with finite volume calculation. All boundary
conditions normally used by hydrogeologists are available, such as constant head or pressure, constant
flow, constant concentration. They can be modified during the course of the modelling, allowing for the
temporal application of different scenarios for instance.
HYTEC searches for an accurate solution to the multicomponent transport problem using an iterative,
sequential, so-called strong coupling scheme. Strong coupling permits variable hydrodynamic
parameters as a function of the local chemistry (Figure 3.10). For example, the porosity of a porous
medium decreases after massive precipitation of newly formed mineral phases, which modifies the water
flow paths and transport parameters, e.g., diffusion coefficients.
HYTEC handles 1D – 3D grids in Cartesian coordinates as well as 1D in radial and 2D in cylindrical
(axis symmetric) coordinates. Heat-transfer by conduction and convection can also be modelled with
HYTEC.
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Figure 3.10. Diagram of consecutive actions within one timestep as implemented by HYTEC. T
̃ mobile concentrations, L transport operator (hydrology) and R reaction
denotes total concentrations, T
operator (chemistry).

The reactive transport code iCP
iCP (interface COMSOL-PHREEQC) couples two standalone codes, the general-purpose software
COMSOL Multiphysics® and the geochemical simulator PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). The
interface provides a numerical platform to simulate a wide range of multiphysics problems coupled with
geochemistry (Nardi et al., 2014). It is written in Java and uses the IPhreeqc C++ dynamic library and
the Comsol Java API. The coupling approach is based on the operator-splitting (OS) technique.
Furthermore, it takes advantage of the multicore computer architecture by balancing the computational
load over different threads.
Conservative solute transport equations coupled with other physical processes are solved by COMSOL,
while equilibrium and kinetic chemical reactions are solved by PHREEQC. iCP has been extensively
used in geosciences and for long-term performance of engineered barriers for nuclear waste (e.g. Idiart
et al., 2019).
From a geoscientific point of view, these capabilities can be summarized as:
-

Hydrodynamics: saturated, unsaturated, density driven, multiphase or free laminar flow, both in
porous and fracture media;
Thermal: energy conservation, heat transfer in porous media (conduction, convection,
radiation), thermal stress;
Solid mechanics: plasticity, poroelasticity, damage mechanics;
Chemistry: aqueous speciation, acid-base, redox, cation exchange, surface complexation,
mineral dissolution and precipitation, solid solutions, etc.

Couplings between chemical and physical processes can also be considered, such as chemicallyinduced porosity changes and their impact on permeability or degradation of swelling properties of
bentonite-based materials induced by chemical alteration processes (Idiart et al. 2020).

Thermodynamic database
The thermodynamic database of reference will be ThermoChimie v10.a. This is the thermodynamic
database developed by ANDRA, ONDRAF and RWM for the performance assessment of the geologic
disposal of radioactive waste (Giffaut et al., 2014, https://www.thermochimie-tdb.com). ThermoChimie
provides formation constants (at temperatures  80 °C) for a wide range of radionuclides and the mineral
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component of multi-barrier systems, including host-rock solid phases, bentonites, cements, steel, and
their evolving secondary phases. The database is formatted for several reactive transport models
including HYTEC and iCP.
Complementary data shall be taken from the Thermoddem database. This database is developed by
the French geological survey (https://thermoddem.brgm.fr). The last qualified version of Thermoddem
(V1.10, 2017) is formatted for several reactive transport models including HYTEC. An update version
(V1.10, 2019) is under progress. Thermoddem is applicable to the full pH range, including the high-pH
alkaline domain, from 0 to 100°C. The database includes a large set of zeolites and cementitious phases
with a broad composition range with respect to concrete formulae such as CEM I and low-pH cements.
The C-A-S-H, C-S-H and M-S-H phases are introduced as discrete elements.
Eventually, data from the PSI original development on the thermodynamic data of Fe-cement phases in
the Subtask 2.2 of the ACED work package will be integrated as discrete sequences.

3.7.

Summary

The description of the disposal cell in a clay sedimentary formation is based on the Belgium, Dutch and
French national concepts. The first two programs rely upon the supercontainer concept. The pH has to
be kept at high values in the supercontainer to limit corrosion. The French concept rely on a carbon
steel liner filled with a bentonite/cement grout. The alkalinity of the grout is moderate (pH ~ 11) and
should have been neutralized readily afterwards to prevent the dissolution of the nuclear glass under
alkaline pH and radionuclide release. The base case includes the nuclear glass, the low alloy steel
overpack, the OPC-based concrete buffer, the Callovo-Oxfordian claystone. A bentonite/cement grout
(i.e. a low pH cement) is an alternative composition for the buffer. The first period for the narrative
evolution and conceptual model deals with the chemical alterations before the breaching of the steel
overpack (considering a thermal transient stage over 1000 y, then 25°C). The objective is to assess of
the lifetime of the cement-based buffer as a function of the cement buffer thickness and composition.
Enhanced diffusion properties are also investigated due to a transversal network of interconnected
cracks within the degraded cement buffer. Glass alteration is only considered in the second period after
the breaching of the canister with corrosion products and remaining uncorroded metallic iron. Different
types of corrosion products will be tested. Eventually, a partly water desaturated degree can be modelled
as an optional case with diffusion of gas (H2, CO2) in the system leading to cement carbonation.
The main mathematical features of the reactive transport model are presented with an emphasis on
chemical feedback on porosity and diffusion. The geochemical, mineralogical and diffusion parameters
of all the materials (CEM I concrete, grout, argillite) have been compiled. Kinetic rates for carbon steel
corrosion have been selected from alkaline to neutral pH values. The vitrified waste is represented by
the ISG (international simple glass) with a kinetic dissolution resulting from the combination of an initial
forward dissolution rate and long-term residual dissolution rate.
The modelling of Subtask 4.1 will be performed with the reactive transport codes HYTEC and iCP.
Those codes are interfaced with the ThermoChimie database, relevant for clayey and cement phases
as well as iron corrosion products, and a dataset for modelling the sorption processes of the host rock
and corrosion products. The cement/clay interactions will have an effect on the integrity of the buffer
and also on the corrosion of steel overpack, e.g. by implementing a kinetic rate constant of corrosion
which is pH-dependent. The cement durability cannot be separated from the evolution of the porosity
and transport properties of the materials around the cement/clay interface. Carbonation may be
enhanced due to the diffusion of gaseous CO2. On the other side of the HLW cell, the dissolution of
glass is explicitly coupled with the barriers and host-rock influences through the reactive transport of
dissolved silica and by the precipitation of iron silicate phases. At the end, the results of the reactive
transport model developed in Subtask 4.1 will be used for building abstracted models and look-up
tables destined for Subtask 4.2.
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4. Conceptual, mathematical and numerical models,
numerical tools of the ILW disposal cell in clay
4.1.

and

Description of the disposal cell concept

The disposal concept studied here is based on a generic multi-barrier system including the waste matrix,
the disposal container, the mortar backfill in the emplacement tunnel (where the disposal containers are
located) and the clay host rock. It is assumed that the disposal cell (~ 200 m long) is part of a repository
at a depth between 200 and 800 m below the surface in Clay. The schematic cross-section layout for
the representative ILW disposal cell is shown in
Figure 4.1. The operation and transfer tunnels of the repository are not part of this study. Note that the
presented disposal cell and the described evolution of the repository is for a generic repository, which
is not related to a specific safety case.
The general shape and geometry of the emplacement tunnel mainly depends on the mechanical
properties of the clay host rock and mechanical loading, the overburden at the specific site and the
excavation method. Tunnels walls are supported with reinforced shotcrete for primary rock support. In
this sense, the description of the proposed generic disposal cell (see
Figure 4.1) has similarities to some of the disposal cells throughout Europe. The detailed description
inside the waste zone” (see
Figure 4.1) is assumed to contain 9 waste containers (with organic or metallic waste) with a backfilling
material between them. Shapes of the waste containers are typically cylindrical or box-shaped; the latter
being more representative in the different designs throughout Europe and for this reason selected in this
work. The box-shaped waste containers are piled up in a number of stacks depending on the dimension
of both, the waste package and the disposal cell. The box-shaped waste container consists of a
(reinforced) concrete. Organic waste is disposed in primary metallic waste drums (i.e. 6 in this specific
work) inside a disposal container which is also backfilled with cement. Metallic waste is directly disposed
into the waste containers. For the modelling study, an EDZ is considered around the ILW emplacement
caverns. Based on modelling results (Leupin et al. 2016), it is known that the extent of the EDZ around
the L/ILW emplacement caverns will not exceed a thickness of one cavern diameter.
Organic materials such as cellulose, halogenated (e.g. PVC) and non-halogenated plastics (e.g.
polypropylene, polyethylene, thermoplastics), ion-exchange resins and rubber will be present in the case
of the organic wastes. Due to the different organic composition, the organic waste may consist of a
single type of organic or a mixture of e.g. slow and fast degradable materials.

13 m

11 m
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Figure 4.1. Layout of the representative ILW disposal cell in clay host rock.

Figure 4.2 shows, in more detail, the configuration and the dimensions of the generic disposal cell
considered for modelling in the scope ACED. The waste inside the waste containers is not discretized
in the model domain (i.e., they are treated as boundary fluxes considering the inputs from Task 3- waste
package scale). This means that the different materials included in the disposal cell is as follows:
1) Functional concrete for the waste container walls (also used as filling concrete for the bottom of
the disposal cell)
2) Mortar to backfill the empty spaces between waste containers
3) Mortar to backfill the empty space of the vault
4) Low-pH shotcrete liner
5) Excavation damage zone
6) Clay host-rock
Finally, the layout of the waste containers is as follows: i) top row: waste packages including organic
waste, ii) middle row: waste packages with metallic waste and iii) bottom row: another three waste
packages with organic waste.

Figure 4.2. Dimensions and layout configuration of the ILW disposal cell concept in clay.

As explained above, the spatial domain considers the full scale of the disposal emplacement, whereas
the temporal scale spans from the time of emplacement to up to 100,000 years (i.e., the time scale for
safety assessment, where it needs to be indicated that the dose release to the surface is < 0.01 mSv/a).
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4.2.

Conceptual model

In terms of mass transport, water flow, diffusion of solutes (mass) and saturation of the porous media
across the various material interfaces will strongly influence the extent and timescale over which
chemical processes occur. Understanding the coupling of re-saturation and gas pressure development
are the key factors of this system, however in our first approach only diffusion in fully saturated system
will be considered which will be a worse scale scenario were the availability of water is high and
consequently more chemical degradation reactions of the waste and the barriers will occur.

Narrative evolution
A schematic overview of the ILW repository qualitative evolution as a function of time is shown in Figure
4.3, including the possible sequence of the repository-induced effects according to Leupin et al. (2016).
Similar evolution has also been described in Andra (2016a, 2016b). During the first years of disposal,
the most important processes affecting the near-field chemical evolution are:
•

The saturation of the concrete and cementitious grouts with porewater migrating inwards from
the host rock (Nagra, 2008). Although initially the cementitious material are saturated when the
waste is emplaced, due to ventilation during the construction phase, the host rock close to the
tunnels will be initially desaturated.

•

The significant quantities of gases (mainly hydrogen, carbon dioxide and methane) that will be
generated during long periods of time by i) anaerobic corrosion of metals and ii) degradation of
organic compounds by microbial and chemical processes (Poller et al., 2014 and Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3. Expected duration and intensity of the different repository-induced effects in a
qualitative manner. The vertical red line indicates repository closure after approximately 100 years
and Sw stands for the expected degree of saturation in the emplacement cavern. Figure from
Leupin et al. (2016).

The majority of the degradation reactions mentioned above, specially corrosion of metals, are watermediated. A limited water influx thus limits both the rate of barrier and waste degradation and, thus, the
gas generation.
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Figure 4.4. Schematic illustration of processes leading to gas pressure build-up caused by
corrosion and degradation of waste materials and processes that reduce pressure build-up. Figure
from Leupin et al. (2016).

4.2.1.1. Organic waste degradation and gas formation (CO 2, CH4)
Organic materials within the waste packages will begin to degrade by chemical, microbiological and
radiolytic processes before the repository is closed and sealed. Degradation is expected to continue at
a slow rate, independently if the waste contain fast or slow degradable organics, and will lead to the
production of i) gases like carbon dioxide or methane, ii) radionuclide-complexing agents such as
isosaccharinic acid, EDTA, NTA or cyanide. For example, cellulose contained in the waste will degrade
to a range of water-soluble organics, the most important being the isosaccharinic acid (ISA). The
concentrations of organic complexants in the waste will be reduced by chemical, radiolytical or microbial
degradation or sorbed on Ca(OH)2 (Glaus and Van Loon, 2004). Carbon dioxide generated within
organic waste degradation is expected to either react with the cementitious material. On the other hand,
methane is going to accumulate in the near-field. The reactions that reduce gas pressure (i.e.
carbonation of cement) build-up are called sinks and should be considered when modelling the total
pressure build-up and gas transport in a repository. In addition, microorganisms may be capable of
reducing CO2 or CH4 pressures by using these gases in their metabolic reactions.
Superplasticizers in the concrete and cementitious grouts would be an additional source of organics.
Microbial degradation of superplasticizers could, in principle, result in the formation of gases such as
CO2 and perhaps CH4, but is expected to be limited as a result of the high pH imposed by cementitious
materials (Stroes-Gascoyne & Hamon 2013).
4.2.1.2. Saturation of the disposal cell and cement degradation
At the time of closure of the emplacement caverns, the backfill materials and the EDZ are not fully watersaturated. The emplacement caverns will begin to saturate only after the gas pressure decreases and
approaches the hydrostatic pressure. Due to gravity and buoyancy effects, it can be assumed that any
water will accumulate in the lower part of the emplacement caverns, whereas the remaining gas will
move upwards. The saturation distribution in the emplacement cavern backfill will be determined
basically by the capillarity of the different cementitious materials. This means that the construction
concrete in the emplacement cavern, which has small pores, will be saturated rather than the mortar in
the emplacement cavern roof and the emplacement cavern sides, which has large pores. Given that
fully water-saturated conditions in some areas of the emplacement cavern are reached, self-sealing
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processes could occur on the EDZ The self-sealing processes will be controlled by the porewater flow
from the host rock into the emplacement caverns and diffusive transport, such that changes in porosity
can occur both in the water-saturated cement matrix and in the host rock. During 1000 – 10 000 years,
the near-field is expected to be characterized by a high pH porewater (pH = 12.5) due to dissolution of
portlandite and C-S-H from cement.Throughout this period, the near-field porewater is expected to be
highly alkaline (pH > 12) due to the release of alkali-ions from the cement into the water in the nearfield. Cracking of cement grouts and mortars is expected to occur as well during the early post-closure
period, predominantly as a result of mechanical stresses and mineral transformations. However,
cracking is not expected to have a significant impact on the overall performance of the cementitious
barriers (Kosakowski et al., 2014
At >10 000 years of evolution, the pH will slowly decrease from 12.5 to 10 through incongruent (nonstoichiometric) dissolution of C-S-H within the cement-based materials. According to Kosakowski et al.
(2014), reactions occurring are: i) Carbonation through reaction with dissolved bicarbonate ions in
porewater and through the generation of carbon dioxide gas arising from the microbial degradation of
organic wastes to form calcite (CaCO3). ii) Reaction of aqueous magnesium with calcium-rich minerals
to form magnesium hydroxide (brucite, Mg(OH)2). iii) Reaction of aluminium with calcium and sulphate
in porewater to form sulphate minerals such as ettringite. These reactions (the interaction of pozzolanic
material with the alkaline pore solution and the interaction between siliceous aggregates and alkaline
cement pore solution) may influence both the evolution of the mineralogical composition of the cements
and the composition of the cement-equilibrated porewater. The potential significance of such reactions
depends on the composition of the porewater, the concentrations of the solutes and volume changes
associated with mineralogical changes. The spatial distribution of such precipitates also may influence
the evolution of the heterogeneity of the near-field.
4.2.1.3. Steel corrosion, H2 generation and redox processes
Redox processes in the repository will be initially dominated by the consumption of oxygen (present as
entrapped air) through the corrosion of steel waste packages, the metallic waste, the host rock and the
engineered structures such as rock bolts. Microbial consumption of O 2 is not expected to be significant,
due to the interaction with the clay host rock very high pH of the cementitious environment. Goethite is
a likely product of aerobic steel corrosion, which can only be formed during the first few hundred years,
when residual amounts of oxygen are probably available (Leygraf and Graedel, 2000). The production
of goethite from steel will be based on the Pilling-Bedworth ratio (elementary cell volume of metal oxide
to the elementary cell volume of the equivalent metal where the oxide has been created) increasing by
300 % the molar volume (Leupin et al. 2016), leading to cracking of grout around the waste packages
and shotcrete. With time, all oxygen will be consumed and steel will corrode anaerobically, leading to
the production of hydrogen through the dissociation of water. Because, after a few decades, gas
pressure in the emplacement caverns will exceed the hydrostatic pressure, permanent porewater
outflow from the emplacement caverns into the host rock will develop (Leupin et al. 2016). The water
needed for maintaining anaerobic corrosion is provided predominantly through vapour diffusion from the
host rock (Nagra, 2008). Additionally, other near-field materials may take part in redox-buffering
reactions (e.g. blast furnace slag in cementitious grouts; degradation of organic materials in waste
packages; degradation of superplasticizers in cementitious materials) to lower the porewater redox
potentials. Microbially mediated reactions may also influence redox conditions (although the high pH
may reduce the rate of microbial activity) and, these reactions tend to drive the system towards
chemically reducing conditions. During 1000 – 100 000 years, the near-field is expected to have
chemically reducing conditions due to the continuing anaerobic corrosion of the steel waste packages
and engineered structures (Nagra, 2014). Magnetite will form directly from steel corrosion and H2(aq) is
expected to be generated and will accumulate in the aqueous solution until it reaches its solubility limit.
Once reached this limit, H2(g) escapes from the system and redox conditions stabilize. Based on the
Pilling-Bedworth ratio, there is a 110 % increase in solid molar volume for the conversion of steel (Fe)
to magnetite, which means that a continued expansion of corrosion products will further decrease
porosity, potentially inducing cracking of grouts and mortars. Gas migration through the host rock via
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diffusion is relatively slow (Dapp ~ 10-10 m2/s determined for He Jacobs et al. 2013), so it is expected that
some pressurization in the near-field will occur as a free gas phase develops, but the high porosity
backfill is designed to mitigate the localised build-up of excessive gas pressures and seals will allow
passage of gas while restricting flow of water.
Anaerobic corrosion processes will change the saturation conditions in the backfill and the surrounding
host rock. Water saturation in the backfill will be reduced due to the low rock permeability (hydraulic
conductivity (K) of clays ≤ 10-12 m/s), because the water consumption by the corrosion process may not
be fully compensated by the influx of porewater through the host rock. Furthermore, gas pressures buildup in and around the emplacement caverns will limit the influx of porewater from the host rock for a very
long time period. Therefore, it is expected that the unsaturated zone in the host rock will increase and
that the degree of saturation in the emplacement cavern backfill will stabilise for a long time, close to
the level of the residual saturation (Nagra, 2008). A closer analysis of the two-phase flow processes in
the unsaturated zone shows that, with an increasing gas pressure, the gas-filled pore space in the host
rock remains unchanged (macropores > 25 nm), whereas the influx of porewater is restricted to pores
with smaller pore radii (Papafotiou & Senger, 2014). Possible hydro-chemical interactions are
consequently restricted predominantly to diffusion processes in the continuously water-filled meso and
micropore space of the host rock.
The gas transport will take place predominantly along the engineered gas transport system (not
considered in this work) and, to a lesser extent, through the host rock. As a result of gas overpressures
in the emplacement caverns, the gas migration pathway through the engineered system and the host
rock will be kept open over a period of more than 10 000 years (Diomidis et al., 2016). Thus, the
unsaturated zone in the rock around the emplacement caverns will also provide an important
contribution to gas migration, because possible hydro-chemical sealing processes will be restricted
principally to the water-saturated pore space within the micro- and meso-pores, whereas the effective
gas transport capacity of the unsaturated zone will be determined by the gas-filled macropores. In
addition, there may be small increases in the volume of cement grouts and concretes, with a more
substantial expansion of steel due to the corrosion, potentially leading to cracking of grouts/mortars.
At > 10 000 years, the reducing capacity of the L/ILW disposal system is very large because of the
presence of large amounts of steel (e.g. in structural supports, metallic waste and waste containers). It
is assumed that, on the long term, steel corrosion will continue to lead to the formation of magnetite,
which is the thermodynamically stable iron phase under the expected near-field conditions. Gas is
continuously produced from the corrosion of metals, but the production rate is expected to have
significantly declined by this time. The corrosion gas generated could still circulate freely in the
unsaturated areas of the emplacement caverns, for example in the roof or in the highly porous mortar
in the emplacement cavern side walls, such that transport through the host rock and along the
engineering system is still possible. On the basis of the model calculations (Nagra, 2008), it is expected
that saturation of the emplacement caverns will begin eventually after more than 100 000 years, in the
late gas generation phase. At that point in time, an unsaturated zone of several meters will have formed
in the host rock around the emplacement caverns, in which the mobility of gas is increased significantly.
This is valid also for the emplacement cavern plugs and the backfilled access and operational tunnels.
In this gas-filled pore space, occurrence of self-sealing processes due to hydro-chemical interactions
can largely be excluded, such that the gas transport capacity of the engineering barriers and the host
rock will not be reduced significantly. Considering the reduced gas generation rate during this late phase,
a renewed gas pressure build-up through hydro-chemical self-sealing processes can be excluded.
Model runs of the two-phase flow conditions in the emplacement cavern near-field indicate that the
emplacement caverns as well as the EDZ in the host rock exhibit relatively high gas saturations over
time periods of 100 000 years (Diomidis et al., 2016). Over this very long timescale, the EBS is not
expected to provide complete containment. However, the degraded EBS barriers are expected to
continue to retard the release of radionuclides by chemical interactions, although by this time the vast
majority of the radionuclide inventory will have decayed. At the end of the gas generation phase, the
unsaturated zone in the host rock and the emplacement cavern backfill will decrease and the gas
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pressure in the emplacement caverns will equilibrate with the hydrostatic pressure. Some isolated zones
with a free gas phase will remain (i.e. trapped gas, most likely at the top of the emplacement caverns),
which will disappear eventually through dissolution processes. Hydro-chemical interactions as a result
of advective and diffusive mass fluxes could lead to a self-sealing process at the host rock/concrete
matrix contact in the saturated space and thus reduce the porewater flux.
4.2.1.4. Interface processes between clay host rock/cement and steel/cement
Chemical interactions between repository barriers (engineered and natural) are driven by chemical,
thermal, and hydraulic gradients, which evolve in space and time in the repository system. The use of
contrasting materials, such as clay, cement/concrete, and steel leads to sharp chemical gradients at
interfaces. The interactions of the materials are influenced by various chemical reactions and transport
processes coupled in a non-linear fashion. Dissolution and precipitation processes, as well as ion
exchange reactions, might alter the pore space with accompanying changes in material characteristics
(transport, flow, and mechanical properties).

Hydrodynamic processes and gas transport
In terms of mass transport, water flow, diffusion of solutes (mass) and saturation of the porous media
across the various material interfaces will strongly influence the extent and timescale over which
chemical processes occur. Understanding the coupling of re-saturation and gas pressure development
are the key factors of this system, however in our first approach only diffusion in fully saturated system
will be considered which will be a worse scale scenario were the availability of water is high and
consequently more chemical degradation reactions of the waste and the barriers will occur. It is worth
mentioning that, although it is well established that gas generation in the ILW disposal cell may not allow
full saturation to occur even for the considered timeframe of 100,000 years (Nagra, 2008), the governing
equations of multiphase flow pose a tremendously challenging problem when there is a need for a
coupling with chemical reactions. Therefore, the choice of a model assuming full saturation is a
compromise that has been selected to be able to incorporate mechanistic-based chemical processes in
the disposal cell and to perform simulations in a manageable time to obtain results within the time frame
of the Task. The gas transport mechanisms and relevant hydro-mechanical and hydro-chemical
couplings were analysed and evaluated by Nagra (2008) and Kosakowski et al. (2014).

Thermal processes
The temperature increase originated mainly from the hydration of cementitious materials and in less
extend by the radioactive decay of the waste can accelerate chemical reactions, change the stability of
minerals and accelerate diffusive transport. However, these effects will be minor for the likely increase
of temperature in the host rock of 5 – 10° C above ambient temperatures in the first decade after closure
of the repository and will not be considered in the present work.

Chemical processes
Detailed descriptions of the chemical evolution of the near field of a L/ILW repository in Opalinus Clay
have been previously described in the literature (Nagra, 2002; Kosakowski et al., 2014). Similar, process
are also expected in a L/ILW repository in Callovo Oxfordian (ANDRA, 2006), which is the clayrock
selected in this study. The influence of individual classes of waste, such as metals or organic
compounds, on the long-term performance of the near-field can be assessed based on expected
chemical transformation processes (i.e precipitation and dissolution processes, cation exchange,
surface complexation in thermodynamic equilibrium) and on the evaluation of possible interactions
between the waste, their degradation products and cement hydrated phases and aggregates.

Coupling effects
Cracking of cement grouts and mortars is expected to occur as well during the early post-closure period
of an ILW repository, predominantly through the hydration of cements and also as a result of mechanical
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stresses from the thermal expansion of engineering barrier system and mineral transformations.
However, this process will not be considered in this work. Instead porosity changes due to reactions and
feedback in transport will be considered.

4.3.

Mathematical model

In this section, the considered mathematical relationships arising from the conceptual model of the ILW
disposal cell are presented. In general, the physical and chemical evolution of the ILW disposal cell has
been conceptualized in a framework that integrates multicomponent transport in porous media coupled
with chemical reactions. Initially, the transport of solutes is assumed to take place under isothermal fully
water-saturated media throughout the emplacement cavern, the EDZ and the host rock. Moreover,
concentration gradients drive solute transport (diffusion-controlled), neglecting the impact of hydraulic
gradients (i.e., low permeability of the clay rock and cementitious materials). A strong non-linearity is
induced when coupling the constitutive relationships of the transport of solutes to a non-linear
source/sink term due to chemical reactions. The coupling of the solute transport to chemical reactions
is done through the so-called operator-splitting approach, which shows significant computational
advantages over a global implicit approach (Lu et al., 2022).

Reactive transport equation
Considering the above conditions, the reactive mass transport equation can be simplified into
𝜕(𝜙𝑐𝑖 )
− ∇ ⋅ (𝜙𝑫∇𝑐𝑖 ) + 𝑅𝑖 (𝑐1 , … , 𝑐𝑛 ) = 0,
𝜕𝑡

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛,

[ 4.1 ]

where ϕ is the porosity, 𝑐𝑖 [mol m-3] is the concentration of component 𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 [mol m-3 s-1] is the reactive
source and sink term of component 𝑖 computed by the operator-splitting approach considering
𝑛 components. The hydrodynamic dispersion tensor 𝑫 is reduced, in the case of no advection and
isotropic diffusion-controlled transport, to the effective diffusion coefficient with the form
𝐷𝑒 = ϕ𝐷𝑝 ,

[ 4.2 ]

where 𝐷𝑝 [m2 s-1] is the pore diffusion coefficient accounting for tortuosity and connectivity effects. The
previous system of partial differential equations is the chosen set of governing relationships that fully
describe the physical and chemical evolution of the disposal cell.
Even under fully saturated media, only a handful of extremely simplified reactive transport models can
be solved analytically. Typically, to be able to solve the resulting system of equations, practitioners
employ numerical methods. In the present work, the Galerkin Finite Element Method along an implicit
Euler method for the temporal discretization are used. The resulting discretized mathematical model has
been implemented in the open-source software OpenGeoSys-6 (Kolditz et al., 2012a). In the operatorsplitting approach a two-step process is carried out. First, the transport equations are solved. This is
followed by a reaction step, where the term 𝑅𝑖 is computed (usually by calling an external algorithm). In
the present work, the external algorithm used is the geochemical solver PHREEQC (Parkhurst and
Appelo, 2013).

Chemical processes
Several chemical processes play an important role in the dynamic interaction between each
cementitious material and the clay rock. At the disposal cell scale, all chemical processes being
considered are assumed to evolve under thermodynamic equilibrium. However, kinetically-controlled
processes occurring in the waste package domain (i.e., steel corrosion and organic waste degradation)
are incorporated into the disposal cell model as simplified source terms calculated according to the
numerical results of Task 3 (“package scale”). Two main approaches are commonly used to compute
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the equilibrium states of the chemical system: i) the Gibbs energy minimization method or ii) the solution
of the law of mass action system of equations. For the coupling of the reactive transport model
calculations, the latter approach used by PHREEQC is selected, but they lead to exact same
geochemical equilibrium state. In what follows, the processes that drive the chemical and physical
evolution of the disposal cell are briefly described.
4.3.2.1. Aqueous complexation
4.3.2.2. Aqueous complexation reactions are assumed to happen instantaneously. Therefore, they
can be modelled as equilibrium reactions, where information about the stoichiometry,
thermodynamic activity coefficients and equilibrium constants of each reaction is needed.
Details of this process have been described in Section Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. of this report. Mineral dissolution/precipitation
All mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions are also assumed to happen under thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions. In this context, the reason is two-fold. First, in a previous study, it has been found
that the kinetically-controlled dissolution/precipitation of minerals when considering the interaction of
Callovo-Oxfordian and cementitious materials does not have a major effect in the overall evolution of
the system (Idiart et al., 2020). And second, the computational expense of adding kinetic reactions to
the reactive transport model can be an issue when considering long-term simulations and large spatial
domains.
However, the characterization of the mineralogical evolution due to dissolution/precipitation is one of the
most important processes in this work. This is because it will have a major impact over both the aqueous
chemistry evolution and the physical alterations due to changes in the volumetric proportions in the
cementitious and clay domains, resulting in temporal changes of the media porosity, and, in turn, the
effective diffusion of each material. Mathematical and chemical details of this process can be found in
Section Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. of this report.
4.3.2.3. Cation exchange and surface complexation
Cation exchange reactions can also be modelled as equilibrium processes. As described in Section
Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., these processes are based on the Gaines-Thomas
convention. Cation exchange can be considered for both the cementitious materials and the clay rock.
On the one hand, the characterization of cation exchange reactions in the cementitious system is
important for alkali uptake (Na and K) in the C-S-H phases. On the other hand, both cation exchange
and surface complexation reactions may be considered for the clay rock. It is worth noting that the latter
process may be important for buffering the pH of the clay porewater.
4.3.2.4. Redox reactions
Generalities about redox reactions have been described in Section Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. of this report. In the ILW disposal cell, redox processes are mainly considered due to the
presence of dissolved iron in both the cementitious materials and, in the clay rock. This concentration
gradient and other potential process (e.g., the generation of H 2(aq) in the inner domains of the cell by iron
corrosion) will lead to the formation of Fe(II)-bearing minerals at the interfaces of the disposal cell (e.g.,
formation of magnetite at the cement-clay interface). Therefore, redox reactions constitute an important
chemical process in the evolution of the cell.
4.3.2.5. Chemically induced porosity evolution
The porosity change due to chemical reactions completes the description of the chemical and physical
evolution of the disposal cell in this work. This process ties the mineralogical changes due to dissolution
and precipitation to the porosity and effective diffusion coefficient. Because, ultimately, all interfacial
interactions among the cementitious materials and the clay rock depend on the diffusion properties of
each material, this process is considered as an important factor in the long-term evolution. The porosity
change is computed in each time step and spatial position by adding or subtracting the change in volume
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fraction of each mineral that dissolves or precipitates obtained in the chemical calculation step. This
change in porosity is then passed as feedback to the transport equations in the operator-splitting
approach. As mentioned, the porosity-diffusion feedback is modelled as a linear relationship between
the effective diffusion and pore diffusion coefficients (see Eq. [ 4.2 ]).

Initial and boundary conditions
Initial conditions of fully equilibrated systems for all cementitious materials and the clay rock are used in
the reactive transport simulations. First, calculations of cement hydration are carried out to obtain the
mineralogical composition and equilibrated porewater concentrations of each cementitious material. It
is worth noting that, in cement hydration calculations, aggregates are considered inert materials with a
density equal to quartz. In order to maintain consistency, cement aggregates are also considered
chemically inert in the reactive transport model.
The mineralogical composition and porewater of the clay rock have been reported previously (Marty et
al., 2014). However, it is important to ensure that all considered cement minerals do not disturb the initial
equilibrium state of the clay rock. This could be the case of some zeolite minerals, which are important
in cement-clay interactions (Ma and Lothenbach, 2020), but due to the lack of maturity in the data when
this report was written, may be suppressed from the calculations. If during the project, some more data
is published, may it will be considered. The overall challenge is to set up a consistent initial chemical
state for the reactive transport model considering all cementitious materials and the clay rock, as well
as the considered secondary phases. Furthermore, cement hydration calculations (which are not part of
the reactive transport processes) are carried out using the Gibbs energy minimization approach (with
the GEM-Selektor software (Kulik et al., 2013)), whereas, as mentioned, the reactive transport
simulations are done by coupling OpenGeoSys to PHREEQC. Thus, special care should be taken when
transferring information from one software to another, since the different approaches for geochemical
calculations should not lead to significant differences when using the same thermodynamic database.
Boundary conditions can be incorporated as constant (Dirichlet) or no-flux (Neumann). When
considering the degradation of the cementitious materials induced by the contact among them and the
clay rock, no-flux boundary conditions can be applied around the complete domain. However, it should
be noted that a sufficiently sized sub-domain for the clay rock may be required to neglect the effect of
the outer boundary onto the chemical profiles. On the other hand, constant boundary conditions can be
imposed onto the inner walls of the waste packages as a simplified source term to consider gas diffusion
in the disposal cell.

4.4.

Sensitivity cases

In terms of mass transport, water flow, diffusion of solutes (mass) and saturation of the porous media
across the various material interfaces will strongly influence the extent and timescale over which
chemical processes occur. Understanding the coupling of re-saturation and gas pressure development
are the key factors of this system, however in our first approach only diffusion in fully saturated system
will be considered which will be a worse scale scenario were the availability of water is high and
consequently more chemical degradation reactions of the waste and the barriers will occurs.
In order to compare the coupling of different chemical processes and gain confidence in the ILW disposal
cell concept, several sensitivity cases are proposed with increasing complexity:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Aqueous complexation + mineral dissolution/precipitation
Aqueous complexation + cation exchange + mineral dissolution/precipitation
Aqueous complexation + cation exchange + mineral dissolution/precipitation + redox processes
Aqueous complexation + cation exchange + mineral dissolution/precipitation + redox processes
+ porosity diffusion feedback
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All proposed sensitivity cases are simulated under fully saturated isothermal media. To reduce the
computational burden of the sensitivity simulations, the above four cases can be solved considering a
simplified 1-D geometry (see Figure 4.5) including all the cementitious materials of the disposal cell and
the clay rock. Smaller temporal scales (e.g., 10,000 years) may also be used for this purpose.

Figure 4.5. Model setup for 1-D cases in the ILW disposal cell in clay.

After the simulation of the above cases, a full reference case considering the upscaling to a 2-D
geometry and the full temporal scale (100,000 years) shall be simulated. This 2-D domain may be
composed of complex geometries using an unstructured computational mesh to accommodate to a
particular configuration design in the disposal cell (e.g., the layout of waste packages in the waste
matrix). Because of the required number of mesh elements for the 2-D case resulting in large
computational times only one case accounting for all chemical processes and couplings can be
considered. An optional case for multiphase reactive transport can also be simulated; however, this is
subject of further coupling developments in the numerical algorithms currently available in OpenGeoSys6.

4.5.

Parameter values

This subsection provides the physical and chemical properties of each entity in the disposal cell concept.
As mentioned, all cementitious materials, the EDZ and the intact host rock have been conceptualized
as homogeneous porous media. On the one hand, the governing transport equations considering
diffusion as the main transport mechanism require information about the pore diffusion and porosity of
the media. It is assumed that all solutes have the same diffusion coefficient in each material. This means
that anion exclusion effects are neglected from the calculations.
The diffusion coefficients and porosities have a principal role in the degree of cement degradation and
cement-clay interactions. On the other hand, the intrinsic permeabilities of the media do not have an
effect on diffusion-controlled interactions. However, in the present work, they are reported for each
material to enable the possibility of a scenario in which there is advective flow in the disposal cell (e.g.,
increase of porosity in the EDZ). In this case, the permeability-porosity coupling can be computed with
a Kozeny-Carman type relationship (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1937). Note, however, that if such scenario
is considered, the evolution of cracks in the clay rock would not be modelled.
The chemical parameters consist of equilibrium constants (i.e., log K values) for each equilibrium
reaction under standard conditions. These include aqueous complexation reactions, mineral
dissolution/precipitation reactions, cation exchange and surface complexation reactions. When
considering changes of porosity due to precipitation/dissolution of minerals, standard molar volumes
[m3/mol] for each mineral are required. All this information is contained in the same chemical
thermodynamic database. For cementitious materials, the database CEMDATA v18.1 (Lothenbach et
al., 2019) shall be used for all cement hydration calculations.
For reactive transport calculations, additional thermodynamic data about some clay minerals not found
in CEMDATA is retrieved and adapted to match the same master species of CEMDATA from the latest
version of the ThermoChimie database (Duro et al., 2012). Finally, in the case of surface complexation
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in the clay rock, the diffusive-double layer model (Dzombak and Morel, 1990) is selected, where
additional information about number of binding sites, site density and specific area are required. For
clay minerals illite and montmorillonite, surface complexation constants are available in several previous
studies (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2005a; Bradbury and Baeyens, 2005b; Marques et al., 2012).

Physical parameters
As mentioned, intrinsic permeabilities do not have a significant effect for the modelled scenarios in this
work. Their parameters, however, have been taken for cementitious materials based on typical data
described in the literature. For the functional concrete walls, a value of 1 × 10−19 m2 is commonly used
in calculations (Bamforth et al., 2012). The waste package and vault backfill mortars are highly porous
materials. Typical values of intrinsic permeability due to the higher interconnection of the pore structure
are selected in the range of 5 × 10−13 and 3.1 × 10−10 m2 for the waste package and vault backfill mortars,
respectively (Crossland, 2007; Nagra, 2008). A typical intrinsic permeability of a low-pH shotcrete liner
is in the order of 1.02 × 10−17 m2 (Bamforth et al., 2012) and is selected for this work.
The permeability of the intact Callovo-Oxfordian clay rock has been characterized previously (Enssle et
al., 2011). Horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities of 7 × 10−13 and 4 × 10−13 m/s have been
reported. Assuming standard conditions, the resulting intrinsic permeabilities are about 7 × 10−20 and 4
× 10−20 m2. In the case of 1-dimensional transport, the vertical permeability for the COx is used. The
permeability of the EDZ is estimated assuming a maximum hydraulic conductance of 1 × 10−7 m3/s
following a methodology reported elsewhere (Leupin et al., 2016).
The porosities of all cementitious materials are calculated via thermodynamic modelling of cement
hydration. The calculated porosity corresponds to water accessible porosity only, where interlayer water
found in some solid phases (e.g., C-S-H phases) is not considered as void space in the reactive transport
model. Further details of the cement hydration calculations can be found in section 4.5.2 of this work. A
summary of the physical parameters is shown in Table 4.1.
4.5.1.1. Functional concrete walls
Low effective diffusion coefficients (De~10-12 m2/s) are typical values for concrete (McCarter et al., 2000).
In Idiart et al. (2020), a De = 10-12 m2/s was used for a concrete with a 4% porosity. Other typical values
are in the range of ~10-11 m2/s (Govaerts and Weetjens, 2010). Based on the previous data and because
it is well-known that a higher porosity will yield higher diffusivity in the concrete (Ait Mouheb et al., 2022),
it is estimated that the concrete with a calculated porosity of 8.5% (see section 4.5.2) corresponds to a
small change in diffusivity resulting in a De = 2.12 × 10-12 m2/s (i.e., a simple linear relationship between
porosity-diffusion).
4.5.1.2. Waste package backfill mortar
Same properties than the ones selected for the vault backfill mortar. See section 4.5.1.3
4.5.1.3. Vault backfill mortar
The calculated porosity of the mortar is 29% (almost double of the functional concrete) obtained in the
cement hydration calculations. This cementitious material can be categorized as highly porous.
Therefore, an estimated value approximately one order of magnitude larger than that of the functional
concrete (De = 2.87 × 10-10 m2/s) is selected in this work which corresponds to a pore diffusion coefficient
of 1.0 × 10-9 m2/s. This high pore diffusion coefficient consider the effect of the higher interconnection of
the pore structure in the mortar and a corresponding higher impact on diffusivity
4.5.1.4. Shotcrete liner
To keep consistency with the previous assumptions about the diffusivity of the cementitious materials,
a De in the order of 5 × 10-11 m2/s is the estimated effective diffusion coefficient of the shotcrete (porosity
= 24%) and is selected for the reactive transport model.
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4.5.1.5. Excavation damage zone and Callovo-Oxfordian host rock
It is assumed that the EDZ extends for 1 m through the tunnel at the time of emplacement. As a modelling
simplification, the permeability, porosity and pore diffusion of the EDZ is homogenized. Data for
porosities and effective diffusion coefficients of both the EDZ and the intact host rock are taken from
previous cement-clay interactions studies (Marty et al., 2014). The pore diffusion coefficients selected
for this work are 2.60 × 10-10 and 1.44 × 10-10 m2 s-1 for the EDZ and the intact clay rock, respectively.
4.5.1.6. Summary of transport parameters
In Table 4.1. , a summary of the physical parameters corresponding to each cementitious material and
the clay rock is presented. Note that porosities for the cement-based materials are calculated based on
the hydration models (section 4.5.2). Intrinsic permeability of the same materials are based on Bamforth
et al. (2012). However, should be kept in mind that due to the low permeability of these materials, high
uncertanties of these values are expected. It is worth noting that, for the case when there is porosity
change induced by chemical reactions, these parameters represent initial values that change over time
depending on the previously mentioned linear relationship between the porosity and the effective
diffusion coefficient. If the case of advective flow is considered, as mentioned, a Kozeny-Carman type
relationship between porosity and permeability can be used.

Table 4.1. Input physical data of materials used in the reactive transport model of the ILW disposal cell
in clay.
Material

Pore diffusion
coefficient [m2/s]

Intrinsic
permeability
[m2]

Porosity [-]

Effective
diffusion
coefficient
[m2/s]

Functional concrete
(waste container
walls)

2.49E-11

1.00E-19

0.085**

2.12E-12

Waste package
backfill mortar

1.09E-09

3.10E-14

0.29**

2.87E-10

Vault backfill mortar

1.09E-09

3.10E-14

0.29**

2.87E-10

Low-pH shotcrete
liner

2.08E-10

1.02E-17

0.24**

5.00E-11

Excavation damage
zone (EDZ)

2.60E-10

1.20E-16*

0.20

5.20E-11

Callovo-Oxfordian
(COx) host rock

1.44E-10

4.00E-20

0.18

2.60E-11

*Calculated assuming a maximum hydraulic conductance of 1e-7 m3/s (Leupin et al., 2016) where K [𝑚𝑠] =
2

(𝑟𝐸𝐷𝑍 − 𝑟0

2)

1e−7 m3/s
𝐴𝐸𝐷𝑍

and 𝐴𝐸𝐷𝑍 =

with 𝑟𝐸𝐷𝑍 = 14 m and 𝑟0 = 13 m (top of emplacement cavern).

**Estimated by thermodynamic modelling of cement hydration (see section 4.5.2).

Recipes of cementitious materials
All cementitious materials use CEM I 42.5 N cement with a normative composition described previously
(Liu et al., 2014) and shown in Table 4.2. Note that the cemented waste inside the waste containers is
not part of the model (i.e., they are treated as boundary fluxes considering the inputs from Task 3- waste
package scale) and for this reason the cement used inside of the container is not specific in this report.
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Aggregates, which make up about 70% of the hydrated concrete and mortars, are considered chemically
inert with a density equal to quartz. The superplasticizer added to the shotcrete is also chemically inert,
whereas the set accelerator is based on the one described in Lothenbach et al. (2014). In addition, an
amount of 10-6 g / 100 g of NaCl was added in order to have charge balanced solutions during the
hydration model.
Further details concerning cement hydration modelling can be found in Lothenbach et al. (2008). The
recipes for each material are summarized in Table 4.3. Note that in the materials where silica fume is
added, it has been simplified to 100% SiO2. The resulting cement hydration mineral and porewater
compositions are detailed in the following subsections. As mentioned, one of the outcomes of this
modeling stage is the calculation of an initial porosity for each material. This was done by subtracting
the volume of water to the total volume of the concrete for the fully equilibrated system. Moreover, it is
assumed that a void space filled with gas of about 5% is present in the final equilibrated materials which
is already considered in the porosities given in Table 4.1.
Cement hydration modelling is done in the software GEM-Selektor using the CEMDATA v18.1
thermodynamic database. In all calculations, the CSHQ model (Kulik, 2011) for the calcium silica hydrate
phases is selected. Further, M-S-H (magnesium silica hydrate) phases (Bernard et al., 2019), which
have been made available in the current version of CEMDATA, are enabled. The fully hydrated
cementitious materials correspond to the initial state of the reactive transport calculations and their
compositions are shown in following subsections.

Table 4.2. Normative phase composition of CEM I 42.5 N used in the cement hydration calculations.
Phase

g/100 g

Alite

58

Belite

10

Aluminate

7.6

Ferrite

7.5

CaO (free)

0.6

CaCO3

4.8

K2SO4

1.6

CaSO4

3.6

Na2SO4

0.1

K2O

0.1

Na2O

0.05

MgO

1.4

SO3

0.16

Inert

4.49

Table 4.3. Input recipes of cementitious materials in the ILW disposal cell in clay.
Component [g]
Water/binder

Functional
concrete

Waste package backfill
mortard

Vault backfill
mortare

Shotcrete
linerf

0.45

1.25

1.25

0.90
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Water

45

125

125

90

CEM I 42.5 Na

100

100

100

60

0

0

0

40

Aggregateb

400

533

533

532

Calcite

45

0

0

0

Set acceleratorc

0

0

0

6

Superplasticizer

0

0

0

2

SiO2

a(Liu

et al., 2014). bInert quartz. cAs reported in (Lothenbach, Rentsch and Wieland, 2014). d) Same composition than vault backill

mortar. eBased on Mortar M1 (Nagra, 2008) and NRVB (Bamforth et al., 2012). fRecipe as reported in (García Calvo et al., 2010)
with simplified silica fume as SiO2.

Chemical parameters
All primary and secondary minerals for both the cementitious system and the host rock have been
enabled in cement hydration calculations for each material. It is important to note that this is a crucial
step in preparing the initial chemical state for the reactive transport simulations. The reason is, as it has
been mentioned, to attain a chemically consistent initial state for the subsequent interactions in the
system. On the other hand, some minerals that are known to form have been suppressed from cement
hydration calculations. This is the case of thaumasite, which becomes an intermediate phase during
cement degradation and has been suppressed for all cementitious materials. Furthermore, although
zeolites are important during cement-clay interactions (Lothenbach et al., 2019; Ma and Lothenbach,
2020), they have been suppressed because of current lack of sufficiently accurate data. If considered,
they form in the initial equilibrium state in the clay rock, which disturbs the mineralogical composition of
the clay. This should not be the case when there is no interaction with the alkaline porewater of the
cementitious materials of the disposal cell.
GEM-Selektor handles C-S-H (using the CSHQ model (Kulik, 2011, Kulik et al. 2022) and M-S-H phases
as ideal solid solutions. During cement hydration, this has been enabled, since these mineral phases
are important components of the cementitious system. The CSHQ solid solution model has been
selected for all cementitious materials. On the other hand, some additional solid solutions, which is the
case of ettringite and straetlingite, have been modelled as single equilibrium phases. In the PHREEQC
version of CEMDATA (which is used in the reactive transport model), solid solutions are also handled
as ideal, where information about its end members is available in the database. This may be enabled
during reactive transport calculations; however, some simplifications of the C-S-H and M-S-H solid
solutions may be necessary (e.g., selecting a single end member to represent the solid solution) for
simplicity.
Cation exchange reactions are commonly used to model surface phenomena in the cementitious
materials. However, there is a large data gap in this regard, where only a few studies have published
mechanistic models for these types of chemical processes. In general, the cation exchange reactions
are simplified to simulate the uptake of K and Na in the C-S-H phases, neglecting the uptake of Al and
Mg. A model based on the work of Missana et al. (2017), considering a cation exchange capacity (CEC)
that depends on the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H phases can be used. For instance, a model for cation
exchange for a low-pH concrete (Idiart et al., 2020) can be represented as

2𝐸𝑋 − + 𝐶𝑎+2 ↔ 𝐸𝑋2 𝐶𝑎,
2𝐸𝑋 − + 2𝐾 + ↔ 𝐸𝑋2 𝐾2 ,

[ 4.3 ]

2𝐸𝑋 − + 2𝑁𝑎 +2 ↔ 𝐸𝑋2 𝑁𝑎2 ,
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with parameters given in Table 4.4. This type of cation exchange data can be directly incorporated into
the chemical thermodynamic database to be used for the reactive transport simulations. However, these
data have been only used for the shotcrete liner and cation exchange processes have not been
considered for the other cement-based materials. It is worth mentioning that, if the CSHQ solid solution
model is incorporated in the calculations, an extension of the ideal solid solution model (available in
CEMDATA v18.1) that includes Na and K uptake shall be used instead of cation exchange reactions.

Table 4.4. Cation exchanger compositions of cementitious materials (adapted from Idiart et al., 2020).
Exchanger species

Log K

mol/kg water

EX2Ca

0

4.444×10-01

EX2K2

0.37

5.524×10-01

EX2Na2

0.37

1.689×10-01

Total (CEC)

2.331

In addition to the mineral constitution of each material, secondary phases not initially present in the
system but likely to form need to be incorporated into the model. These include different minerals such
as, for instance, brucite (Mg(OH)2), which is likely to form from the reaction between Mg and Ca-rich
minerals. Other Fe-bearing minerals, such as magnetite, are allowed to form as well. Also, M-S-H
phases, which do not form during cement hydration in any of the cementitious materials, are included
as secondary minerals. All considered secondary phases are enlisted in Table 4.7.
4.5.3.1. Functional concrete walls
The equilibrated concrete porewater results in a highly alkaline pH (13.45) due to the significant
concentrations of Na and K, with a pe of -7.2 and an ionic strength of 0.3904 m. On the other hand, the
low concentrations of dissolved Mg and Fe create a steep concentration gradient due to the
corresponding concentrations coming from the clay rock porewater. Dissolved Sr is only present in the
clay porewater due to the presence of celestite; however, a low concentration of Sr in all cementitious
materials is set (1×10-10 mol/L) to facilitate the convergence of the numerical algorithm. Calcite and
portlandite are the main minerals in the fully hydrated concrete. In minor amounts, the formation of
ettringite, monocarbonate and hydrotalcite are observed. The C-S-H solid solution assemblage shows
more significant amounts of the JenD (Ca/Si = 2.25) and TobD (Ca/Si = 1.25) end members. The
resulting porosity of the cementitious material is estimated by the change of volume fractions in the fully
equilibrated concrete and is equal to 0.085.
4.5.3.2. Waste package backfill mortar
See section 4.5.3.3
4.5.3.3. Vault backfill mortar
The vault backfill mortar porewater is more similar to the concrete walls in terms of pH (13.09), pe (-6.8)
and ionic strength (0.16 m). One significant difference, however, is caused by the significantly higher
water/binder ratio (1.25) than that of the functional concrete (see Table 4.3). The reason for this high
w/b ratio is to obtain a highly porous material (porosity = 0.29). The mineralogical composition is also
similar to the functional concrete; the mortar has high proportions of portlandite and the C-S-H phases
assemblage shows higher amounts of the JenD and TobD end members.
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4.5.3.4. Shotcrete liner
The low-pH shotcrete is a fundamental part of the geochemical evolution of the disposal cell because it
is in direct contact with the porewater of the clay rock. Early chemical interactions will be driven by the
shotcrete-clay interface mainly because of the diffusion of an alkaline plume from the shotcrete to the
clay. The hydration of the shotcrete liner results in a pH = 10.51. The main difference of the shotcrete
with respect to the other cementitious materials is the addition of a high ratio of silica fume as binder
(simplified as SiO2, see Table 4.3). In contrast to the waste package backfill mortar, the water/binder
ratio is much higher, which produces a higher porosity (0.24). The C-S-H assemblage is also quite
different from the previous materials, favouring the formation of the TobH (Ca/Si = 0.67), which
significantly smaller amounts of JenD, JenH and TobD end members. Furthermore, due to the
suppression of some zeolites and thaumasite (which form if allowed), quartz does not react completely
after full equilibration. In the reactive transport model, the remaining amount of quartz can be treated
with an irreversible dissolution reaction, avoiding the need to incorporate dissolution kinetics into the
model. Other minerals, such as hydrotalcite, straetlingite and FeOOH(mic), also form during hydration.
4.5.3.5. Clay host rock and EDZ
The equilibrated porewater and mineralogical composition of the Callovo-Oxfordian clay rock is taken
from previously reported data (Marty et al., 2014). Mineralogical proportions are different for the EDZ
and the host rock because of the increased porosity in the EDZ. The pH of the clay rock is almost neutral
(7.06), causing a strong interaction with the cementitious materials in the disposal cell. It has been
reported that some clay minerals dissolve kinetically (i.e., “Illite_Imt-2”, “Montmorillonite-BCCa”,
“Microcline” and “Ripidolite_Cca-2”). However, as previously mentioned, this is suppressed from the
reactive transport model in favour of thermodynamically controlled reactions. In addition, these reactions
are restricted to irreversible dissolution in the geochemical algorithm. Quartz is also known to precipitate
kinetically, but this reaction may be modelled as reversible to avoid numerical problems (i.e., the majority
of quartz precipitates at the cement-clay interface with small amounts of dissolution) as long as the
overall evolution favours the precipitation of quartz at the cement-clay interface.
Surface chemical processes are modelled as cation exchange reactions in the clay rock (Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.). It is assumed that the composition of the exchangers is in equilibrium
with the initial porewater solutions. In the EDZ and clay rock, the cation exchange reactions consider
Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na and Sr (Marty et al., 2014).
Surface complexation reactions are incorporated for pH buffering in the clay subdomain. For instance,
surface complexation considering the clay mineral illite can be modelled as follows (Bradbury and
Baeyens, 2005a):
≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 -𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻 + ↔≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 -𝑂𝐻2+ ,
≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 -𝑂𝐻 ↔≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 -𝑂− + 𝐻 + ,
≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑠 -𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻 + ↔≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑠 -𝑂𝐻2+ ,
≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑠 -𝑂𝐻 ↔≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 -𝑂− + 𝐻 + ,

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐾 = 4.59,
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐾 = −7.11,

[ 4.4 ]

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐾 = 4.90,
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐾 = −6.80,

where ≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑤 and ≡ 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑠 are weak and strong sites, respectively. The surface specific area is 100 m 2/g
with a surface site density of 2.31 sites/nm2. Additional data for illite, as well as montmorillonite, is
available from previous studies (Bradbury and Baeyens, 2005b; Marques et al., 2012).

Table 4.5. Cation exchange reactions of the EDZ and clay rock in the ILW disposal cell (adapted from
Marty et al., 2014).
Exchanger

Log K

mol/kg water
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COx2Ca

0.7

4.744×10-01

COx2Mg

0.7

3.282×10-01

COxNa

0

3.867×10-01

COxK

1.2

7.850×10-02

COx2Sr

0.6

1.188×10-02

COx2Fe

0.8

2.860×10-03

Total (CEC)

2.1

Chemical thermodynamic database
Due to the large amount of cementitious materials present in the ILW cell studied here, the latest version
of CEMDATA which refers to CEMDATA18 (Lothenbach et al., 2019) (https://www.empa.ch/cemdata)
will be used. This database contains updated thermodynamic data for common cement hydrates on
ordinary Portland cement and alkali-activated materials such as C-S-H, AFm and AFt phases,
hydrogarnet, hydrotalcite, zeolites, and M-S-H phases. The database contains updated data for several
ferric iron bearing AFm and AFt phases, hydrogarnet, and hydrotalcite phase. The database is available
for GEM-Selektor (Kulik et al., 2013) and PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) formats and is thus
compatible with the format needed for OpenGeoSys, the code used for modelling the ILW cell evolution.
The stability constants for the cement phases were obtained by recalculating the experimental data
using the PSI/Nagra 12/07 (Hummel et al., 2002; Thoenen et al., 2014) as a source for the aqueous
species, gas and other solid components participating in the reactions. This makes CEMDATA18 fully
compatible with the PSI/Nagra 12/07 chemical thermodynamic database. For the GEM-Selektor
geochemical modeling software, which uses the Gibbs energy of all species in phases to calculate
equilibrium, the Gibbs energy of formation for all CEMDATA18 components were calculated based on
their reported logK’s (Lothenbach et al., 2019) and reactants from the PSI/Nagra 12/07. Some additional
data for solid phases (e.g. carbonates, Al hydroxides, Fe oxides, hydroxides, sulfides, etc.) relevant for
cementitious systems, distributed with CEMDATA18, are also from the PSI/Nagra 12/07. Solid solution
models (a solid solution is a solid phase that can be described as a mixture of two or more solid species
(constituents, endmembers).) for AFm, AFt, C-S-H, and M-S-H are also included in the CEMDATA18
database GEM-Selektor version (Kulik et al. 2013). For C-S-H, several alternative solid solution models
are available. Non-ideal binary Redlich-Kister (Guggenheim) (Glynn, 2019) solid solution models are
used for: (Al, Fe)-ettringite, (Al, Fe)-monosulfate, (SO4, OH)-monosulfate, and (SO4, OH)-ettringite. (Al,
Fe)-siliceous hydrogarnet, C-S-H, M-S-H, hydrotalcite-pyroaurite, (Mg, Al)-hydrotalcite, straetlingite and
ettringite (for different water content) are treated as ideal solid solutions.
CEMDATA18 is also available in LMA (Law of Mass Action) setup that requires thermodynamic data in
the form of log K values for both aqueous complexes and solids. The database has been written into
PHREEQC “dat” format (Miron et al., 2018). The PHREEQC version of the database contains all the
reactions for the cementitious components and the related subset of general thermodynamic data
(mainly aqueous species) from the PSI-Nagra TDB needed for the reactions. The PHREEQC version of
the CEMDATA18 can also be used at elevated temperatures, 0 - 100 ℃. The coefficients for the logK =
f(T) were calculated from the available data on the entropy and heat capacity effect of the reactions. To
use solid solutions in PHREEQC, these must be defined by the user in the input script calculation file
using the endmember names from the database.
When using the CEMDATA18 database for equilibrium calculations, based on their thermodynamic data
alone, some phases are more stable than others, but they might not form during the timescale of the
modelled process. For example, the Fe-containing AFm and AFt hydrates have a limited stability field
due to the high stability of goethite (FeOOH) and hematite (Fe 2O3). The latter should to be suppressed
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when doing calculations at ambient conditions in favour of microcrystalline FeOOH (or microcrystalline
or amorphous Fe(OH)3), but should be allowed to form at elevated temperatures (> 50°C) or when
considering very long time scales. Similarly, the formation of gibbsite (Al(OH) 3) and quartz (SiO2) should
be suppressed in favour of microcrystalline or amorphous Al(OH) 3, and amorphous SiO2.
4.5.4.1. PSI/Nagra database
The PSI/Nagra thermodynamic database contains data to support modelling geochemical processes
related to low- and intermediate-level and to high-level radioactive waste (conditions in Switzerland).
The initial database was issued in 1992 (Pearson et al., 1992; Pearson and Berner, 1991) and was later
followed by two major updates, Nagra/PSI Chemical Thermodynamic Data Base 01/01 (TDB 01/01)
(Hummel et al., 2002) and PSI/Nagra Chemical Thermodynamic Data Base 12/07 (TDB 12/07)
(Thoenen et al., 2014). The data selection is based on detailed in-house reviews and on the OECD
NEA’s book series on “Chemical Thermodynamics”. The current version of the PSI/Nagra Chemical
Thermodynamic Data Base is 12/07 (TDB 12/07) (Thoenen et al., 2014). A new version of the database
(PSI Chemical Thermodynamic Database 2020) with updated thermodynamic data is under
development. The critically selected data is classified into core data, based on the CODATA key values
(Cox et al., 1989), recommended application data, with well-characterized aqueous species, minerals,
and gases, and supplemental data, with less well-characterized uncertain data suitable for scoping and
qualitative calculations (for cases where omission of data even if uncertain would lead to unacceptable
results).
The PSI/Nagra database is available both in GEM-Selektor (Kulik et al., 2013) and in PHREEQC
(Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) format. The PHREEQC version of the database contains data for
reference temperature (25°C) and pressure (1 bar). In the GEM-Selektor version the data for aqueous
species was augmented with parameters for the HKF (Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers) equation of state
(Tanger and Helgeson, 1988) taken from the SUPCRT slop98 database (Johnson et al., 1992). These
allow the extrapolation of their properties at different temperatures and pressures. For solid phases
additional data on the heat capacity temperature function is provided with coefficients collected from
Robie and Hemingway (1995) and Helgeson et al. (1978). Some of the components are defined using
reaction data, as reaction dependent components. In this case, depending on the available data on the
entropy and heat capacity effects of reaction, the three-term, two-term or constant logK, extrapolation
methods are used for calculating the logK values as a function of temperature.
The thermodynamic data for iron in the PSI/Nagra Chemical Thermodynamic Data Base 12/07 (TDB
12/07) were accepted from the section of Hummel et al. (2002), Nagra/PSI Chemical Thermodynamic
Data Base 01/01 (TDB 01/01). Most of the iron data come from the original selection by Pearson, in the
Nagra Thermochemical Data Base 05/92 (TDB 05/92). Pearson selected data from Wagman (1982)
(properties of formation of the master species Fe2+) and from Nordstrom et al. (1990) and Baes and
Mesmer (1977) (inorganic complexes of iron and iron solids). The database was further enhanced with
the addition of data for hematite, magnetite, pyrite, and troilite by Hummel et al. (2002).
A major revision on the data for iron is in progress (PSI Chemical Thermodynamic Database 2020). This
revision concerns most of the iron aqueous species and iron bearing solid phases in the PSI/Nagra
database. The new data selection is based mainly on the recent OECD NEA’s volume on the
thermodynamics of iron by Lemire et al. (Lemire et al., 2013).
4.5.4.2. Other databases (Thermoddem and ThermoChimie)
Thermoddem is a database for the thermodynamic properties of interest for hazardous and radioactive
wastes, as well as the geochemistry of natural environments (Blanc et al., 2012). The database is
developed by the French geological survey (https://thermoddem.brgm.fr). The last qualified version of
Thermoddem (V1.10, 2017) is formatted for several reactive transport models including CRUNCH,
HYTEC, PHREEQC or THOUGHREACT. An update version (V1.10, 2019) is under progress.
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Thermoddem is applicable to the full pH range, including the high-pH alkaline domain, from 0 to 100°C.
The database includes a large set of zeolites and cementitious phases with a broad composition range
with respect to concrete formulae such as CEM I and low-pH cements. The C-A-S-H, C-S-H and M-SH phases are introduced as discrete elements. A few iron-bearing cement phases are present such FeAFm and Fe-AFt. Thermoddem is also suitable for modelling iron corrosion products such as iron
carbonates, oxyhydroxides, silicates and sulfides.
Additional data for iron corrosion products or clay phases can be selected from ThermoChimie, which
is the thermodynamic database developed by ANDRA, ONDRAF and RWM for the performance
assessment of the geologic disposal of radioactive waste (Giffaut et al., 2014,
https://www.thermochimie-tdb.com). ThermoChimie provides formation constants (at temperatures 
80°C) for a wide range of radionuclides and the mineral component of multi-barrier systems, including
host-rock solid phases, bentonites, cements, steel, and their evolving secondary phases. The database
is formatted for several reactive transport models including HYTEC.

Microbiological parameters
Based on the broad range of environments in which microorganisms can survive, including extreme
conditions as high pH, radiation, low substrate concentrations or even low porosities, the presence of
microorganisms in the waste and the near field of a L/ILW repositories could not be discard. In fact,
numerous studies in natural and engineered systems have demonstrated that microbial life is possible
under extreme natural conditions, although it is difficult, with current techniques, to determine whether
microbial cells are merely surviving or are in fact active and multiplying at very low rates.
With all these constraints and lack of information, microbial parameters will not be considered in the
disposal cell models of ACED. However, qualitative assessment will be considered if relevant
information is obtained within the EURAD-MAGIC project to be started in June 2021.

Summary of initial porewater compositions and solution properties
Table 4.6 shows the equilibrated porewater compositions of each material in the disposal cell concept.
A pre-equilibration step to validate the transfer of information between codes (GEMS-Phreeqc) from
cement hydration and databases (CEMDATA v18.1 and ThermoChimie) has been carried out.
Concentrations equal to zero are set to 1×10-10 mol/L to avoid numerical problems during the simulation.
The redox of the cement-based materials were obtained in the hydration model by initially fixing a partial
pressure of -12.6 for hydrogen in order to have reducing conditions in the limit range of water stability,
pe + pH = 0 (Neck et al. 2007)
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Table 4.6. Porewater initial concentrations of different materials in the ILW disposal cell.
Component
[mol/L]

Functional
concrete

Waste
package
mortar

Vault backfill
mortar

Shotcrete
liner

Clay rock

Al

8.20E-05

3.30E-05

3.30E-05

3.71E-04

8.50E-08

C(4)

2.06E-04

3.33E-05

3.33E-05

2.05E-05

3.83E-03

Ca

9.59E-04

2.65E-03

2.65E-03

5.61E-03

7.60E-03

Cl

5.51E-07

1.95E-07

1.95E-07

8.44E-08

4.12E-02

Fe

1.23E-07

4.98E-08

4.98E-08

1.08E-09

4.35E-05

K

4.11E-01

1.53E-01

1.53E-01

9.67E-02

5.11E-04

Mg

1.33E-09

2.94E-09

2.94E-09

7.43E-07

5.19E-03

Na

7.53E-03

9.13E-03

9.13E-03

3.96E-03

4.01E-02

S(6)

5.08E-03

5.54E-04

5.54E-04

5.49E-02

1.11E-02

Si

7.56E-05

3.79E-05

3.79E-05

1.41E-03

1.80E-04

Sr

1.00E-10

1.00E-10

1.00E-10

1.00E-10

2.43E-04

pH

13.45

13.09

13.09

10.508

7.06

pe

-7.2

-6.8

-6.8

-4.5

-2.84

Summary of initial solid composition and secondary phases
A summary of all the primary minerals in the cementitious materials and the clay rock, as well as
secondary phases are shown in Table 4.7. Solid phases are divided in initial and secondary ones. Initial
phases are present at least in one material, whereas secondary phases are not present initially in any
of the materials, but are allowed to precipitate if the solution becomes supersaturated. Note that the
notation of CEMDATA v18.1 is used (except for clay minerals).
Thermodynamic data for primary clay minerals denoted as “Illite_Imt-2”, “Montmorillonite-BCCa”,
“Microcline” and “Ripidolite_Cca-2” is taken from ThermoChimie v10a (the latest version). In addition,
secondary minerals not found in CEMDATA are also added from ThermoChimie (Pyrrhotite, Fe(OH)2(cr)
and Saponite-FeCa). The thermodynamic data for the remaining minerals is taken from CEMDATA
v18.1.

Table 4.7. Initial solid composition of the ILW disposal cell materials.
Functional
concrete

Waste
package
mortar

Vault
backfill
mortar

Shotcrete
liner

EDZ

Intact clay
rock

CSHQ-JenD

7.7366

1.5092

1.5092

0.0006

0

0

CSHQ-JenH

4.9492

0.9835

0.9835

0.1140

0

0

CSHQ-TobD

5.8155

1.1345

1.1345

0.6910

0

0

CSHQ-TobH

0.2448

0.0486

0.0486

9.1747

0

0

KSiOH

1.6913

0.1340

0.1340

0.1456

0

0

NaSiOH

0.2897

0.0420

0.0420

0.0389

0

0

Mineral [mol/kg water]
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ettringite

0.6240

0.1207

0.1207

0.0842

0

0

monocarbonate

1.0813

0.2092

0.2092

0

0

0

Cal (Calcite)

23.2464

0.2445

0.2445

0.3489

25.1900

27.9900

C3FS0.84H4.32

0.7546

0.1460

0.1460

0

0

0

Portlandite

19.4340

3.6971

3.6971

0

0

0

hydrotalcite

0.4246

0.0822

0.0822

0.0636

0

0

straetlingite

0

0

0

0.1842

0

0

FeOOHmic

0

0

0

0.2246

0

0

Qtz (Quartz)

0

0

0

0.3724

45.7740

50.8600

Cls (Celestite)

0

0

0

0

0.6210

0.6900

Ord-Dol (Dolomite)

0

0

0

0

2.4840

2.7600

Py (Pyrite)

0

0

0

0

0.9540

1.0600

Sd (Siderite)

0

0

0

0

0.9900

1.1000

Illite_Imt-2*

0

0

0

0

9.6930

10.7700

Montmorillonite-BCCa*

0

0

0

0

2.4750

2.7500

Microcline*

0

0

0

0

1.2330

1.3700

Ripidolite_Cca-2*

0

0

0

0

0.3690

0.4100

Amor-Sl

0

0

0

0

0

0

Brc (Brucite)

0

0

0

0

0

0

C3AH6

0

0

0

0

0

0

C3FH6

0

0

0

0

0

0

C4AH13

0

0

0

0

0

0

C4FH13

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gp (Gypsum)

0

0

0

0

0

0

hemicarbonate

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mag (Magnetite)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fe-monosulphate

0

0

0

0

0

0

monosulphate12

0

0

0

0

0

0

M075SH

0

0

0

0

0

0

M15SH

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fe-ettringite

0

0

0

0

0

0

syngenite

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pyrrhotite*

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fe(OH)2(cr)*

0

0

0

0

0

0

Saponite-FeCa*

0

0

0

0

0

0

*Phase names are as given in the ThermoChimie thermodynamic database for Callovo-Oxfordian. Clay minerals Illite_Imt-2,
Montmorillonite-BCCa, Microcline and Ripidolite_Cca-2 are restricted to irreversible dissolution in the reactive transport
simulations.

It is worth noting that inert quartz is considered as an aggregate in all cementitious materials. Therefore,
the solid constitution of the cementitious materials only accounts for reactive solids, where aggregates
are considered for the calculation of physical properties only (e.g., porosity).
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4.6.

Expected outcomes

The expected outcomes of the presented conceptual and numerical model of the ILW disposal cell in
clay will focus on the time evolution of selected parameters at specific locations and the spatial
distribution at different times of:
1) The computed pH and redox at the different materials and interfaces.
2) The computed concentrations of the dissolved chemical species at the different materials and
interfaces.
3) The computed concentrations of precipitated mineral phases at the different materials and
interfaces.
4) The computed volume fractions of the mineral phases at the different materials and interfaces.
5) The computed changes in porosity at the different materials and interfaces.
6) The computed gas generation (H2, CH4, CO2) and consumption at the different materials and
interfaces.
7) The computed saturation of the systems.
In addition, it is expected that the results obtained with the simulations will lead to an improved
understanding of the chemical evolution of the cementitious materials in the disposal cell and their
interaction with the clay rock. Analysis of the outcomes will include the description of the main processes
that influence cement degradation and the interplay occurring among each material, as well as the
impact over the clay rock. It is also worth mentioning that additional outcomes can be included at later
stages of the project.
The resulting complexity of this model of the ACED Subtask 4.1 and the associated numerical limitations
can serve as triggers for new developments in the WP Modelling or for abstraction methodologies in
ACED Subtask 4.2. The complex model will subsequently be redefined (if needed) based on the current
capabilities of the numerical tool used in this case (OpenGeoSys). Then, the implementation in
OpenGeoSys, using the highest level of complexity as possible and interpretation of the results follows.
In a second step, an update of the model is foreseen based on the knowledge gained in Tasks 2 and 3
of ACED and other EURAD WPs and the numerical methods/tools in the DONUT WP or the knowledge
generated in CORI WP (Cement-Organics-Radionuclide-Interactions). This two-step approach
guarantees an early start of Tasks 4.2 and 4.3.

4.7.

Computer code

OpenGeoSys (OGS) is a scientific open-source initiative for the numerical simulation of thermo-hydromechanical/chemical (THMC) processes in porous and fractured media which will be used to model
both ILW disposal cells. The basic concept of OGS consist on providing a ﬂexible numerical framework,
using primarily the Finite Element Method (FEM) for solving multi-ﬁeld coupled processes with
application in different scientific and technical disciplines. For example, OGS has been successfully
applied in the fields of regional, contaminant and coastal hydrology (Nixdorf et al., 2017, Walther et al.,
2017, Jing et al., 2018, 2019), fundamental and geothermal energy systems (Chen et al., 2019, Parisio
et al., 2019a, 2019b, Meng et al., 2018, 2019; Hein et al., 2016), geotechnical engineering (Zhu et al.,
2020), energy storage (Miao et al., 2019, Lehmann et al., 2019, Böttcher et al., 2017; Nagel et al., 2017;
Pfeiffer et al., 2016), CO2 sequestration/storage(Grunwald et al., 2020, Liu et al., 2019, Li et al., 2014,
Beyer et al., 2012) and nuclear waste management and disposal (Shao et al., 2019a, 2019b).
Since the mid-eighties (Kolditz, 1990, Wollrath, 1990, Kroehn, 1991 and Helmig, 1993) OpenGeoSys is
in continuous development evolving through Fortran, C, and C ++ implementation with the current
released version being OpenGeoSys 6.3. (Naumov et al., 2020). OpenGeoSys-6 (Naumov et al., 2018,
Bilke et al., 2019) is a complete re-implementation of OpenGeoSys 5 (Kolditz et al., 2004; Wang and
Kolditz, 2006; Kolditz et al., 2012) which uses advanced methods in software engineering and
architecture with focus on code quality, modularity, performance and comprehensive documentation.
Till the present moment, particular emphasis has been placed on the implementation of advanced
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numerical methods for simulating propagation of discontinuities, such as enriched finite element function
spaces (Watanabe et al., 2012), non-local formulations (Parisio et al., 2018) and phase-field models
(Lepillier et al., 2020, Yoshioka et al., 2019, 2020). As in the previous version, OGS-6 is taking
advantage of High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms on both MPI and OpenMP concepts to
analyse realistic complex geosystems (Fischer et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2015, 2017).
Regarding reactive transport processes which is the coupled processes which will be studied in this
work, different approximations have been implemented in OGS along its development in order to
consider multicomponent mass transport and bio/geochemical reactions (Chen et al., 2020, Boog et al.,
2020, 2019, Yapparova et al., 2019). For example, Ballarini et al. (2014) used an internal OGS library
to simulate kinetically controlled biogeochemical reactions. In other cases, OGS has been coupled in a
sequential non-iterative approach with well-known external geochemical solvers (i.e. PHREEQC,
GEMS, BRNS and ChemApp). The coupling of these codes are referred as OGS-PHREEQC (Xie et al.,
2006, He et al., 2015), OGS-GEM (Kosakowski and Watanabe, 2014), OGS-BRNS (Centler et al., 2010)
and OGS-ChemApp (Beyer et al., 2012, Li et al. 2014). Very recently, an alternative coupling solution
of reactive transport has been developed and implemented by approximating the complex chemical
reactions into a quickly calculating look-up table (Aguila et al., 2021, Huang et al., 2018). The novel
implementation provides fast and efficient simulations, a feature especially relevant for long-term
simulations. Reactive transport calculations referred above have been mainly performed with OGS-5,
although OGS-6-iPHREEQC version is already released (Naumov et al., 2020). This new version
includes a new implementation with direct memory access which allows efficient computational
simulations. Application of OGS on reactive transport modelling in the framework of nuclear waste
disposal includes long term cementitious materials/clay interactions (Idiart et al., 2020, Kosakowski et
al., 2014, Kosakowski and Berner, 2013, Berner et al., 2013, Shao et al., 2013), laboratory scale
precipitation/dissolution processes in combination with density driven flow and clogging effects
(Poonoosamy et al., 2020, 2018, 2015) and with mechanical processes (Lu et al., 2018), concrete
degradation due to reactive aggregates in combination with multi-phase transport of CO2 (Huang et al.,
2018) and radionuclide migration in clays (Aguila et al., 2021). Recently the look up table approach has
also been applied to model gas and humidity transport in combination with concrete/ organic matter
degradation and corrosion of metals in a waste package during 100 years of intermediate storage
(Kosakowski and Huang, 2019, Huang et al., 2021)).
Finally, OpenGeoSys is participating in several international model development, validation and
benchmarking initiatives, e.g., DEVOVALEX (with applications mainly in the assessment of nuclear
waste repositories (Birkholzer et al., 2018), CO2BENCH (Kolditz et al., 2012b), SeS Bench (Steefel et
al., 2015) and HM-Intercomp (Maxwell et al., 2015) providing ongoing series of benchmark books
(Lehmann et al., 2018) and tutorials (Jang et al., 2017). For more information please refer to the
OpenGeoSys webpage (www.opengeosys.org).

4.8.

Summary

The contribution of Subtask 4.1 to the ILW disposal cell in a clay sedimentary formation is based on a
generic concepts and design defined for building up a repository in indurated clay rocks like Opalinus
Clay and Callovo Oxfordian. However, the defined multibarrier system (i.e waste matrix, containers,
backfill material) is also common for other concepts where plastic clays are considered (i.e. Boom Clay).
Specifically, the studied disposal concept is based on a multi-barrier system including the waste matrix
(in the primary coli or drum), the disposal container, the mortar backfill in the emplacement tunnel and
the clay host rock (Callovo Oxfordian). Reinforced of the tunnels walls with a shotcrete is also part of
the concept. It is assumed that the disposal cell contains a number of stacked waste containers (with
organic or metallic waste). In addition, a backfilling material between the waste containers is considered
and in the case of the organic waste, 6 different waste packages are also inside the containers. The
dimensions of the multibarrier system are 11 x 13 m without including the host rock and the EDZ.
Hydration models for the four different CEM I cementitious materials (i.e. functional concrete walls of
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the containers, backfill mortar between the waste containers, vault backill mortar and shotcrete liner)
have been performed to determine the initial hydrated cement phases in the reactive transport model.
All the materials have been conceptualized as homogeneous porous media. Diffusion is the main
transport mechanism and no temperature effects has been considered. Aqueous complexation
reactions, mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions, cation exchange and surface complexation
reactions are part of the model. When considering changes of porosity due to precipitation/dissolution
of minerals, standard molar volumes are used. All this information is contained in the same chemical
thermodynamic database, CEMDATA v18.1. Additional thermodynamic data for some clay minerals not
found in CEMDATA is retrieved and adapted to match the same master species of CEMDATA from the
latest version of the ThermoChimie database. Simulations will be for 100 000 years and will be
performed with the T-H-M-C code OpenGeoSys v.6.
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5. Conceptual, mathematical and numerical models,
numerical tools of the ILW disposal cell in granite
5.1.

and

Description of the disposal cell concept

The generic configuration of the ILW disposal cell concept in granitic host rock is presented in Figure
5.1. The domain under consideration includes:
1) Waste zone with two types of waste packages
a. Metallic waste;
b. Organic waste.
2) Cementitious backfill.
3) Granitic host rock.
The tunnel width is 11 m and the height is 13 m. In addition, several meters of the host rock should be
considered in the model.

Multibarrier system (11 x 13 m) + host rock:
-

Host-rock (Spanish Granitic rock )
EDZ (excavation damage zone)
Liner (shotcrete)
Backfill material (mortar)
Waste region (metallic / organic waste)

2m

Figure 5.1. Layout of the representative ILW disposal cell concept in a granitic host rock. Note: The
EDZ and the liner considered in the ILW clay disposal cell are not part of the disposal ILW cell in
crystalline rock.

A more detailed representation of the waste zone is provided in Figure 5.3. It is assumed that the waste
zone contains three rows of containers: two rows with organic waste packages and a row of metallic
waste packages in between.
It was mentioned in the discussions during ACED WP meeting that one of the options could be Nirex
Reference Vault Backfill (NRVB) considered in the UK concept. However, the first option will be to use
the same backfill material described in Chapter 4 and the NRVB will be consider only as sensitive case.
As regards granitic host rock, Spanish granite was proposed and its characteristics were provided in
Chapter 2 (Samper et al., 2008).
According to the disposal cell in granitic rock layout (Figure 2.1), the dimensions of the multibarrier
system are 11 x 13 m plus host rock. In order to keep up with similar model dimensions between the
different host rock concepts for ILW (i.e. clay and crystalline rock), the disposal cell in the clay rock,
presented during ACED meeting (January 2021, see Figure 2.2), is taken as an example without
considering the EDZ and the liner.
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Figure 5.2. Layout of the representative ILW disposal cell concept in a clay host rock. In dark blue:
backfill material, light blue: liner, brown: EDZ, red: host rock

According to the layout of the ILW disposal cell concept in a clay host rock (see Chapter 4 for more
details), the waste zone is surrounded by backfill of 1 m thickness from both sides and somewhat higher
thickness on the top. In addition, about 10 m of the host rock around the tunnel is considered. Based on
this information, it is assumed that the thickness of the backfill at both sides of the waste zone is 1 m
and the thickness of the backfill on the top is 2 m. Taking into account that emplacement dimensions
are 11 x 13 m (L x H), the dimensions of the waste zone are assumed to be 9 x 11 m (L x H). 10 m of
the granitic host rock around the backfill is also included.

Figure 5.3. Waste zone (as presented in ACED meeting, January 2021).
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5.2.

Conceptual Model

The conceptual model used in the granitic system is very similar to the concept used in clay (see Section
4.2). Differences are only related to the hydrodynamic processes which are explained in Section 5.2.1
and the groundwater composition of the granitic rock which could induce different chemical reactions.

Hydrodynamic processes
The reactive transport model of the ILW disposal cell in granite assumes that the system is initially fully
water-saturated. Advection and diffusion-dispersion processes for solute transport will be considered in
the model. The changes in the permeability and transport parameters of the materials due to mineral
dissolution/precipitation will not be considered initially. However porosity changes due to reactions will
be consider as sensitivity case.
The groundwater flow is arbitrarily assumed to be horizontal from left to right. The water flow is imposed
by setting different hydraulic head at the left and the right boundaries of the model domain. Water flow
rate through the Spanish granite was defined based on data presented in Samper et al. (2008). It is
assumed in the reactive transport model in Samper et al. (2008) that hydraulic gradient over 6.5 m
distance is 0.55. Taking into account that the hydraulic conductivity of the Spanish granite is 8.72·10-12
m/s (Table 5.5), the obtained water flow velocity is 7.38·10-13 m/s. In order to represent such water flow
velocity, the corresponding hydraulic head at the outflow (right boundary of the domain) is set to 0 m
and at the left boundary – to 2.62 m. Such hydraulic gradient over a distance of 31 m (the distance
between the left and the right boundaries) will produce the required water flow rate.

5.3.

Mathematical model

Similar to the mathematical model described in Section 4.3, the model for the ILW in crystalline rock
integrates multicomponent transport in porous media coupled with chemical reactions. Initially, the
transport of solutes is assumed to take place under isothermal fully water-saturated media throughout
the emplacement cavern. Solute transport will be mainly driven by the hydraulic gradients of the host
rock. Equations are given in Section 4.3.

5.4.

Parameter values
Waste zone

The region with metallic/organic waste packages (waste zone) will not be modelled explicitly. It is
intended to represent it through application of appropriate boundary conditions on the waste zone outer
perimeter as indicated by the red line in Figure 5.1. Differences compared to the ILW in clay is that the
functional concrete wall and the waste package backfill mortar will not be considered in the ILWcrystalline in order to observe the influence of these domains in the system. After the first simulations,
it will be decided if the walls of the container should be part of the system or should be excluded. In
addition, it is expected that input for boundary conditions (e.g. H 2(g) flux) will be available from ACED
WP Task 3, this information will not be initially considered (as it is not available yet) and a constant rate
for H2 will be used.
Therefore, two cases are under consideration at the present moment: in one case the waste zone is
treated as inactive region while in the other case it is included in the model with the properties as
presented in Table 5.1. In detail, the waste zone will be modelled as an empty space, initially filled with
concrete (backfill) pore water. It is intended to include this void into the model but to assign transport
properties that ensure that there are no practical resistances to flow or diffusion in this volume. Such an
approach is adopted from the Swedish model presented in SKB Report (Höglund, 2014). Waste zone
material properties assumed for the modelling are presented in Table 2.3.
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Table 5.1. Waste zone material properties (based on Höglund, 2014).
Parameter

Value

Porosity (-)

1

Tortuosity (-)

1

Effective diffusion
coefficient, De (m2/s)

1·10-9

Hydraulic
conductivity, K (m/s)

0.1

Backfill
The backfill material used in the disposal cell in clay will be used here as well. However, other backfill
cementitious material with different porosity will be tested as sensitivity case. Therefore, for the
sensitivity case it is assumed in the modelling that the space between the waste zone and the host rock
is filled with NRVB backfill (UK concept). Such an assumption is made based on several reasons:
•
•
•
•

NRVB was specifically developed as potential backfill for UK geologic radioactive waste
disposal facility in a higher strength rock;
UK concept was proposed as one of the potential backfill for ILW cell in granite during ACED
T4 meeting;
UK concept was previously used by LEI for modelling purposes;
There is sufficient available information on NRVB physical and chemical properties (e.g. Wilson
et al., 2017; 2018).

According to Wilson et al. (2017), the main safety functions assigned to NRVB are:
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of alkaline conditions;
Maintenance of the sorption capacity;
Sufficient gas permeability
Mechanical and dimensional stability and the ability for waste package retrieval, if required.

The flow properties of the NRVB are presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Flow properties of the NRVB (based on Wilson et al., 2017).
Parameter

Value

Porosity (-)

0.55

Tortuosity (-)

0.87*

Effective diffusion coefficient, De
(m2/s)
Hydraulic conductivity, K (m/s)

4.8·10-10
1·10-9

*Derived value assuming diffusion coefficient in the free
water as 1·10-9 m2/s.

NRVB comprises Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) with a fine aggregate containing crushed limestone
filler (primarily calcium carbonate) and hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide) (Wilson et al., 2018). Two
potential compositions of NRVB after hydration, depending on the hydration conditions, were found in
the literature when modelling NRVB evolution (Wilson et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2017). In one case
hydrogarnet is present in the solid phase assemblage while in the other case it is assumed that
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monocarboaluminate and ettringite form in addition to portlandite, calcite and C-S-H gel. The latter solid
phase assemblage correlates to findings reported by Vasconcelos et al. (2018), thus it was selected for
modelling the chemical evolution of the ILW disposal cell in granitic rock within ACED. The assumed
hydrated solid phase assemblage of the NRVB is presented in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Hydrated solid phase assemblage of the NRVB assumed in the model (based on Wilson et
al., 2018).
Solid phase

Formula

Portlandite

Ca(OH)2

C-S-H
Jennite-type
Tobermorite-type
Calcite
Monocarboaluminate
Ettringite

Composition
wt%

vol%

19.8

9.5

23.9

10.6

(CaO)1.6667(SiO2)(H2O)2.1

9.6

(CaO)0.8333(SiO2)(H2O)1.3333

1.0

CaCO3

38.2

15.2

Ca4Al2(CO3)(OH)12·5H2O

12.6

6.3

Ca6Al2(OH)12(SO4)3·26 H2O

5.5

3.3

100

45.0

0

55.0

Total solids
Porosity

Initial NRVB pore water composition, corresponding to the assumed solid phase assemblage (see Table
5.3) is taken from Wilson et al. (2018) and presented in Table 5.4. It was obtained by equilibrating
primary solids with water that contains dissolved Na, K, Cl, Mg, S and I at concentrations measured in
NRVB pore water.
Table 5.4. Initial NRVB pore water composition (based on Wilson et al., 2018).
Component

Concentration (mol/kg)

Na

1.93·10-4

K

6.50·10-4

Mg

2.03·10-6

Ca

1.88·10-2

Al

3.54·10-5

C (TIC)

7.76·10-6

Si

1.09·10-6

SO42-

2.22·10-5

Cl

3.05·10-6

I

8.12·10-7

pH of the solution is 12.47.

Granitic host rock
The Spanish granite is used as a reference host rock for the ILW disposal cell in granite as agreed by
ACED Task 4 partners. The granitic formation is selected to have a low fracture density, tectonic stability
and low seismicity. Physical, flow and solute transport parameters of the Spanish granite are provided
in Table 5.5. Values are very similar to those used in Chapter 2, except for the temperature effects. The
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granitic rock will be treated as an equivalent porous medium in the model with a uniform distribution of
hydraulic conductivity and porosity.

Table 5.5. Physical, flow and solute transport parameters of the Spanish granite (Samper et al., 2008).
Parameter

Value

Porosity (-)

0.005

Tortuosity (-)

0.01*

Effective diffusion coefficient, De
(m2/s)

5.02·10-14

Hydraulic conductivity, K (m/s)

8.72·10-12

*Derived value assuming diffusion coefficient in the free
water as 1·10-9 m2/s.

The chemical composition of the granite boundary water is the same described in Table 2.5. It will be
assumed that granite is an inert material, however, secondary minerals are planned to be allowed to
precipitate and re-dissolve as the chemical conditions progress.

5.5.

Expected outcomes

The expected outcomes are analogs to the one described in Section 4.6.

5.6.

Computer code

OpenGeoSys (OGS) will be used for the ILW in crystalline rock. For more details about the code, see
Section 4.7.

5.7.

Summary

The contribution of Subtask 4.1 to the ILW disposal cell in a crystalline rock is based on the concepts
and design available in Finland, Sweden, UK and Lithuania. The same multibarrier system considered
for the ILW disposal cell in clay is used here except the host rock. In this case the Spanish granitic rock
is considered and not EDZ is present. Advective flow from the host rock is considered and no
temperature effects has been considered. Aqueous complexation reactions, mineral
dissolution/precipitation reactions, cation exchange and surface complexation reactions are part of the
model. When considering changes of porosity due to precipitation/dissolution of minerals, standard
molar volumes are used. All this information is contained in the same chemical thermodynamic
database, CEMDATA v18.1. Simulations will be for 100 000 years and will be performed with the T-HM-C code OpenGeoSys v.6.
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6. Integration, communalities and differences from HLW and ILW
reference concepts
This section presents the integration, communalities and differences from the HLW and ILW disposal
cell in granite and clay.
The generic configuration of the HLW disposal cell concept in granite and clay is similar. Both reference
concepts share the following materials: (1) The vitrified waste (40 cm in diameter) which is explicitly
considered in the reactive transport model and is coupled with the rest of the engineered barrier
components; and (2) The overpack (5 cm thick) which is a low alloy carbon-steel canister. The
differences in the reference concepts configuration are in the other two considered materials. A
bentonite-base buffer (water-saturated FEBEX bentonite) and the Spanish Reference Granitic host rock
are used in the case of the HLW concept in granite while a cement-base buffer (composed of Portland
cement and calcareous aggregate without any reinforcement by steel structures) and the French
Callovo-Oxfordian claystone in the HLW concept in clay.
Both HLW reference concepts in granite and clay will use the same vitrified waste (the French glass
references SON-68 or the ISG) which will be considered as an equivalent porous medium accessible
only to water. A similar glass dissolution model will also be used. The results of the numerical analyses
performed by the ACED Task 3 (with the GRAAL model or other mechanistic ones) will provide simpler
glass dissolution models (R0/Rr model) to both HLW reference concepts.
The carbon-steel canister will be chemically treated in both HLW reference concepts as a non-porous
material made of 100% metallic iron at the initial stage, and then as a porous material filled by corrosion
products and remaining metallic iron. The carbon-steel corrosion will be kinetically controlled. The
differences will be in the values of the corrosion rates.
Although the bentonite blocks are initially unsaturated, the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal
cell in granite assumes that the bentonite is initially water-saturated. The model accounts for molecular
diffusion. Advection is negligible due to the hydraulic conductivity of the bentonite is extremely low (6·1014 m/s). Therefore, solute diffusion is the main solute transport mechanism. In the case of the reactive
transport model of the HLW disposal cell in clay, diffusion is also the only considered transport process.
Advection is never considered.
The accurate thermal transient stage and the cooling of the vitrified waste will be considered in the
reactive transport model of the HLW disposal cell in granite while a simplified thermal stage over the
first 1 000 y will be considered in the reactive transport model of the HLW disposal cell in clay.
The methodology of the reactive transport models of the geochemical evolution of the two HLW disposal
cells is the same. Firstly, a reference base case is performed and lately several optional scenarios cases
are proposed.
The generic configuration of the ILW disposal cell concept in granite and clay is very similar and the
dimensions of the multibarrier system as well. Both reference concepts share the same boundaries
conditions, regarding the waste source and its degradation, and the following materials: (1) the concrete
walls of the waste containers, (2) the waste package backfill mortar, filling the voids between the
containers and (3) the vault backfill mortar. The differences are related to the host rock considered,
namely, the Callovo-Oxfordian claystone and the Spanish Reference Granitic host rock in the ILW
concept in clay and crystalline rock, respectively. In addition, a low-pH shotcrete liner and the excavation
damage zone (EDZ) is considered in the ILW cell in clay, only. Water inflow from the host-rock to the
multibarrier system is also considered differently, since in the ILW disposal cell in clay diffusion is the
main transport process, advection is considered in the case of crystalline rock. Simulation time in both
cases is 100 000 years
Both ILW concepts use the same amount of waste which means they both assume the same number of
waste box-shaped containers (with organic or metallic waste). The degradation of the waste is kinetically
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control and considered as boundary in the disposal cell model. No temperature effects are part of the
model according to the characteristics of the studied waste.
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